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The beauty of self-assembly is in a predictable unpredictability. Self-assembly is a journey of a 
disordered unstable system toward a more stable ordered system as reducing its free energy. Thus, the final 
state of self-assembly can be predicted by the rule of minimizing system free energy. Intrinsic and extrinsic 
factors governing the system free energy, however, are too myriad and complex to predict their interactive 
synergetic effects on the self-assembly unless otherwise thoroughly investigated. In other words, only a 
fundamental understanding through an exhaustive study can unveil the secret of self-assembling nature, 
and further, providing us a way to utilize it. This idea has been the motivation of my Ph.D. study and 
permeated the philosophy of constructing this thesis. 
Block copolymers (BCPs) are one of the fascinating soft materials owing to their ability to self-assemble 
into various periodic nanostructures in the length scale from few-nm to over hundreds of nm. In particular, 
BCP self-assembly under one-dimensionally confined states such as thin films has been numerously 
investigated because BCP thin films form well-defined two-dimensional nanopatterns widely exploited for 
bottom-up nanofabrication in the use of many applications. 
When BCPs self-assemble with confined in thin films, the role of interfaces in their self-assembly 
becomes much more significant with increasing the interface-to-volume ratio. The self-assembly of 
confined BCPs shows more diversified nanostructures depending on both interfaces of substrate and free 
surface. Consequently, a key to designing the self-assembled nanostructure of confined BCPs lies in 
thorough interfacial control of BCP thin films. 
In this thesis, interfacial effects on BCP self-assembly under one-dimensional confinement will be 
discussed classified into two parts of intrinsic and extrinsic interfacial effects. Chapter 1 briefly introduces 
the background of research, BCP self-assembly, BCP nanopatterning, and interfacial effects as a critical 
factor in the spatially confined BCP self-assembly. Firstly, the discussions about the extrinsic interfacial 
effects of applied shear stress at a free surface of films, anisotropic roughness at a substrate interface, and 
confinement at the air/water interface are made in chapters 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Subsequently, the 
intrinsic interfacial effects of a replaced and controlled irreversibly adsorbed layer in BCP thin films are 
discussed in chapters 5 and 6. 
I believe this thesis provides a general insight to understand the self-assembling nature of BCPs where 
the interfacial effects become critical under one-dimensional confinement. Finally, with this thesis as 
momentum, I hope much attention would be paid not only to the widely studied extrinsic interfacial effects 
but also to the relatively less studied intrinsic interfacial effects of an irreversibly adsorbed layer in BCP 
thin films.  
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Chapter 1 
Figure 1.1 Block copolymer (BCP) self-assembly. (a) BCP self-assembly and controlling parameters. 
[Reprinted from Mater. Today 2010, 13, 42–51. Copyright 2010 with permission from Elsevier] (b) 
microphase separation of BCPs and phase separation of a polymer blend. (c) phase diagram of BCP self-
assembly. 
Figure 1.2 Two different systems of one-dimensionally confined BCPs: 1. BCPs confined in thin films and 
2. BCPs confined at the air/water interface. 
Figure 1.3 BCP nanopatterning and applications (a) BCP nanopatterning using a self-assembly of one-
dimensionally confined BCPs. [Reprinted figure with permission from Phys. Rev. Lett. 2002, 89, 035501  
Copyright 2002 by the American Physical Society; Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature, Nat. 
Commun. 2016, 7, 13988. Copyright 2016] (b) various applications using the BCP nanopatterns. [Reprinted 
by permission from Springer Nature, Nat. Electron. 2018, 1, 562-569. Copyright 2018; Reprinted with 
permission from Nano Lett. 2014, 14, 7031–7038. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society; Reprinted 
by permission from Wiley, Adv. Mater. 2014, 26, 791-795. Copyright 2014; Reprinted with permission 
from ACS Nano 2013, 7, 2651–2658. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society; Reprinted by 
permission from Springer Nature, Nat. Commun. 2016, 7, 12911. Copyright 2016] 
Figure 1.4 Three major issues in BCP nanopatterning: 1. controlling domain orientations, 2. controlling 
pattern directions, and 3. sub-10-nm nanopatterning. 
Figure 1.5 The irreversibly adsorbed layer in BCP thin films taking a critical role in BCP self-assembly. 
Chapter 2 
Figure 2.1 Schematic of the alignment modes of cylinder-forming BCPs. The scheme shows two possible 
alignments of cylinders in thin films: (a) parallel and (b) transverse (i.e., log-rolling). The shearing direction 
is indicated in each figure. 
Figure 2.2 Metastable film structure of PS-b-PMMA 64-35k hemicylinders for a film thickness of 38 nm. 
(a) AFM height image after 23 h of annealing at 170 C. (b) Enlarged image of (a). (c) Bicontinuous terrace 
structure after 60 h of additional annealing; the height trace taken along the horizontal black line is shown 
as an inset. (d) ToF-SIMS depth profile of the film annealed at 150 C for 24 h. (e) Structure of the 
metastable film. 
Figure 2.3 Temperature-dependent shear alignment of PS-b-PMMA 64-35k hemicylinders (thickness = 38 
nm) at (a) 140 °C and (b) 180 °C. The ToF-SIMS profile, GISAXS 2D pattern, AFM height image with 
FFT (and orientation parameter), and SEM image are given in each row from left to right. A cross-sectional 
SEM image is provided in the upper right corner showing the PMMA hemicylinders. Arrows indicate the 
direction of shear. Unlabelled scale bars are 500 nm. The beam was aligned parallel to the alignment 
direction in GISAXS measurements. 
Figure 2.4 AFM height images of PS-PMMA(24-11.5k) thin film. The film thickness is 23 nm. 20 kPa of 
shear stress is applied and shear direction is upward (black arrow), at (a) 130 ˚C and (b) 150 ˚C for 30 min. 
Each images have their 2D FFT data (Scale bar = 20 μm-1). Scale bar of AFM image is 200 nm. 
Figure 2.5 Temperature and shear stress-dependent alignment in 35-nm-thick PS-b-PMMA 24-12k films. 
A shear stress of 30 kPa was applied at (a) 120 °C, (b) 130 °C, (c) 140 °C, (d) 150 °C, (e) 160 °C, and (f) 
170 °C for 90 min. In (d), the shear stress was varied from 10 to 30 kPa as indicated. The shear direction 
(white arrow) was vertical in all cases. 2D FFTs are shown as insets. 
Chapter 3 
Figure 3.1 Schematic illustration of nanoscratching technique and nanoscratch-directed self-assembly of 
block copolymer (BCP) thin films. 
Figure 3.2 Analysis of various nanoscratched substrates. (a) AFM height images and topographic data of 
nanoscratched substrates scratched with diamond lapping films having 100, 250, 500, and 1000 nm 
particles in size; NSP100, NSP250, NSP500, and NSP1000, respectively. The blue arrows indicate the scratching 
directions. (b) Power spectral density (PSD) analysis of AFM images in Figure 3.2a. (c) Kratky plots 
obtained from panel b. (d) A plot of RMS roughness of topographic data, peak positions in PSD profiles, 
and scratching dimension, D, as a function of particle sizes of diamond lapping films. 
Figure 3.3 The effect of the applied normal force in scratching process on the formation of nanoscratches 
and consequent nanoscratch-DSA. (a) The applied normal force in scratching process was 1.2 N/cm2. (b) 
The applied normal force in scratching process was 2.2 N/cm2. 
Figure 3.4 The effect of the number of scratching on the formation of nanoscratches and the consequent 
nanoscratch-DSA. (a) AFM height images of NSP100 with the scratching distance of 12 cm depending on 
the number of scratching from x1 to x4. (b) The line-cut height profiles at the dotted line in panel a. (c) 
height distribution of panel b. (d) SMC35.5k on NSP100 depending on the number of scratching from x1 to x4. 
(e) SMS146.6k on NSP100 depending on the number of scratching from x1 to x4. 
Figure 3.5 Self-assembled BCP nanopatterns on nanoscratched substrates. SEM images of self-assembled 
(a) SMC35.5k and (b) SMS146.5k on bare and nanoscratched substrates. (c) A plot of orientation factor of 
SMC35.5k on nanoscratched substrates as a function of particle sizes of diamond lapping films. (d) Schematic 
image and color-coded orientation maps from SEM images of SMC35.5k on NSP100 and a bare substrate. (e) 
Schematic image and SEM images of SMS146.5k on NSP100 and a bare substrate. The white arrows indicate 
scratching directions, and the insets in panel c and d show FFT patterns obtained from each SEM images. 
(f) The effect of size ratio between nanoscratches and BCP nanopatterns on the DSA of 2-fold and 6-fold 
symmetry nanopatterns. Blue-colored points indicate well-aligned nanopatterns. 
Figure 3.6 Schematic illustration of the mechanism of anisotropic roughness-induced alignments of BCP 
nanopatterns. 
Figure 3.7 SEM images of SMC35.5k on (left) NSP100 and (right) bare substrate, supporting Figure 3.5d. 
Figure 3.8 47.5-nm-thick SMC99k thermally annealed at 190ºC for 24 h on (a) NSP100, (b) NSP250, (c) NSP500, 
and (d) NSP1000. (e) 40-nm-thick SMC58.1k thermally annealed at 190ºC for 24 h on NSP100. (f) 42-nm-thick 
SMS83.5k thermally annealed at 190ºC for 24 h on NSP100. (g) 50-nm-thick SVS106k thermally annealed at 
190ºC for 24 h on NSP100. (h) 46-nm-thick SVS52k thermally annealed at 160ºC for 24 h on NSP100. 50-nm-
thick SVC257k annealed with THF vapor for 30 m on (i) NSP100, (j) NSP250, (k) NSP500, and (l) NSP1000. Au-
ion were loaded into SVS106k and SVS52k films, and SVC257k films were immersed into ethanol to enhance 
the image contrast. Well-aligned samples are in blue boarder lines. 
Figure 3.9 GISAXS analysis of nanoscratch-DSA of BCP thin films in a large area. (a) Schematic image 
of GISAXS experiments for BCP thin films, where Φ is the rotation angle. Φ = 0º when the scratching 
direction is parallel to the incident X-ray beam. (b) A plot of normalized scattering intensity of the first 
order peak from GISAXS profiles of SMC35.5k on NSP100 as a function of Φ. The inset is in-plane scattering 
profiles obtained from a horizontal line-cut of GISAXS 2D data taken at different Φ in Figure 3.10. (c) 
GISAXS 2D data and (d) its in-plane scattering profile of SMS146.5k on NSP100 at Φ = 0º, 30º, 60º, and 90º. 
The scattering peaks are indicated by the black arrows. The inset in panel d is schematic 2D hexagonal 
lattices of SMS146.5k on NSP100, where the blue arrows indicate incident X-ray beam. 
Figure 3.10 GISAXS 2D data of SMC35.5k on NSP100 at different Φ. Corresponding in-plane scattering 
profiles obtained from a horizontal line-cut are shown in the inset of Figure 3.9b. 
Figure 3.11 Nanoscratch-DSA on various materials. SEM images of self-assembled (left) SMC35.5k and 
(right) SMS146.5k on NSP100 of (a) Al2O3, (b) ITO, (c) Si3N4, (d) ZnO, (e) HfO2, (f) TiO2, (g) Ni, and (h) TaN 
substrates. The white arrows indicate scratching directions, and the insets show FFT patterns obtained from 
each SEM images. 
Figure 3.12 Change of substrate layer thickness for various materials employed in Figure 3.11 before and 
after scratching. 
Figure 3.13 The formation of nanoscratches for various materials employed in Figure 3.11. (a) AFM height 
images of NSP100 on various substrates. (b) The line-cut height profiles at the dotted line in panel a. (c) 
height distribution of panel b. 
Figure 3.14 Direction-controllable and area-selective nanofabrication method. (a) Schematic image of 
nanoscratch writing by lateral scratching with diamond lapping films. (b) Photographic image of Si wafer 
with a nanoscratch writing letter ‘U’ marked with a yellow dotted line. SEM images of NSP100, BCP line 
pattern (SMC35.5k) on NSP100, and BCP dot pattern (SMS146.5k) on NSP100 at different positions of the letter 
‘U’ in panel b indicated with (c) ‘c’, (d) ‘d’, (e) ‘e’, and (f) ‘f’. The white arrows indicate scratching 
directions, and the insets show FFT patterns obtained from each SEM images. 
Figure 3.15 BCP nanopatterns at the boundary between the scratched area and the out of the scratched area. 
(a) SMC35.5k and (b) SMS146.5k at the boundary of scratched area of NSP100. (c) The resolution of the area-
selective nanoscratching in Figure 3.14. 
Chapter 4 
Figure 4.1 Scheme of interfacial self-assembly of BCPs at the air/water interface. 
Figure 4.2 (a) various available morphologies of ISA of BCPs. (b) conventional controlling paramter of 
morphologies of ISA of BCPs. [Reprinted with permission from Langmuir 2013, 29, 4502–4519. 
Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society] 
Figure 4.3 AFM height images of PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) LB films made with 10 μL of a 1 mg/mL of 
chloroform solution obtained from (a) a free spreading area (confined to a 12-cm-diameter petri dish) and 
(b) an area confined to a 6-cm-diameter petri dish. Scale bar is 1 μm. 
Figure 4.4 (a) Schematic illustration of post-area confinement (first row, ▲) and pre-area confinement 
(second row, ★) experiments. (b) π–A isotherm curve of PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k). (c) 2×2 μm AFM height 
images at each point in (b) (▲1–7, post-area confinement and ★1–6, pre-area confinement), Scale bar is 400 
nm. 
Figure 4.5 (a) GISAXS two-dimensional images of all PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) films in Figure 2. (b) 
Measured center-to-center distances of structures in each film (▲1–7, post-area confinement and ★1–6, pre-
area confinement). (c) GISAXS 1D line cuts of ▲1–7 and 5–6 from (a). [peaks are emphasized by 
multiplying q2 and I(q) (Kratky plot)]. (d) Calculated correlation length from (c). 
Figure 4.6 Schematic illustration of dewetting process for various hydrophilic block ratio. Red arrow 
indicates the stretching of hydrophilic chains and yellow arrow indicates the dewetting of hydrophobic 
chains. 
Figure 4.7 Schematic illustration of dewetting process for BCP with high hydrophilic block ratio in various 
spreading areas. Red arrows indicate the stretching of hydrophilic chains and yellow arrows indicate the 
dewetting of hydrophobic chains. 
Figure 4.8 Total free energy (interfacial free energy + elastic free energy) of ▲3~7 and ★3~6 in Figure 4.4 
per unit area in the BCP film was calculated. It should be noted that the state of ▲3~6 is only available when 
the spreading area is compressed with LB trough. 
Figure 4.9 Schematic illustration of one periodic unit of surface micelle. 
Figure 4.10 π–A isotherm curve of (a) PS-b-P2VP (30-12.5k) / (b) PS-b-P2VP (180-77k) and AFM/SEM 
height images of each point, ▲1~6/▲1~4, post-area confinement process and ★1~5/★1~3, pre-area 
confinement process in π–A isotherm curve. All images are 2×2 μm2, Scale bar is 400 nm. (c) Molecular 
weight dependency of morphology transition. 42.5k; PS-b-P2VP (30-12.5k, VP 29.6%), 62.5k; PS-b-P2VP 
(44-18.5k, VP 29.4%), 257k; PS-b-P2VP (180-77k, VP 29.8%). 
Figure 4.11 Apparent phase diagram of interfacial self-assembly with varying hydrophilic block ratio and 
spreading areas. Dot, strand and planar morphologies are indicated. PS-b-P2VP 55-8k, 88-18k, 30-8.5k, 
32.5-12k, 44-18.5k, 40-18k, 50.9-29.1k, and 66-44k were employed. The spreading area was normalized 
with the number of total repeat units of each BCP. 
Figure 4.12 AFM height image of PS-b-P2VP (left: 88-18k and right: 30-8.5k) LB films. 2×2 μm2, Scale 
bar is 400 nm. 
Chapter 5 
Figure 5.1 Irreversible adsorption dynamics of polymer chains and irreversibly adorbed layer in polymer 
thin films. 
Figure 5.2 Irreversibly adsorbed layer in BCP thin films. 
Figure 5.3 The strategy to replace and control the irreversibly adsorbed layer in BCP thin films. 
Figure 5.4 Formation of self-assembled copolymer adsorption layer (SCAL) transferred from interfacial 
self-assembly (ISA) of BCPs and SCAL-induced BCP nanostructures in thin films 
Figure 5.5 The stability of SCAL. (a) SEM images of PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) SCALs before (pristine) and 
after immersing in various solvents and/or thermal annealing (TA). (b) Schematic illustration of film 
transfer from air/water interface to substrates. (c) N 1s XPS spectra of P2VP homopolymer (37.5k) 
adsorbed layers obtained from Guiselin’s approach (the first and second) and transferred from air/water 
interface (from the third to the sixth) and that of bulk P2VP (the seventh) and (d) calculated adsorption 
fraction of pyridine and the thickness of the layer. 
Figure 5.6 SEM images of PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) adsorption layer after toluene-washing the spin-coated 
PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) film on (a and b) bare Si wafer and (c and d) PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) SCALs. 
Figure 5.7 SEM images of (a) PS-b-PMMA (50-100k) SCAL transferred at 2 mN/m on O2 plasma treated 
Si wafer and (b) after toluene-washing. 
Figure 5.8 SEM images of (left) LB film of PS (37 kg/mol) homopolymer at 5 mN/m, and (right) after 
toluene washing. 
Figure 5.9 π−A isotherm curve of P2VP (35k). Transferred P2VP (35k) adsorption layers at red triangles 
were used for XPS analysis. 
Figure 5.10 XPS spectra of N 1s for P2VP homopolymer (35k) adsorption layers transferred from the 
air/water interface or spin-coated. (a and b) P2VP adsorption layer obtained from washing the spin-coated 
P2VP thin film, but (b) had residual solvent remove process (70 ℃, 12 hours) after spin-coating. (c and d) 
P2VP adsorption layer obtained from washing the spin-coated P2VP thin film after thermal annealing 
(190 ℃, 24 hours), but (d) had residual solvent remove process (70 ℃, 12 hours) after spin-coating. P2VP 
adsorption layers transferred from the air/water interface at (e) 2 mN/m, (f) 5 mN/m, (g) 10 mN/m, and (h) 
15 mN/m. Thermally annealed (190 ℃, 24 hours) P2VP adsorption layers transferred from the air/water 
interface at (i) 2 mN/m, (j) 5 mN/m, (k) 10 mN/m, and (l) 15 mN/m. (m and n) spin-coated P2VP thin films 
with 300 nm thickness, but (n) had residual solvent remove process (70 ℃, 12 hours) after spin-coating. 
Black open scatters are raw data, red line is fitted curve, black line is base line, and blue lines are 
deconvoluted peaks. 
Figure 5.11 XPS spectra of C 1s for P2VP homopolymer (35k) adsorption layers transferred from the 
air/water interface or spin-coated. (a and b) P2VP adsorption layer obtained from washing the spin-coated 
P2VP thin film, but (b) had residual solvent remove process (70 ℃, 12 hours) after spin-coating. (c and d) 
P2VP adsorption layer obtained from washing the spin-coated P2VP thin film after thermal annealing 
(190 ℃, 24 hours), but (d) had residual solvent remove process (70 ℃, 12 hours) after spin-coating. P2VP 
adsorption layers transferred from the air/water interface at (e) 2 mN/m, (f) 5 mN/m, (g) 10 mN/m, and (h) 
15 mN/m. Thermally annealed (190 ℃, 24 hours) P2VP adsorption layers transferred from the air/water 
interface at (i) 2 mN/m, (j) 5 mN/m, (k) 10 mN/m, and (l) 15 mN/m. (m and n) spin-coated P2VP thin films 
with 300 nm thickness, but (n) had residual solvent remove process (70 ℃, 12 hours) after spin-coating. 
Black open scatters are raw data, red line is fitted curve, black line is base line, and blue lines are 
deconvoluted peaks. Black arrow indicates the core level shift of C 1s. 
Figure 5.12 XPS spectra of Si 2p for P2VP homopolymer (35k) adsorption layers transferred from the 
air/water interface or spin-coated. (a and b) P2VP adsorption layer obtained from washing the spin-coated 
P2VP thin film, but (b) had residual solvent remove process (70 ℃, 12 hours) after spin-coating. (c and d) 
P2VP adsorption layer obtained from washing the spin-coated P2VP thin film after thermal annealing 
(190 ℃, 24 hours), but (d) had residual solvent remove process (70 ℃, 12 hours) after spin-coating. P2VP 
adsorption layers transferred from the air/water interface at (e) 2 mN/m, (f) 5 mN/m, (g) 10 mN/m, and (h) 
15 mN/m. Thermally annealed (190 ℃, 24 hours) P2VP adsorption layers transferred from the air/water 
interface at (i) 2 mN/m, (j) 5 mN/m, (k) 10 mN/m, and (l) 15 mN/m. (m and n) spin-coated P2VP thin films 
with 300 nm thickness, but (n) had residual solvent remove process (70 ℃, 12 hours) after spin-coating. 
Black open scatters are raw data, red line is fitted curve, black line is base line, and blue, green, pink, brown, 
purple and orange lines are deconvoluted peaks. Insets are the enlarged peaks between 99.8 and 104.5 eV. 
Figure 5.13 π−area isotherm curve of PS-b-P2VP (44−18.5k). 
Figure 5.14 SCALs and SCAL-induced self-assembly for asymmetric BCPs. (a) SEM images of PS-b-
P2VP (44-18.5k) SCALs from low (left) to high surface pressure (right). (b) SEM images and (c) AFM 
height images of SCAL-induced self-assembly of PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) on the PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) 
SCALs obtained at each pressure of the panel a. (d) GISAXS 2D images and (e) 1D profiles of PS-b-P2VP 
(44-18.5k) SCALs in panel a (upper row) and SCAL-induced self-assembly of PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) in 
panel b and c (lower row). All data in the same column of panel a, b, c, d, and e have same surface pressure 
of SCAL, from left to right, 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 mN/m, respectively. 
Figure 5.15 (a) SEM images of PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) of 25 nm thickness on bare Si wafer, thermally 
annealed at 190 ℃ for 24 hours. (b) ToF-SIMS depth profile of PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) of panel a. Purple 
color-shaded area represents Si wafer. (c) Schematic illustration of the formation of PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) 
of panel a and b. 
Figure 5.16 Expected film structure of SCAL-induced self-assembly. (a) Schematic illustration of the 
formation of SCAL-induced self-assembly of asymmetric BCPs. Topology data from white dash-line in 
AFM height images of the (b) first column and (c) third column of Figure 5.3c. (d) SEM cross section 
image and (e) ToF-SIMS depth profile of PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) on the PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) SCAL of 5 
mN/m. (f) SEM cross section image and (g) ToF-SIMS depth profile of PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) on the PS-
b-P2VP (44-18.5k) SCAL of 15 mN/m. Purple color-shaded area having maximum Si intensity in panel e 
and g represents Si wafer. 
Figure 5.17 AFM height images of PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) SCALs in Figure 3a, and its topographic profiles 
at red lines in the images. 
Figure 5.18 Water contract angles on the PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) SCAL at (left) 10 mN/m, (center) 15 
mN/m, and (right) 20 mN/m. 
Figure 5.19 SCAL-induced self-assembly for symmetric BCPs. SEM images of SCAL-induced self-
assembly of PS-b-PMMA (35-37k) on the PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) SCALs of (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 5, (d) 7, (e) 10, 
and (f) 20 mN/m. (g) Schematic description for the location of PS-b-PMMA (35-37k) micelles and PS 
aggregates of SCAL shown in panel a, b and c. (h) Plot of average center-to-center distance for PS-b-P2VP 
(44-18.5k) SCAL nanostructures, L0, SCAL, as a function of surface pressure. Filled squares are calculated 
values from GISAXS data and empty squares are extrapolated values, and d is approximate value of PS-b-
PMMA (35-37k) micelle size. 
Figure 5.20 Effect of SCAL morphology on SCAL-induced self-assembly. (a) Schematic illustration of the 
formation of SCAL-induced self-assembly of asymmetric BCPs on the strand-forming SCALs. SEM 
images of spreading area-dependent morphological transitioned (b) PS-b-P2VP (30-12.5k), (c) PS-b-P2VP 
(44-18.5k), and (d) PS-b-P2VP (79-36.5k) SCALs. SEM images (e ~ g) and AFM phase images (h ~ j) of 
SCAL-induced self-assembly of PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) forming (e and h) dotted-line pattern, (f and i) dash-
line pattern, and (g and j) anisotropic cluster pattern on corresponding strand-forming SCALs of panel b, c, 
and d, respectively. 
Figure 5.21 (a) Schematic illustration of the formation of SCAL-induced self-assembly of asymmetric 
BCPs on the strand-forming SCALs in the case of insufficient spin coating. (b) SEM image of spreading 
area-dependent morphological transitioned PS-b-P2VP (30-8.5k). (c) SEM image and (d) AFM height 
image of SCAL-induced self-assembly of insufficient (18 nm) PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) forming the trench 
pattern on corresponding strand-forming SCALs of panel b. (e) Topology data from white line in AFM 
height images of the panel d. 
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Figure 6.1 (a) perpendicularly and parallelly oriented BCP lamellar. (b) interfacial interaction-dependent 
domain orientations in BCP thin films. [Reprinted with permission from Nano Lett. 2016, 16, 728–735. 
Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society] 
Figure 6.2 Conventional methods to control domain orientations in BCP thin films. [Reprinted with 
permission from ACS Nano 2010, 4, 6527–6534. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society] 
Figure 6.3 Overall strategy for the universal surface modification using SCAL and sequential BCP 
nanopatterning. Schematic illustration of (a) SCAL coating and sequential BCP nanopatterning, and (b) 
SCAL topcoat approach for the free surface neutralization of BCP thin films. 
Figure 6.4 Advantages of SCAL coating: rapid and mild-conditioned process, a simple controlling 
parameter, and scalable and continuous process. 
Figure 6.5 Dot size distribution of the SCAL patterns. The size distribution of dots in ISA of (a) PS-b-
P2VP (18-9k), (b) PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k), and (c) PS-b-P2VP (79-36.5k) at various π. The SEM images 
used in analysis are in 1764×1764 nm, 2904×2904 nm, and 2940×2940 nm, respectively. The image 
analysis were conducted using Image J software. 
Figure 6.6 Versatile SCAL pattern generation from ISA of BCPs and BCP nanopatterning on a SCAL-
coated substrate. (a) SEM images of SM(35-37k) with a thickness of 82 nm (1.8 DL) on Si wafer where the 
SCAL coating started. (b) A surface pressure-area (π-A) isotherm curve of SCAL47nm. (c) SEM images and 
(d) GISAXS 1D profiles of tunable SCAL47nm patterns as a function of π at ISA. SEM images of self-
assembled (e) SM(25-26k), (f) SM(35-37k), and (g) SM(52-52k) BCPs on various SCAL47nm-coated 
substrates in panel c. The insets in panel e are the low-magnification SEM images. 
Figure 6.7 Domain spacing, DL or L0, variation of SM(25-26k), SM(35-37k), and SM(52-52k) on (a) 
SCAL47nm, (b) SCAL58nm, and (c) SCAL70nm, obtained from first order peak position, q*, in GISAXS data. 
The error bar of q* in panel a is the FWHM of q*, which is inversely proportional to the correlation length 
of the perpendicular lamellar by Scherrer equation. 
Figure 6.8 (a) Expected cross-sectional nanostructure of perpendicular PS-b-PMMA lamellar structure on 
the SCAL47nm-coated substrate. GISAXS 1D profiles of self-assembled (b) SM(25-26k), (c) SM(35-37k), 
and (d) SM(52-52k) on SCAL47nm-coated substrate with a varying incident angle of 0.06° to 0.17° 
(SCAL47nm was transferred at 10/12/12 mN/m for SM(25-26k)/SM(35-37k)/SM(52-52k), respectively). 
Figure 6.9 Internal nanostructure of perpendicular BCP lamellar structure on SCAL. GISAXS 2D data of 
self-assembled (a) SM(25-26k), (b) SM(35-37k), and (c) SM(52-52k) on SCAL47nm-coated substrate with 
a varying incident angle of 0.06° to 0.17° from left to right. 
Figure 6.10 Effect of SCAL pattern size on the overlying BCPs. (a) SEM images of (first row) SCAL58nm 
patterns at various π and (second row) the self-assembled SM(25-26k), (third row) SM(35-37k), and (fourth 
row) SM(52-52k) nanopatterns on the SCAL58nm-coated substrates of the first row. (b) π-A isotherm curve 
of SCAL58nm. (c) GISAXS 1D data of SCAL58nm patterns with varying π for the first row of the panel a. (d) 
GISAXS 1D data of SM(35-37k) on SCAL58nm, 10mN/m as varying the incident angle from 0.06° to 0.17°. (e) 
SEM images of (first row) SCAL70nm patterns at various π and (second row) SM(25-26k), (third row) 
SM(35-37k), and (fourth row) SM(52-52k) on the SCAL70nm-coated substrates of the first row. (f) π-A 
isotherm curve of SCAL70nm. (g) GISAXS 1D data of SCAL70nm patterns in the first row of panel e. (h) 
GISAXS 1D data of SM(52-52k) on SCAL70nm, 10mN/m as varying the incident angle from 0.06° to 0.17°. 
Figure 6.11 The mechanisms of surface energy modification for SCAL-coated substrates and critical 
domain spacing ratio used to control the BCP domain orientation. (a) The variation in water contact angle 
on the SCAL-coated substrates as a function of π, and the inset show a plot of the interfacial energy 
difference between SCAL47nm/PS and SCAL47nm/PMMA interfaces. The plot of (b) SCAL dot size, a, and 
(c) center-to-center distance, dc-c, of SCAL dots and its first order peak position in the GISAXS as a function 
of π. (d) Contact angle variation of SCAL patterns as a function of the normalized variable a/dc-c predicted 
using a Cassie equation. (e) Empirical diagram of lamellar forming SM series for type of domain orientation 
when varying the domain spacing of the PS-b-PMMA lamellar structure and that of the SCAL patterns. (f) 
The plot of the thickness window for the perpendicular SM(52-52k) lamellar on (black) SCAL47nm, (red) 
SCAL58nm, and (blue) SCAL70nm as a function of π. 
Figure 6.12 The hexagonal lattice model to describe SCAL patterns. 
Figure 6.13 Water contact angle on (a) spin-coated PS(35k) thin films and P2VP(37k) LB films as a 
function of (b) surface pressure and (c) normalized variable, a/dc-c. 
Figure 6.14 AFM height images of (a) SCAL47nm, (b) SCAL58nm, and (c) SCAL70nm at various π, and its 
topographic linecut profiles. 
Figure 6.15 SEM images in (a) high-, (b) low-magnification and (c) GISAXS 1D data with a varying 
incident angle from 0.10° to 0.15° of SM(25-26k) with a thickness of 81 nm (2.8 L0) on SCAL47nm, 10mN/m. 
SEM images of (d) SM(25-26k) with a thickness of 52 nm (1.8 L0), (e) SM(35-37k) with a thickness of 82 
nm (1.8 L0), and (f) SM(52-52k) with a thickness of 98nm (1.81 L0) on SCAL47nm, 10mN/m. GISAXS 1D data 
of the corresponding samples in (g) panel e and (h) panel f with a varying incident angle from 0.10° to 
0.15°. 
Figure 6.16 Universal applicability of SCAL coatings for BCP nanopatterning. (a) SEM image of 
perpendicularly oriented SM(52-52k) lamellar structure on 15 different materials coated with SCAL47nm, 
10mN/m, namely, Si, Al2O3, HfO2, indium tin oxide (ITO), Mo, Ni, Si3N4, TiO2, W, ZnO2, Au, polyimide (PI), 
Pt, Ta, and TaN. (b) Variation in water contact angle on bare and SCAL47nm, 10mN/m-coated substrates used in 
panel a. (c) SM(52-52k) nanopatterning on a curved surface of a glass pipette with the aid of SCAL47nm, 
10mN/m coating. (d) SEM image of a SCAL47nm, 10mN/m-coated AFM tip and cantilever. (e) Photograph and 
SEM image of PDMS pad with SCAL47nm, 8mN/m coating. Insets in the photograph show the water contact 
angles before and after the SCAL coating. (f) SEM image, (g) GISAXS 2D and (h) 1D data of SM(64-35k) 
perpendicular cylinders on a SCAL47nm, 10mN/m-coated substrate. 
Figure 6.17 Hierarchical SCAL patterning and BCP nanopatterning. (a) Schematic process for the 
hierarchical SCAL patterning and BCP nanopatterning. SEM images of (b) hierarchical SCAL47nm, 10mN/m 
patterns with selective etching and (c) the following hierarchically patterned SM(25-26k) lamellar structure. 
Figure 6.18 Etching-free, shear-inducible, and reusable SCAL topcoat for high-χ BCP nanopatterning. (a) 
Schematic illustration of etching-free and shear-inducible SCAL topcoat. (b) SEM images of SV(45-49k) 
lamellar on SCAL coated substrate without SCAL topcoat, with SCAL topcoat, and with shear-induced 
SCAL topcoat. (c) Schematic illustration of reusable SCAL topcoat. (d) SEM images of SV(45-49k) 
lamellar on SCAL coated substrate shear-aligned with reused SCAL topcoat. The black arrows in panel b 
and d indicate shear direction. 
Figure 6.19 SEM image of PS-b-P2VP lamellar (a) on a Si wafer and under the PDMS pad, (b) on a Si 
wafer and under the O2 plasma treated PDMS pad, (c) on SCAL coated substrate and under PDMS pad, 
and (d) on SCAL coated substrate and under O2 plasma treated PDMS pad. 
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1.1 Block Copolymer Self-Assembly 
Block copolymers (BCPs)1 are one of the fascinating building blocks for self-assembly, which have 
covalently bound multiple blocks of different polymers per one chain (Figure 1.1a). If the BCPs have 
enough segregation strength, χN, where χ is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter and N is the degree 
of polymerization, the BCP chains cannot be homogeneously mixed. When enough mobility is given to 
BCP chains in a strong segregation regime, the opposite blocks disliking each other can be phase-separated 
into numerous microphases within the chain length scale instead of total phase separation due to the 
existence of a covalently bound junction in the chain (Figure 1.1b). This microphase separation of BCPs is 
called self-assembly of BCPs (Figure 1.1a). 
 
Figure 1.1 Block copolymer (BCP) self-assembly. (a) BCP self-assembly and controlling parameters. 
[Reprinted from Mater. Today 2010, 13, 42–51.2 Copyright 2010 with permission from Elsevier] (b) 
microphase separation of BCPs and phase separation of a polymer blend. (c) phase diagram of BCP self-
assembly. 
The morphology of self-assembled BCPs is determined by the competition between the interfacial 
energy penalty of block domains and the entropic cost of chain stretching, resulted in various nanostructures 
depending on a thermodynamic pathway, χN, and relative block fraction, f.3, 4 Figure 1.1c shows the general 
phase diagram of linear diblock copolymers with three typical morphologies of spheres, cylinders, and 
lamellar as a function of χN and f. Not only these simple basic morphologies but also more complex one in 
the higher symmetry are available through the thermodynamic pathway engineering, and currently reported 
native one of linear diblock copolymers are listed as follows: body-centered cubic, face-centered cubic, 
Frank–Kasper sigma phase, dodecagonal quasi-crystal, Fddd O70 network, double gyroid, hexagonally 
packed cylinders, lamellae, and perforated lamellae.1 
  
1.2 Block Copolymer Self-Assembly under One-Dimensional Confinement 
One of the interesting characteristics of BCP self-assembly is that they can have much more diversified 
morphologies than the aforementioned native forms under the spatial confinements.5 There are various 
types of spatial confinements in different dimensions such as one-dimensional confinements in films,6 two-
dimensional confinements in cylindrical geometry,7-9 and three-dimensional confinements in colloidal 
particles/emulsions.10 Among various dimensional spatial confinements, one-dimensionally confined BCPs 
have been widely studied for the applications in bottom-up nanofabrication11 that will be discussed in the 
next section. 
In this thesis, two different systems are considered to give one-dimensional confinement on BCPs 
(Figure 1.2). Firstly, the BCP thin films are the commonly imaginable case of the one-dimensional spatial 
confinement on BCPs. When BCPs are spin-coated from solutions onto substrates, the solvents are rapidly 
evaporated and the remaining BCPs form a uniform thin film with a thickness from a few nanometers to 
hundreds of nanometers. Another case to give one-dimensional spatial confinement to BCPs is confining 
them into the air/water interface. When few drops of BCP solutions rapidly spread on the water surface to 
form Langmuir monolayer, the BCPs are confined at the air/water interface with simultaneous evaporation 
of solvents. 
 
Figure 1.2 Two different systems of one-dimensionally confined BCPs: 1. BCPs confined in thin films and 
2. BCPs confined at the air/water interface. 
As spatially confining one dimension of BCPs, the increased interface-to-volume ratio makes the role of 
interfaces on the BCP self-assembly much more significant. Therefore, there have been numerous studies 
to tailor the self-assembly of BCP thin films through adjusting the interfacial conditions, such as the 
interfacial energy control, substrate roughness control, applying shear stress at the free surface, the air/water 
interfacial confinement, an irreversibly adsorbed layer, and so on. 
  
1.3 Block Copolymer Nanopatterning and Applications 
Behind the remarkable progress of nanotechnology, there has been the aid of nanofabrication technique 
to design highly accurate nanostructures with well-defined shape, size, and order. To realize more elaborate 
nanostructures, a more advanced nanofabrication technique has been demanded. With this backdrop, BCP 
nanopatterning has been spotlighted as one of the promising bottom-up nanofabrication strategy.11 The one-
dimensionally confined BCPs can be self-assembled to form well-defined two-dimensional nanopatterns12 
in sub-10-nm hard to be obtained by conventional lithography, and this easiness of BCP nanopatterning 
had opened a new field of BCP lithography11 (Figure 1.3a). 
 
Figure 1.3 BCP nanopatterning and applications (a) BCP nanopatterning using a self-assembly of one-
dimensionally confined BCPs. [Reprinted figure with permission from Phys. Rev. Lett. 2002, 89, 035501.5  
Copyright 2002 by the American Physical Society; Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature, Nat. 
Commun. 2016, 7, 13988.12 Copyright 2016] (b) various applications using the BCP nanopatterns. 
[Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature, Nat. Electron. 2018, 1, 562-569.13 Copyright 2018; 
Reprinted with permission from Nano Lett. 2014, 14, 7031–7038.14 Copyright 2014 American Chemical 
Society; Reprinted by permission from Wiley, Adv. Mater. 2014, 26, 791-795.15 Copyright 2014; Reprinted 
with permission from ACS Nano 2013, 7, 2651–2658.16 Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society; 
Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature, Nat. Commun. 2016, 7, 12911.17 Copyright 2016] 
The BCP lithography realized a much efficient way to manufacture the elaborate nanostructures at a 
lower cost of time and finance. In the use of the BCP nanopatterns for the lithography, after selectively 
removing the one domain of BCP nanopatterns, the BCP films work as an etching mask in the pattern 
transfer process.11 Furthermore, the BCP nanopatterns can be directly converted with metal, metal oxides, 
and ceramics through the metal-ion loading18 or sequential infiltration synthesis (SIS).19 These replaced 
nanomaterials are used in the BCP lithography with enhanced etching contrast and further are widely used 
for various applications such as transistors,13 memory devices,16 sensors,20 energy devices,14 surface-
enhanced Raman spectroscopy,21 catalytic application,22 plasmonics,23 polarizers,15 and metamaterials,24 as 
well (Figure 1.3b).  
1.4 Current Issues in Block Copolymer Nanopatterning and Open Questions 
The trinity of controlling domain orientations, controlling pattern directions, and a sub-10-nm 
nanopatterning is the most important challenge in BCP nanopatterning and has been widely studied until 
today (Figure 1.4). There have been many previous efforts to defeat these challenges, and a clue to solve 
them has been found. In spite of numerous previous studies, however, there are still many unrevealed 
mysteries and the next goals to be achieved. 
 
Figure 1.4 Three major issues in BCP nanopatterning: 1. controlling domain orientations, 2. controlling 
pattern directions, and 3. sub-10-nm nanopatterning. 
First, controlling domain orientations in BCP thin films is the fundamental issue to obtain the two-
dimensional nanopatterns.25-28 Among possible domain orientations, perpendicularly oriented domains are 
required for an effective BCP nanopatterning. In BCP thin films, BCPs encounter two different interfaces 
of a substrate and a free surface, and the BCP chains tend to wet the interfaces with a preferential block to 
reduce the interfacial energy. Thus, the self-assembled domains are propagated from both interfaces to 
internal films, and the domain orientations are eventually determined by both interfacial conditions. 
To overcome the interfacial energy differences of both blocks to the interfaces, the strategies of grafting 
a random copolymer brush25-27 and applying a topcoat28-30 has been introduced. The random copolymer 
brush and topcoat materials neutralize the substrate and free surface of films, respectively, thus leading to 
the perpendicular domain orientation required in BCP nanopatterning. Until today, various strategies to 
realize more advanced interface neutralization have been continuously demanded, especially free surface 
neutralization.30 
Second, the ability to control the direction of BCP patterns is essential to design the final nanopatterns 
and to use them in practical applications. Previous pioneering studies have suggested groundbreaking 
strategies so-called directed self-assembly (DSA).31-33 There have been various DSA methods, such as 
chemoepitaxy,31 graphoepitaxy,32 utilizing an order-disorder transition,34, 35 applying a shear stress,36 
applying an electric field,37-39 applying a magnetic field,40 and so on. 
The next step of DSA heads for practical systems of defect-free and mass-productive. In the application 
requiring high accuracy and precision such as transistors, the defect density of nanopatterns should be 
reduced within the industrial level less than 1 ea per cm2. With growing interest in the defect level of BCP 
nanopatterns, many studies about defect annihilation have been currently investigated.41, 42 On the other 
hand, in the application requiring inexpensive and fast nanofabrication in a large area, mass-producible 
DSA strategies have been suggested to reduce the cost of time and finance,34-36, 43-47 and the demands on 
more advanced techniques still exist. 
The third one is about reducing the size of BCP nanopatterns.48 The trend of miniaturizing circuit size 
has finally come to requiring sub-10-nm-sized nanopatterns. The size of BCP nanopatterns are intrinsically 
related to the BCP chain length, N, and the shorter BCP having the smaller N should be used to reduce the 
size of self-assembled BCP patterns. To keep the segregation strength χN with a level allowing the 
microphase separation, however, BCPs having the higher χ should be used. The challenges of using high-
χ-BCPs return to the previous two issues. The high-χ-BCPs usually have a lage surface energy difference 
between the blocks of BCPs, and thus additional neutralization of free surface should be made to obtain the 
perpendicular domain orientation.28-30 Moreover, the high χ value is disadvantageous to the defect 
annihilation process. Therefore, achieving sub-10-nm patterns using the high-χ-BCPs should be further 
studied along with the previous two issues. 
To study the interface-sensitive nature of the one-dimensionally confined BCPs, readily accessible 
extrinsic interfacial components of a substrate and free surface have been firstly investigated so far. Beyond 
the well-established studies about extrinsic interfacial components, intrinsic interfacial components such as 
an irreversibly adsorbed layer are just recently started to be paid attention to.49-55 There still exist infinitely 
many unrevealed open questions about the irreversibly adsorbed layer in BCP thin films taking a critical 
role in BCP self-assembly (Figure 1.5). Perhaps, the fundamental understanding of the intrinsic interfacial 
effects should be prior to solving the aforementioned three major issues and might be the important key to 
solve them. 
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Applying Shear Stress at Free Surface of Block Copolymer Thin Films 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Self-assembly is of particular interest in soft matter physics,56 and the nanoscale patterning of soft 
materials such as polymers or ordered colloids has been widely studied and employed in many applications. 
Among the various methods for creating long-range order in materials, shear is universal, effective and 
readily approachable. Liquid crystals,57-59 carbon nanotubes,60 and nanoparticles61, 62 can all be aligned using 
shear. 
The alignment of block copolymers (BCPs) using flow fields was first demonstrated by Keller et al.63 
Early studies investigated the structural changes in BCPs in bulk under unidirectional or oscillatory shear.64-
66 More recently, shear alignment has been applied to BCPs in thin films, successfully creating long-range 
order. In these experiments, shear was applied to BCP thin films via crosslinked poly(dimethylsiloxane) 
(PDMS) pads mechanically,15, 36, 67 thermal expansion68 or solvent swelling69, 70 of the overlying PDMS pad, 
or laser heating.43 Lamellae, cylinders, and spheres all have been reported to align in shear. 
In principle, two macroscale alignments are possible for cylinder-forming BCPs in thin films, both with 
the cylinders parallel to the substrate (Figure 2.1):  parallel and transverse. In lamella-forming BCPs, 
transverse alignment is rarely reported since the domain spacing is disturbed by shear.71 Transversely 
aligned cylinders, which roll along the shearing direction (“log-rolling”, Figure 2.1b), are 
thermodynamically unfavorable compared to those with parallel alignment due to the increased viscous 
dissipation and chain mixing72 when shear stress is strong enough to neglect other parameters such as 
normal stress. Molecular dynamics simulations conducted by Arya and Panagiotopoulos73 predicted log-
rolling cylindrical micelles when the micelles couple strongly with the confining surfaces. The authors 
suggested that chain entanglements, present in the high-molecular-weight BCPs typically employed in 
experiments, would hinder log-rolling. Subsequently, Chremos et al. studied the shear alignment of 
cylinder-forming BCPs with coarse-grained Langevin dynamics simulations; the authors reported a 
transition from parallel to log-rolling alignment as segregation strength increased.74 
 
Figure 2.1 Schematic of the alignment modes of cylinder-forming BCPs. The scheme shows two possible 
alignments of cylinders in thin films: (a) parallel and (b) transverse (i.e., log-rolling). The shearing direction 
is indicated in each figure. 
Experimentally, all reported BCPs with simple unstructured, random-coil blocks (“coil-coil” block 
copolymers) align parallel to the shear direction. In bulk, there are two distinguishable types of parallel 
alignment, which correspond to having either the (10) or (11) planes of the hexagonal macrolattice lying in 
the plane of shear;72 in thin films, containing only one or a few layers of cylinders, only the (10) orientation 
is observed.75 The sole report of transverse cylinder alignment is in a BCP where the matrix block forms a 
smectic liquid crystal, and in which the mesogens exhibit the homogeneous boundary condition at the 
cylinder-matrix interface. In these materials, transverse cylinder alignment allows for a constant smectic 
layer spacing during shear.76 Tang et al.34, 77 reported transverse alignment of lameallar domains relative to 
the flow direction during a zone-casting process, resulting from directional solvent evaporation and 
consequent microphase separation along the casting direction. They further reported that the alignment 
direction could be changed to perpendicular when one of the blocks crystallizes during zone-casting. In 
these cases, the orientation is not governed directly by shear, but rather by solvent evaporation or block 
crystallization during the casting process. 
While the log-rolling orientation has not been obtained by shearing coil-coil BCPs, log-rolling objects 
are often observed in other types of soft matter, such as liquid crystals,78 elliptical particles,79 strings of 
particles80 and emulsions.81 In these examples, the particles act as rigid objects with high aspect ratio. 
Although these are intriguing observations, the conditions required to obtain the log-rolling orientation in 
coil-coil BCPs by shearing—if possible at all—remain a mystery. 
This study provides the first demonstration of log-rolling (transversely aligned) coil-coil BCPs via melt 
shearing, and investigate the shear alignment mechanism. It was showed that cylinder-forming polystyrene-
b-polymethylmethacrylate (PS-b-PMMA) can be aligned parallel or transverse to the shearing direction 
depending on the shearing conditions.  PS-b-PMMA is a readily synthesized and processible polymer; 
thus, it has been employed in pioneering studies on nanopatterning as well as in many applications, and 
many studies have characterized its behavior.31 Intriguingly, cylinder-forming PS-b-PMMA can form 
hemicylinders82, 83 parallel to the substrate due to the similarity between the surface energies of PS and 
PMMA at certain temperatures.84 PS and PMMA are known to have similar glass transition temperatures 
(Tg)85 and a relatively low polymer interaction parameter (χ), which is only weakly temperature-
dependent.86 
  
2.2 Experimental Details 
Sample preparation All polymers were purchased from Polymer Source, Inc.: BCPs PS-b-PMMA 64-
35k and 24-12k, with number-average molecular weights (Mn) of 99,000 g/mol (polydispersity index, PDI 
= 1.09) and 35,500 g/mol (PDI = 1.06), respectively. <100> Si wafers (purchased from Silicon Quest 
International or Waferbiz) were employed as substrates; the wafer surfaces were rinsed with toluene before 
spin-coating, and had a 2.2-nm-thick native oxide layer. A PS-preferential substrate was prepared by spin-
coating hydroxy-terminated PS homopolymer at 25 nm thickness and annealing for 24 hr at 160 °C in a 
vacuum oven. Ungrafted polymer was removed by repeated rinsing with toluene, yielding a final grafted 
thickness of 5 nm. BCP films of uniform thickness were deposited by spin coating, with the thickness 
controlled through the spin speed and solution concentration, and measured using a spectroscopic 
ellipsometer (J.A. Woollam Co., M-2000V). 
Shear alignment Shear alignment using cross-linked PDMS pads was performed on a hot plate under 
an applied lateral force. PDMS sheets were prepared from Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning) at a 10:1 ratio of 
base to curing agent, and baked at 60 °C for 24 h. PDMS pads with dimensions of 1.2 × 1.2 cm2 were cut 
from these sheets and pressed against the supported BCP thin film for shear alignment. Shear stress was 
controlled by tuning the lateral force and the size of PDMS pad. The shear was given for 30 minutes. 
Plasma treatment To obtain clear SEM and AFM images of PS-b-PMMA 24-12k, some of the samples 
were softly etched with oxygen plasma (Harrick Scientific PDC-32G-2 plasma cleaner). The samples were 
treated for 40–50 s at a high RF power level (18 W) with an oxygen flow rate of 14 sccm under 300 mTorr. 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) AFM (Veeco Dimension 3000 and 3100) was used in tapping mode 
with Bruker tips (RTESP), which have a drive frequency of 300 kHz, a spring constant of 40 N/m, a 
cantilever length of 125 μm, and a tip radius of 8 nm.  
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Before imaging by SEM (Hitachi S-4800 field emission 
scanning electron microscope, high-vacuum, 10 keV),  the BCP thin films were exposed to the saturated 
vapor from 0.5 wt% ruthenium tetroxide (RuO4) aqueous solution for 30 min to stain the PMMA domains 
and thereby increase the interdomain contrast. Cross-sectional images were obtained by scoring the back 
side of the wafer using a diamond scribe, perpendicular to the direction of alignment, and fracturing the 
wafer by flexing. 
ToF-SIMS Depth profiles were obtained using ToF-SIMS (ION TOF, Germany), with a 25 keV Bi3+ 
analysis beam and a 0.25 keV Cs sputtering beam. The raster sizes for analysis and sputtering were 90 and 
300 μm, respectively. The target currents of the analysis and sputtering beams were 0.4 pA and 11.0 nA, 
respectively. The ToF-SIMS instrument was operated in the non-interlaced mode, and negative secondary 
ions were detected to analyze the composition along the out-of-plane direction. All of the samples were cut 
to 1 × 1 cm2. 
Grazing Incident Small Angle X-ray Scattering (GISAXS) GISAXS measurements were performed 
at the 6D UNIST-PAL beamline of the Pohang Accelerator Laboratory in Korea. The wavelength of the 
incident X-ray beam was 0.12398 nm, the incident angle was 0.14°, the energy of the X-ray beam was 10.0 
keV, and the sample-to-detector distance was 3527 mm. Scattering patterns were collected using a 2D CCD 
detector (MX225-HS, Rayonix). Samples were measured with the incident beam parallel to the cylinder 
alignment direction observed by AFM. 
  
2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 Temperature-Dependent Shear-Induced Alignments in BCP Thin Films 
PS-b-PMMA 64-35k with PS and PMMA blocks having number-average molecular weights of 64 and 
35 kg/mol, respectively, was annealed for 23 h at 170 °C under vacuum to characterize the unsheared film 
structure. PS-b-PMMA 64-35k exhibits asymmetric wetting behavior on an untreated Si wafer substrate. 
For PS-b-PMMA 64-35k, the wetting layer thickness was determined to be ~19 nm and L0 was ~42 nm, 
where L0 is the domain spacing of BCPs. A wetting layer naturally forms when the major block (PS here) 
is not favored to be at the substrate; the minor block is preferentially attracted to the substrate, forming a 
layer with a thickness of ~0.5 L0 (Figure 2.2e). For this reason, films with 0.5 < t/L0 < 1.5 generally terraced 
into regions with a local thickness of either 0.5 L0 or 1.5 L0, typically with a micron-scale lateral length.87 
However, the films of PS-b-PMMA 64-35k at t = 38 nm did not terrace after 23 h of annealing, but 
instead remained uniform (Figure 2.2a), while films at other thicknesses (t ≠ (n-1/2)L0) formed islands, 
holes, or bicontinuous structures. When the film with t = 38 nm was annealed for a longer period (60 h) 
under the same conditions, the film eventually terraced and showed a bicontinuous structure (Figure 2.2c). 
The unterraced film structure was confirmed by time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-
SIMS). In the SIMS depth profiles shown in Figure 2.2d, the depth distributions of PS and PMMA are 
represented by C6H- and CH3O- ions, respectively.88 The SIMS results revealed the presence of PMMA at 
the polymer–vacuum interface (film free surface) and a wetting layer at the polymer-substrate interface. 
AFM images (Figure 2.2b) indicated that the PMMA at the surface was present not as a uniform layer, but 
as stripes, characteristic of the hemicylindrical structure observed previously.82, 83 
 
Figure 2.2 Metastable film structure of PS-b-PMMA 64-35k hemicylinders for a film thickness of 38 nm. 
(a) AFM height image after 23 h of annealing at 170 C. (b) Enlarged image of (a). (c) Bicontinuous terrace 
structure after 60 h of additional annealing; the height trace taken along the horizontal black line is shown 
as an inset. (d) ToF-SIMS depth profile of the film annealed at 150 C for 24 h. (e) Structure of the 
metastable film. 
The external shear stress was applied to the free surface of PS-b-PMMA 64-35k films at around 38-nm-
thickness over an area of 1.2 × 1.2 cm2 with a crosslinked PDMS pad. The shearing temperature was 140 °C 
(Figure 2.3a) and shear was applied for 30 min. Surprisingly, as shown in Figure 2.3a, the hemicylinders 
aligned transverse to the shear direction (indicated by the arrow in Figure 2.3). These sheared films retained 
their hemicylindrical structure, as confirmed by ToF-SIMS depth profiles and cross-sectional SEM images 
(Figure 2.3a). 
 
Figure 2.3 Temperature-dependent shear alignment of PS-b-PMMA 64-35k hemicylinders (thickness = 38 
nm) at (a) 140 °C and (b) 180 °C. The ToF-SIMS profile, GISAXS 2D pattern, AFM height image with 
FFT (and orientation parameter), and SEM image are given in each row from left to right. A cross-sectional 
SEM image is provided in the upper right corner showing the PMMA hemicylinders. Arrows indicate the 
direction of shear. Unlabelled scale bars are 500 nm. The beam was aligned parallel to the alignment 
direction in GISAXS measurements. 
Interestingly, when the shearing temperature was increased to 180 °C, the cylinders aligned parallel to 
the shear direction, as indicated by the grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) pattern 
(Figure 2.3b). PS-b-PMMA 24-12k showed the same trend: the transverse alignment of the hemicylinders 
gave way to parallel alignment with increasing temperature. 
For PS-b-PMMA 64-35k, the bulk Tg values of the PS and PMMA domains reported by the manufacturer 
are 110 °C and 124°C, respectively. The PMMA blocks, which form the cylinders in PS-b-PMMA 64-35k, 
have a high segmental friction factor89 and therefore a low chain mobility at 140 °C, even in bulk. In thin 
films, Tg can be modulated by polymer-surface and polymer-substrate interactions, with the Tg of PS lower 
in thin films than in the bulk, while the Tg in PMMA thin films can either increase or decrease due to 
substrate interactions.85, 90 Therefore, it was expected that this difference in segmental mobility between PS 
and PMMA will be preserved, or even enhanced, in thin films. 
  
2.3.2 Molecular Weight Effects on Temperature-Dependent Shear-Induced Alignments 
On the other hand, the lower-molecular-weight PS-b-PMMA 24-12k shows transverse alignment only 
at temperatures lower than where PS-b-PMMA 64-35k shows transverse alignment (Figure 2.4). Indeed, 
the bulk Tg values obtained from the manufacturer for PS-b-PMMA 24-12k are 99 °C for the PS domains 
and 107 °C for the PMMA domains, which are 11 °C and 17 °C lower than the values for PS-b-PMMA 64-
35k, respectively. The combination of lower Tg and shorter block length thus allows PS-b-PMMA 24-12k 
to transition to parallel alignment at a lower temperature than PS-b-PMMA 64-35k. 
 
Figure 2.4 AFM height images of PS-PMMA(24-11.5k) thin film. The film thickness is 23 nm. 20 kPa of 
shear stress is applied and shear direction is upward (black arrow), at (a) 130 ˚C and (b) 150 ˚C for 30 min. 
Each images have their 2D FFT data (Scale bar = 20 μm-1). Scale bar of AFM image is 200 nm. 
To achieve transverse alignment in films containing a layer of full PMMA cylinders (vs hemicylinders), 
higher shear stresses were required. Figure 2.5 shows SEM images of a 35-nm-thick film of PS-b-PMMA 
24-12k, containing a layer of full PMMA cylinders, after 90 min of shearing at various temperatures and 
stresses. While 10 kPa of shear stress is insufficient to produce discernable alignment, 30 kPa yields 
transverse alignment, observed over the whole range of shearing temperatures employed (120 – 170 °C). 
A transition to parallel alignment is expected to occur at sufficiently high temperatures (evidently > 170 °C), 
while this transition occurred at 150 °C in the same polymer at the hemicylinder film thickness of 23 nm 
(Figure 2.4). 
 
Figure 2.5 Temperature and shear stress-dependent alignment in 35-nm-thick PS-b-PMMA 24-12k films. 
A shear stress of 30 kPa was applied at (a) 120 °C, (b) 130 °C, (c) 140 °C, (d) 150 °C, (e) 160 °C, and (f) 
170 °C for 90 min. In (d), the shear stress was varied from 10 to 30 kPa as indicated. The shear direction 
(white arrow) was vertical in all cases. 2D FFTs are shown as insets. 
As mentioned in the introduction section, block copolymer domains tend to orient along the shear 
direction to minimize viscous dissipation and chain mixing between dissimilar blocks. However, in the 
present case, the observed log-rolling or transverse alignment is actually favored at temperatures modestly 
above the Tg of the cylinder-forming PMMA block. In a recent simulation study using Langevin dynamics, 
Chremos and Panagiotopoulos74 predicted a transition from log-rolling to parallel alignment as segregation 
strength is reduced; however, for PS-b-PMMA, χ depends only weakly on temperature,86 so changes in 
segregation strength cannot be the source of the temperature-dependent alignment transition observed here. 
2.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, temperature-dependent shear alignment of cylinder-forming coil-coil BCPs was reported, 
including the observation of transverse, log-rolling alignment. Under shear, the free energy is minimized 
when the cylinder axes align parallel to the shear direction, but this orientation requires sufficient mobility 
of the cylinder-forming blocks. If the mobility is insufficient, log-rolling alignment is favored instead. 
Notably, this unusual log-rolling alignment was observed for the BCP chemistry (PS-b-PMMA) which is 
the most widely used in directed self-assembly for nanofabrication. This implies that understanding the 
fundamental physics of these copolymers (e.g., mobility of the constituent blocks) can be critical in 
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Chapter 3 
Anisotropic Roughness at the Substrate Interface 
in Block Copolymer Thin Films 
 
3.1 Introduction 
3.1.1 Directed Self-Assembly of BCP Thin Films 
Block Copolymers (BCPs) have garnered significant interests in material science and nanotechnology 
owing to their ability to self-assemble into various periodic nanostructures in a range from a few nanometers 
to hundreds of nanometers.1 Particularly, the self-assembly of BCPs in thin films has been extensively 
investigated because it provides highly ordered nanopatterns that can be employed as a bottom-up 
nanofabrication method11 in the application level.13-15, 21, 91-93 For the past couple of decades, various 
strategies have been introduced for directed self-assembly (DSA) of block copolymers to achieve long-
range ordered nanopatterns over large areas and/or to control the direction of the nanopatterns.33 
Among many DSA methods, chemoepitaxy31 and graphoepitaxy32 have been considered as the most 
effective way to achieve nearly perfect BCP nanopatterns. Chemoepitaxy and graphoepitaxy-based DSA is 
the best choice for the semiconductor foundry where requires perfect and accurate nanopatterns with 
extremely low defects. However, it may not be the best choice for the other fields where requires mass-
producible nanopatterns with an acceptable level of defects, as considering financial and time cost. 
Angelescu and coworkers,36 meanwhile, introduced a shear-induced alignment method as an alternative 
to direct BCP thin films in a large area for the mass-production of highly aligned nanopatterns. This method, 
however, is difficult to provide diversity in the direction of the BCP nanopatterns, and it is often sensitive 
to experimental conditions94 or causes a significant displacement of BCP thin films. 
  
3.1.2 Various Anisotropic Topographic Effects in BCP Thin Films 
On the other hand, Russell and coworkers44-46 demonstrated that a topographic patterned sawtooth 
substrate directs the self-assembly of BCP cylinders, thus forming a highly aligned dot/line pattern parallel 
or perpendicular to the topographic pattern. This sawtooth topographic patterned substrate was obtained 
from an atomic reorientation of a mis-cutted sapphire or Si single crystals, which facilitated a wafer scale-
DSA of BCP thin films. Despite the successful nanopatternings using the minimal topographic pattern, this 
approach limits the choice of substrate materials, e.g., single-crystal substrate, and is difficult to control the 
local direction of BCP nanopatterns. 
Since Mourran and coworkers95 reported that a poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) topographic pattern 
guided supramolecular BCP lamellar nanopatterns, Lee and coworkers47 recently demonstrated that the 
perpendicular BCP cylinders were aligned to the PTFE pattern to form a highly aligned hexagonal dot 
pattern. The PTFE topographic pattern is generated from dragging molten PTFE blocks on the target 
substrate,96 thus it can be applied to various substrates and provides an untrammeled pattern direction in a 
large area. This method, however, encounters some difficulties originated from the nature of PTFE. Pristine 
PTFE topographic pattern has low surface energy frequently causing the film dewetting unless an additional 
oxygen plasma processing is applied. Besides, a processing condition of high-temperature annealing (> 
200 °C) for DSA is not compatible with this method because of the low limit of the glass transition 
temperature of PTFE. 
This chapter focused on a nanoscratch-DSA strategy as a mass-producible, inexpensive, and facile 
method to create highly aligned BCP nanopatterns in an extremely large area. Gentle scratching with a 
commercial diamond lapping film on the target substrate readily generates an anisotropic roughness named 
as a nanoscratch.97 It has been demonstrated that this topographic pattern of the nanoscratched substrate 
effectively directs the self-assembly of BCP thin films in a large area, thus enabling the wafer scale-DSA. 
The nanoscratch-DSA can be applied to various substrates including ceramics, metals, metal oxides, and 
inorganic materials. Moreover, the nanoscratch-DSA can be freely made along the scratching direction on 
the target substrate, realizing a direction-controllable and area-selective nanofabrication method. 
  
3.2 Experimental Details 
Materials Polystyrene-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) and polystyrene-b-poly(2-
vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) were purchased from Polymer Source, Inc. The molecular weights of PS-b-
PMMA are 24,000-b-11,500 g/mol (SMC35.5k, polydispersity index (PDI) = 1.06), 126,000-b-20,500 g/mol 
(SMS146.5k, PDI = 1.09), 71,500-b-12,000 g/mol (SMS83.5k, PDI = 1.17), 64,000-b-35,000 g/mol (SMC99k, 
PDI = 1.09), and 46,100-b-12,000 g/mol (SMC58.1k, PDI = 1.09). The molecular weights of PS-b-P2VP 
are 180,000-b-77,000 g/mol (SVC257k, PDI = 1.09), 88,000-b-18,000 g/mol (SVS106k, PDI = 1.07), and 
44,000-b-8,400 g/mol (SVS52k, PDI = 1.12). Tetrahydrofuran (THF) (Sigma-Aldrich, HPLC grade, 99.9%) 
and Toluene (Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8%) were used in this study. 100  Si wafers (purchased from 
Waferbiz) were employed as substrates. Diamond lapping films were purchased from Allied High Tech 
Products., Inc. 
Nanoscratching Technique The target substrates were chemically cleaned with acetone, ethanol, and 
deionized water to remove any organic residue. The nanoscratched substrates were fabricated by scratching 
the surface with commercial diamond lapping films using home-made setup as previously reported.97 The 
sizes of the diamond particles embedded on films reported by the manufacturer were 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 1 
μm. The applied pressure on the glass substrate during scratching was 1.2 N/cm2 and the scratching velocity 
was ~1.9 cm/s. The scratching distance was 12 cm at one time. Even though one time scratching was 
enough to form the nanoscratches (Figure 3.4 in the section 3.3.2), the substrates were scratched four times 
to make sure the formation of nanoscratches unless otherwise noted. Substrates were scratched several 
times which is enough to make the nanoscratches. After the scratching process, the substrate was chemically 
cleaned again with sonication to remove any contaminations. 
Substrate Preparation Ni films of 100 nm were deposited by DC sputter. 10-nm-thick Cr was used as 
an adhesion layer between Si wafer and metal films. Indium tin oxide (ITO), ZnO, TiO2, Al2O3 films of 100 
nm were deposited by RF sputter. Si3N4 (40 nm), TaN (35 nm) and HfO2 (35 nm) films were deposited 
directly upon Si wafer by PECVD for Si3N4 and Thermal ALD for TaN and HfO2. 
BCP Film Preparation BCPs were spin-coated from toluene solution of 0.5 – 1 wt% on the 
nanoscratched substrate or bare substrates, thus forming a monolayer-thick film. SMC35.5k and SMS146.5k was 
spin-coated to have the thickness of 36 and 48 nm, respectively, and they were thermally annealed at 190 °C, 
for 24 hours, under vacuum. 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Hitachi S-4800 field emission scanning electron microscope 
(high vacuum, 1 keV) were used. PS-b-PMMA films were directly analyzed by SEM without additional 
treatment. For PS-b-P2VP, Au ions were loaded into SVS106k and SVS52k films, and SVC257k films were 
immersed into ethanol to enhance the image contrast. 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) Atomic force microscopy (AFM; Veeco Dimension 3100) was used 
in tapping mode with Bruker tips (RTESP), which have a drive frequency of 300 kHz, a spring constant of 
40 N/m, a cantilever length of 125 μm, and a tip radius of 8 nm. 
Film Thickness Measurement The thickness of films was measured using a spectroscopic ellipsometer 
(M-2000V, J.A. Woollam Co.). 
Grazing-Incidence Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (GISAXS) GISAXS measurements were 
performed at the PLS-II 9A U-SAXS beamline of the Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL) in Korea. For 
the GISAXS measurements, the energy of the X-rays was 11.015 keV, the incident angle was 0.12°, where 
the critical angle of the PS-b-PMMA films was ≈0.12° at 11 keV, and the sample-to-detector distances were 
4496.63 mm. Scattering patterns were collected using a 2D CCD detector (SX-165, Rayonix). 
Image Analysis The orientation analysis of the SEM images were conducted using Image J software 
and Orientation J plugin. 
  
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Nanoscratch-Directed Self-Assembly of BCP Thin Films 
The overall strategy of nanoscratching technique and nanoscratch-DSA of BCP thin films is shown in 
Figure 3.1. The nanoscratching technique is illustrated in the blue box in Figure 3.1. As gently scratching a 
target substrate with a commercial diamond lapping film, the uniaxially nanoscratched pattern is generated 
along the scratching direction on the target substrate as reported in our previous study.97 The scratching 
dimension can be controlled depending on the average particle size of the diamond lapping film. It has been 
showed that the nanoscratched substrate act as an effective guiding pattern providing a highly aligned BCP 
nanopattern in a large area as depicted in the red box whereas conventional BCP self-assembly on a bare 
substrate gives a poorly aligned nanopattern as described in the black box. 
 
Figure 3.1 Schematic illustration of nanoscratching technique and nanoscratch-directed self-assembly of 
block copolymer (BCP) thin films. 
  
3.3.2 Analysis of Nanoscratched Substrates in Various Dimensions 
Figure 3.2a shows an atomic force microscope (AFM) height images and their topographic height 
profiles for various nanoscratched substrates on Si wafers. Well-defined nanoscratches were formed along 
the scratching direction. Four different diamond lapping films having the average particle sizes in 100, 250, 
500, and 1000 nm were used to form the various nanoscratched substrates, referred to as NSP100, NSP250, 
NSP500, and NSP1000, respectively. As the particle sizes of the lapping film increases, the size of scratches 
gradually increases in both roughness and interval proportional to the particle sizes in lapping films. 
 
Figure 3.2 Analysis of various nanoscratched substrates. (a) AFM height images and topographic data of 
nanoscratched substrates scratched with diamond lapping films having 100, 250, 500, and 1000 nm 
particles in size; NSP100, NSP250, NSP500, and NSP1000, respectively. The blue arrows indicate the scratching 
directions. (b) Power spectral density (PSD) analysis of AFM images in Figure 3.2a. (c) Kratky plots 
obtained from panel b. (d) A plot of RMS roughness of topographic data, peak positions in PSD profiles, 
and scratching dimension, D, as a function of particle sizes of diamond lapping films. 
The statistical analysis on the scratching dimensions was futher performed using an anisotropic power 
spectral density (PSD) function from the AFM data. The plots of PSD for the NSP100, NSP250, NSP500, and 
NSP1000 had a broad peak, and its positions gradually moved to the lower q with increasing the particle size, 
as shown in Figure 3.2b. To emphasize the peak position, the Kratky plot is employed by multiplying q2 to 
the PSD plot, as shown in Figure 3.2c. The peak position was estimated based on the cross point of a couple 
of linear fitted lines. Figure 3.2d shows that the peaks are gradually shifted to the lower q while the 
corresponding characteristic lateral length and the RMS roughness increased. It had been confirmed that 
the scratching dimension, D, and RMS roughness of nanoscratches were effectively controlled in the range 
from 110 to 230 nm and from 5.7 to 18.8 nm, respectively. Anisotropic roughness-induced alignments in 
BCP thin films 
It should be noted that the particle size of diamond lapping films was the only verified parameter to 
control the dimension of nanoscratches. The formation of nanoscratches was not significantly affected by 
other parameters such as an applied normal force in the scratching process (Figure 3.3) and the number of 
scratching (Figure 3.3), which does not affect the consequent DSA of BCP thin films (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). 
 
Figure 3.3 The effect of the applied normal force in scratching process on the formation of nanoscratches 
and consequent nanoscratch-DSA. (a) The applied normal force in scratching process was 1.2 N/cm2. (b) 
The applied normal force in scratching process was 2.2 N/cm2. 
 
Figure 3.4 The effect of the number of scratching on the formation of nanoscratches and the consequent 
nanoscratch-DSA. (a) AFM height images of NSP100 with the scratching distance of 12 cm depending on 
the number of scratching from x1 to x4. (b) The line-cut height profiles at the dotted line in panel a. (c) 
height distribution of panel b. (d) SMC35.5k on NSP100 depending on the number of scratching from x1 to x4. 
(e) SMS146.6k on NSP100 depending on the number of scratching from x1 to x4. 
  
3.3.3 Anisotropic Roughness-Induced Alignments in BCP Thin Films 
Next, the guiding effect of the well-defined nanoscratches on the self-assembled BCP nanopatterns was 
examined. To generate line and dot nanopatterns, cylinder- and sphere-forming polystyrene-b-poly(methyl 
methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) having the molecular weights of 24-b-11.5 kg/mol and 126-b-20.5 kg/mol 
are employed, referred to SMC35.5k and SMS146.5k, respectively. SMC35.5k and SMS146.5k were self-assembled 
forming poorly ordered nanopatterns with multiple grains on a bare Si wafer, whereas they nicely aligned 
along the stretch direction on a nanoscratched substrate and alignment quality is improved with decreasing 
the scratching dimension, as shown in Figure 3.5a and b. 
 
Figure 3.5 Self-assembled BCP nanopatterns on nanoscratched substrates. SEM images of self-assembled 
(a) SMC35.5k and (b) SMS146.5k on bare and nanoscratched substrates. (c) A plot of orientation factor of 
SMC35.5k on nanoscratched substrates as a function of particle sizes of diamond lapping films. (d) Schematic 
image and color-coded orientation maps from SEM images of SMC35.5k on NSP100 and a bare substrate. (e) 
Schematic image and SEM images of SMS146.5k on NSP100 and a bare substrate. The white arrows indicate 
scratching directions, and the insets in panel c and d show FFT patterns obtained from each SEM images. 
(f) The effect of size ratio between nanoscratches and BCP nanopatterns on the DSA of 2-fold and 6-fold 
symmetry nanopatterns. Blue-colored points indicate well-aligned nanopatterns. 
On NSP1000 and NSP500, SMC35.5k and SMS146.5 nanopatterns were partially aligned to the scratching 
direction but some nanopatterns were missing where BCPs were depleted because of the large height 
differences of nanoscratches. As the height difference is reduced with decreasing the scratching dimension 
to NSP250, aligned SMC35.5k and SMS146.5 nanopatterns were found all over the substrate without missing 
patterns while the directionality of the patterns is lost in some parts. When the scratching dimension is 
sufficiently reduced such as the NSP100, both SMC35.5k and SMS146.5 nanopatterns showed better alignment 
quality. 
This trend was also confirmed in a quantitative comparison. From the SEM images, the degree of 
orientation of BCP line patterns45, 98 is calculated with the orientation parameter, f,99 from the following 
equation: 
    (3.1) 
It should be noted that f has a value of 1 and 0, when the line patterns are aligned parallel or randomly 
to the scratching direction, respectively. The calculated f value as a function of particle sizes of diamond 
lapping films are plotted in Figure 3.5c. The degree of alignments was enhanced as reduced the scratching 
dimension comparable to the size of BCP patterns. 
This anisotropic roughness-induced alignment of BCP nanopatterns can be rationalized with a 
description of the system free energy.45 The self-assembly of BCP thin films is sensitive to the interfacial 
conditions such as the BCP–substrate interface interactions53, 54 and a substrate roughness100 in this study. 
The microphase separation of BCPs generally occurs toward the minimization of interface energy between 
BCP domains,101 while the roughness of substrates increases the domain interfaces in BCP thin films.102 In 
some previous studies,102-108 an isotropic roughness of substrates increases the interface energy of BCP thin 
films and it could be released by changing the out-of-plane domain orientations. Whereas, the way to 
minimize the increased interface energy often turned out to control in-plane domain orientations in the case 
of anisotropic topographic patterned substrates98, 109-112 or wrinkled substrates.113-115 The nanoscratches also 
increases the interface energy of BCP thin films, but it has the anisotropy in the roughness. Therefore, the 
BCP domains/nanopatterns on the nanoscratched substrates tend to align along the scratching direction 
minimizing the interfacial energy45, 116 as described in Figure 3.6 
 
Figure 3.6 Schematic illustration of the mechanism of anisotropic roughness-induced alignments of BCP 
nanopatterns. 
In Figure 3.5d and e, the guiding effect of the smallest NSP100 on the BCP self-assembly using a color-
coded orientation map and fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis was systematically investigated. As shown 
in Figure 3.5d, the color-coded orientation map of SMC35.5k showed a monochromatic scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) image on NSP100 but a polychromatic SEM image on the bare substrate, indicating that 
the SMC35.5k formed a single grain on NSP100 but multiple grains on the bare substrate. The original SEM 
images using in a color-coded orientation map are shown in Figure 3.7. The FFT analysis in the inset of 
Figure 3.5d also confirms the single grain of 2-fold symmetry of SMC35.5k on NSP100. In Figure 3.5e, The 
FFT patterns showed that the dot nanopattern of SMS146.5k also formed a single grain of 6-fold symmetry 
on NSP100 but multiple grains on the bare substrate. 
 
Figure 3.7 SEM images of SMC35.5k on (left) NSP100 and (right) bare substrate, supporting Figure 3.5d. 
It should be noted that there were a few local defects in the highly aligned nanopatterns and it might be 
originated from the inherent thermodynamic defects and the defects of underlying nanoscratches. This may 
form the larger-scale periodic undulations of the orientation showing a Moire pattern in Figure 3.5d, but 
the macroscopic orientation is consistent over the entire scratched area which will be shown in the next 
section of grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) analysis. Even though the defect 
control41, 42 is an emerging issue in BCP lithography for semiconductor foundry, it will not be covered here 
because the purpose of this study is to demonstrate a mass-producible, inexpensive, and facile DSA method 
for the potential applications requiring large-area nanopatterning with an acceptable level of defects and 
minimum financial and time cost. 
A generality of nanoscratch-DSA strategy was further investigated, and an empirical scratching condition 
for the DSA was examined by various combinations of BCPs and nanoscratches. Figure 3.5f shows the 
effect of size ratio of D/L0 between nanoscratches and the eight different BCPs of PS-b-PMMA and 
polystyrene-b-poly(2-vinyl pyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) on the DSA of 2-fold and 6-fold symmetry nanopatterns 
(line and hexagonal dot patterns, respectively). D is the scratching dimension of the nanoscratches in Figure 
3.2d, and L0 is the domain spacing of BCP nanopatterns. The additional SEM images of the data set of 
Figure 3.5f are given in Figure 3.8. 
 
Figure 3.8 47.5-nm-thick SMC99k thermally annealed at 190ºC for 24 h on (a) NSP100, (b) NSP250, (c) NSP500, 
and (d) NSP1000. (e) 40-nm-thick SMC58.1k thermally annealed at 190ºC for 24 h on NSP100. (f) 42-nm-thick 
SMS83.5k thermally annealed at 190ºC for 24 h on NSP100. (g) 50-nm-thick SVS106k thermally annealed at 
190ºC for 24 h on NSP100. (h) 46-nm-thick SVS52k thermally annealed at 160ºC for 24 h on NSP100. 50-nm-
thick SVC257k annealed with THF vapor for 30 m on (i) NSP100, (j) NSP250, (k) NSP500, and (l) NSP1000. Au-
ion were loaded into SVS106k and SVS52k films, and SVC257k films were immersed into ethanol to enhance 
the image contrast. Well-aligned samples are in blue boarder lines. 
The effective scratching conditions inducing the DSA were found around D/L0 ~ 4.5 for the 2-fold 
symmetry and around 3 for the 6-fold symmetry, as indicated with the blue-colored points in Figure 3.5f. 
It should be noted that the intervals of the nanoscratch are more or less random while the conventional 
chemo/graphoepitaxy yields guiding pattern with an accurate dimension, which require a thoroughly 
commensurable size of BCP nanopatterns to induce the DSA.117-119 However, the randomness of intervals 
of the nanoscratch rather gives flexibility to the scratching condition inducing the DSA and broaden its 
range. 
  
3.3.4 Perfect BCP Nanopatterns in a Large Area Confirmed by GISAXS 
Because SEM image based analysis is only limited to several square micrometers, grazing-incidence 
small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) analysis was further conducted to evaluate the orientation quality 
of BCP line and dot patterns over a macroscopic large area. Figure 3.9a shows the schematic illustration of 
GISAXS experiments for BCP thin films, where Φ is the rotation angle and set to 0º when the scratching 
direction is parallel to the incident X-ray beam. 
 
Figure 3.9 GISAXS analysis of nanoscratch-DSA of BCP thin films in a large area. (a) Schematic image 
of GISAXS experiments for BCP thin films, where Φ is the rotation angle. Φ = 0º when the scratching 
direction is parallel to the incident X-ray beam. (b) A plot of normalized scattering intensity of the first 
order peak from GISAXS profiles of SMC35.5k on NSP100 as a function of Φ. The inset is in-plane scattering 
profiles obtained from a horizontal line-cut of GISAXS 2D data taken at different Φ in Figure 3.10. (c) 
GISAXS 2D data and (d) its in-plane scattering profile of SMS146.5k on NSP100 at Φ = 0º, 30º, 60º, and 90º. 
The scattering peaks are indicated by the black arrows. The inset in panel d is schematic 2D hexagonal 
lattices of SMS146.5k on NSP100, where the blue arrows indicate incident X-ray beam. 
First, the BCP line pattern is analyzed. The inset of Figure 3.9b shows the in-plane scattering profiles of 
SMC35.5k on NSP100 as increasing Φ from 0 to 90º obtained from a horizontal line-cut of GISAXS 2D data 
taken at different Φ in Figure 3.10. The scattering peaks were shown in a ratio of 1:2:3 originated from (10) 
lattice plane of the BCP line pattern, and the L0 of the line pattern was 24.1 nm calculated from the first 
order peak, q*. The intensity of the scattering peaks was attenuated with increasing Φ from 0 to 90º, and 
the first order peak intensity was plotted as a function of Φ in Figure 3.9b. The full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) of this plot was less than 2 degrees, which verified the BCP nanopatterns have the macroscopic 
alignment in very high quality. 
 
Figure 3.10 GISAXS 2D data of SMC35.5k on NSP100 at different Φ. Corresponding in-plane scattering 
profiles obtained from a horizontal line-cut are shown in the inset of Figure 3.9b. 
From the Φ-dependent decay in the scattering intensity, the degree of orientation of BCP line patterns is 
calculated45, 98 with the orientation parameter, f,99 to confirm the macroscopic orientations over a large area. 
The calculated value of f from Figure 3.9b was 0.98, indicating that the BCP line pattern through the 
nanoscratch-DSA had a nearly perfect orientation over the macroscopic large area.98 This high f value 
verified that the nanoscratch-DSA is sufficiently compatible with the other DSA methods by the shear-
induced alignments75, 120, 121 or the lithographically defined topographic guides.98 
Next, for the hexagonally ordered BCP dot pattern, the scattering data shows Φ-dependent diffraction 
patterns44, 111 in Figure 3.9c and d. The diffraction patterns are shown in Figure 3.9c and its corresponding 
in-plane scattering profiles are shown in Figure 3.9d, and the insets of Figure 3.9d illustrate the schematic 
2D hexagonal lattices. When the Φ = 0 and 60º, the diffraction peaks are clearly shown with a ratio of 1:2:3 
originated from the (10), (20), and (30) lattice planes with the L0 of 45.5 nm showing the nearly perfect 
single domain orientation. On the other hand, when the Φ = 30 and 90º, the diffraction peaks had a ratio of 
1:30.5:70.5:120.5 originated from the (10), (11), (21), and (22) lattice planes. 
The well-defined (11) plane (or ( 2) plane) with the stronger scattering peak of (11) results from the 
large grain of hexagonal array.111 The scattering peak of (10) and (21) lattice planes may be originated from 
the thicker edge bead of the spin-coated film or partial grains with slightly different orientations. The series 
of Φ-dependent scattering data confirms that the whole BCP film is composed of the well-aligned 
hexagonally ordered dot array over a macroscopic large area.44, 111 
  
3.3.5 Non-Material Specific Nature of Nanoscratch-Directed Self-Assembly 
Owing to the non-substrate specific nature of the nanoscratching technique, the nanoscratch-DSA can be 
applied to various target substrates in a wide range of materials. The effectiveness of nanoscratch-DSA was 
successfully demonstrated for both BCP line and dot nanopatterns on the eight more different substrates, 
including Al2O3, ITO, Si3N4, ZnO, HfO2, TiO2, Ni, and TaN, as shown in Figure 3.11. With an aid of 
nanoscratches, BCP line and dot patterns showed a nearly perfect orientation along the scratching direction 
on various substrates including ceramics, metals, metal oxides, and inorganic materials. The non-material 
specificity of nanoscratch-DSA can enable more versatile nanofabrication for various functional 
nanomaterials in their potential applications. 
 
Figure 3.11 Nanoscratch-DSA on various materials. SEM images of self-assembled (left) SMC35.5k and 
(right) SMS146.5k on NSP100 of (a) Al2O3, (b) ITO, (c) Si3N4, (d) ZnO, (e) HfO2, (f) TiO2, (g) Ni, and (h) TaN 
substrates. The white arrows indicate scratching directions, and the insets show FFT patterns obtained from 
each SEM images. 
It was also confirmed that the substrate layer of various materials was not significantly damaged after 
the scratching process. Thickness of the substrate layers was almost consistent before and after the 
scratching process confirmed by ellipsometry (Figure 3.12) and by AFM (Figure 3.13). It should be noted 
that the roughness and defects of nanoscratches may hinder the pattern transfer to the substrate but could 
be overcome by enhancing the etching contrast of BCP mask through sequential infiltration synthesis 
(SIS)19 or by replacing substrates through molecular transfer printing (MTP).122 
 
Figure 3.12 Change of substrate layer thickness for various materials employed in Figure 3.11 before and 
after scratching. 
 
Figure 3.13 The formation of nanoscratches for various materials employed in Figure 3.11. (a) AFM height 
images of NSP100 on various substrates. (b) The line-cut height profiles at the dotted line in panel a. (c) 
height distribution of panel b.  
3.3.6 Direction-Controllable and Area-Selective Nanofabrication Method 
The other strength of nanoscratch-DSA is its flexibility in the direction of the BCP nanopatterns. As 
shown in Figure 3.14a, the nanoscratch can be freely drawn along the scratching directions on the target 
substrate. The nanoscratched patterns of a letter ‘U’ was drawn on a Si wafer as marked with the yellow 
dotted line in Figure 3.14b. The first row of Figure 3.14c – f confirms that the well-defined nanoscratch is 
made along the writing direction shown in Figure 3.14b. On an arbitrary point of ‘c’, ‘d’, ‘e’, and ‘f’ in the 
letter ‘U’, BCP line and dot patterns were also nicely aligned to the writing directions, as shown in the 
second and third row of Figure 3.14c – f, respectively. 
 
Figure 3.14 Direction-controllable and area-selective nanofabrication method. (a) Schematic image of 
nanoscratch writing by lateral scratching with diamond lapping films. (b) Photographic image of Si wafer 
with a nanoscratch writing letter ‘U’ marked with a yellow dotted line. SEM images of NSP100, BCP line 
pattern (SMC35.5k) on NSP100, and BCP dot pattern (SMS146.5k) on NSP100 at different positions of the letter 
‘U’ in panel b indicated with (c) ‘c’, (d) ‘d’, (e) ‘e’, and (f) ‘f’. The white arrows indicate scratching 
directions, and the insets show FFT patterns obtained from each SEM images. 
The sharp boundary of aligned BCP nanopatterns can be found in between the scratched area and the out 
of the scratched area (Figures 3.15a and b), which verified the effectiveness of nanoscratch-DSA. 
Furthermore, the resolution of the scratched area was about 380 nm in this study (Figure 3.15c), but it has 
the possibility to provide the improved resolution and can be more finely tuned with the optimized 
processing conditions. These results assert the superior capability of a simple direction-controllable and 
area-selective nanofabrication method. 
 
Figure 3.15 BCP nanopatterns at the boundary between the scratched area and the out of the scratched area. 
(a) SMC35.5k and (b) SMS146.5k at the boundary of scratched area of NSP100. (c) The resolution of the area-
selective nanoscratching in Figure 3.14. 
  
3.4 Conclusion 
In summary, nanoscratch-DSA was demonstrated as a simple and scalable DSA strategy allowing the 
nearly perfect BCP nanopatterning over a large macroscopic area. A gentle scratching the target substrate 
with a commercial diamond lapping film can form the uniaxially aligned scratches of nanometer size, so-
called nanoscratch. The nanoscratch effectively guides the self-assembly of overlying BCPs and provides 
the highly aligned nanopatterns along with the nanoscratching direction, verified with an azimuthal analysis 
of GISAXS. Moreover, the nanoscratch-DSA is not a material specific method and thus can be applied to 
various target materials allowing more versatile nanofabrication for various functional nanomaterials. In 
addition, the nanoscratch can be freely drawn in any scratching directions, which enables a very simple 
direction-controllable and area-selective nanofabrication method. The simplicity of the technique and the 
processability in a macroscopic large area will enable the mass production of highly aligned nanopatterns 
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Chapter 4 
Block Copolymers Confined at the Air/Water Interface 
 
4.1 Introduction 
4.1.1 Interfacial Self-Assembly of BCPs as the Air/Water Interface 
Block copolymers (BCPs) are remarkable materials in nanoscience and are employed in many 
applications, especially in bottom-up nanofabrication.123 Many of these applications rely on the self-
assembling nature of BCPs, which results in periodic nanostructures such as spheres, cylinders, and 
lamellas.3, 4 Therefore, the fundamental chemistry and physics needed to control BCP self-assembly in bulk 
or thin films have been extensively studied, which led a complete phase diagram for diblock or triblock 
copolymers.3 The periodic structure of BCP self-assembly is determined by the Flory–Huggins interaction 
parameter χ, the degree of polymerization N, and the relative block ratio f. 
BCPs can also form picturesque periodic structures at air/water interfaces in ultrathin films (Figure 4.1). 
The Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) technique124 is often employed to facilitate interfacial self-assembly in 
ultrathin films, and early studies125-130 were dedicated to understanding the interfacial assembly of BCPs, 
focusing on the parameters that control the morphology. Well-known amphiphilic BCP systems have been 
investigated such as polystyrene-b-poly(2-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P2VP),131-134 PS-b-P2VP/other BCP 
blends,134 polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-b-PEO),129, 135-144 polystyrene-b-poly(methyl 
methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA),139, 145-148 polystyrene-b-poly(butyl methacrylate),149 polystyrene-b-poly(4-
vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P4VP)150-155 and a mixture of PS-b-P4VP/3-n-pentadecylphenol.150-155 
 
Figure 4.1 Scheme of interfacial self-assembly of BCPs at the air/water interface. 
  
4.1.2 Conventional View of Morphologies of ISA of BCPs 
These BCPs form dot (disks), strand (stripes/ribbons/rods), and planar (large disks) morphologies at the 
air/water interface analogous to those obtained in thin films or in bulk (Figure 4.2a). Similar to self-
assembly in bulk, the assembling behavior at the interface is universally governed by the relative ratio of 
hydrophilic to hydrophobic blocks155 (Figure 4.2b), whereas the detailed structures from self-assembly are 
affected by molecular weight,147 solution concentration,141-144, 156 solvent quality,131, 139, 153 temperature,140 
and the pH of the subphase.132, 157 
 
Figure 4.2 (a) various available morphologies of ISA of BCPs. (b) conventional controlling paramter of 
morphologies of ISA of BCPs. [Reprinted with permission from Langmuir 2013, 29, 4502–4519. 
Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society] 
Therefore, there is generally no morphology transition observed when the BCP block ratio is fixed. A 
few morphology transitions have been observed133, 148, 154 but only under certain conditions. Controlling the 
surface pressures133, 154 and/or blending BCPs with other polymers133, 148 could induce such transitions. 
Although these results are interesting, these transitions are incomplete148 or require complicated conditions 
such as crudely controlled area reduction with residual spreading solvent154 and changing polymer 
chemistry through blending.133, 148 
In this chapter, it was showed that simple control of the spreading area results in morphology transition, 
thus regulating the self-assembling nature of BCPs at the interface. A general phase diagram of BCPs at the 
interface was proposed for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, where the relative block fraction 
and the spreading area are two parameters.  
4.2 Experimental Details 
The interfacial assembly of PS-b-P2VP at the air/water was investigated with various molecular weight 
and relative block fraction of PS-b-P2VP. BCPs were purchased from Polymer Source, Inc and the detailed 
information of all BCPs used in this study is provided in Table 4.1. BCPs were used as received without 
further purification. BCPs were dissolved in chloroform (HPLC grade, ≥ 99.8%; Sigma-Aldrich) at a 
concentration of 1 mg/ml, and the solutions were used within 12 hr after preparation to avoid the 
concentration change. 30 – 40 μL of solutions are spread on a deionized water (Milli Q) surface as 6 – 8 
drops in a medium Langmuir trough having a maximum size 273 cm2 (a computer controlled KSV NIMA 
KN 2002 Langmuir Blodgett instrument with a platinum Wilhelmy plate). Temperature of water in a trough 
was kept constant at room temperature. Every symmetric barrier compression was proceeded with a barrier 
speed of 5 mm/min (3.75 cm2/min) and LB films were deposited on clean Si wafers at a speed of 5 mm/min. 
Every surface pressure – area (π–A) isotherm curve was confirmed by repeats more than three times. <100> 
Si wafers (purchased from Waferbiz) were employed as substrates; the wafer surfaces were rinsed with 
deionized water before using, and had a 2-nm-thick native oxide layer. 
 
Table 4.1 detailed information of all BCPs used in this study. 
 For post-area confinement experiment (▲), the films were compressed laterally with symmetric barrier 
(5 mm/min) 20 min after the solution was dropped and subsequently deposited on a clean Si wafer. For pre-
area confinement experiment (★), the BCP solutions spread on the confined water surface followed by film 
deposition after 20 min of solvent evaporation. A 20 minute evaporation time is considered sufficient to 
ensure complete solvent evaporation.  
 The structure of BCP films were analyzed with scanning electron microscopy (SEM, HITACHI S-
4800), atomic force microscopy (AFM, Veeco dimension 3100), and grazing incidence small-angle X-ray 
scattering (GISAXS). AFM was used in a tapping mode with Bruker tips (RTESP), which have a drive 
frequency of 300 kHz, a spring constant of 40 N/m, a cantilever length of 125 μm, and a tip radius of 8 nm. 
GISAXS experiments were performed at the 6D UNIST-PAL beamline of the Pohang Accelerator 
Laboratory (PAL) in Korea. The energy level of the X-ray beam was 9.9 keV and the experiments were 
performed at the incident angle of 0.13°. 
  
4.3 Results and Dicussion 
4.3.1 Spreading Area-Dependent Morphology Transition 
When a solution of PS-b-P2VP 44-18.5 kg/mol (44-18.5k, VP 29.4 %) in chloroform is dropped at the 
air/water interface, hydrophilic blocks (29.4 mol%) induce a dot morphology at the free air/water interface, 
which is consistent with the results of previous studies.134, 155 Here, VP is a mole fraction of P2VP block. 
However, it was found that the blocks showed a strand morphology as spreading was confined to a smaller 
area (Figure 4.3); the spreading area was varied by spreading the solution onto a pre-compressed area. 
 
Figure 4.3 AFM height images of PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) LB films made with 10 μL of a 1 mg/mL of 
chloroform solution obtained from (a) a free spreading area (confined to a 12-cm-diameter petri dish) and 
(b) an area confined to a 6-cm-diameter petri dish. Scale bar is 1 μm. 
 
  
4.3.2 Post- and Pre-Spreading Area Confinements 
It was postulated that the final morphology would depend on whether the space constraints were applied 
before the spreading solvent evaporation or after. Further systematic experiments with PS-b-P2VP (44-
18.5k, 29.4%) were therefore performed to examine the constraint effect. With post-area confinement, the 
LB monolayer of the BCP solution was spread over the surface in the maximum trough area and 
compressed by barriers after 20 min of solvent evaporation. For pre-area confinement, the trough area was 
reduced first and then the LB monolayer was spread over the surface of the water (Figure 4.4a). 
 
Figure 4.4 (a) Schematic illustration of post-area confinement (first row, ▲) and pre-area confinement 
(second row, ★) experiments. (b) π–A isotherm curve of PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k). (c) 2×2 μm AFM height 
images at each point in (b) (▲1–7, post-area confinement and ★1–6, pre-area confinement), Scale bar is 400 
nm. 
Figure 4.4b shows the obtained surface pressure – area (π–A) isotherm curve of PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k). 
The blue triangles (▲) represent the LB films obtained by the conventional deposition process (post-area 
confinement) and the red stars (★) represent the LB films obtained by pre-area confinement. Atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) images of each film are shown in Figure 4.4c. In the post-area confinement experiments 
(▲), PS-b-P2VP formed dot morphology on the surface (▲7), and the sizes of the circular PS domains and 
the center-to-center distance of the dots decreased as the layer was compressed, as shown in the images 
from ▲7 to ▲3. An interesting order transition of the dot morphology was found, from a quasi-hexagonal 
array to quasi-square array, after the plateau of the π–A isotherm curve (▲1 and ▲2). The order transition 
buffered the increasing surface pressure, and thus this order transition was preferred as the layer was 
compressed. These results are consistent with the results of previous studies.  
The BCP interfacial assembly in the pre-area confinement (★) experiments was qualitatively and 
quantitatively different from that in the post-area confinement experiments. First, the hydrophobic PS 
domains formed larger dots with increased center-to-center distance (Figure 4.4c, ★5 and ★6). Second, the 
PS domains started to form strands as the spreading area was reduced (★4), whereas the surface pressure 
remained same as that of the post-area confinement (▲4) at the plateau of the π–A isotherm curve. Third, 
a planar morphology is seen in the more reduced surface areas (★1 and ★2). The surface pressure no longer 
increased, presumably due to partial aggregation of the polymer chains that exceeded the Langmuir 
monolayer. The approximate film thicknesses were found to be 5 - 10 nm based on AFM height images. 
The interfacial assembly of the PS-b-P2VP films was also characterized by grazing incidence small-
angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) (Figure 4.5a). The detailed structure of the films, including the array 
types and center-to-center distance of the PS domains, were confirmed from peak assignments of the one-
dimensional (1D) line cuts of the GISAXS images. In the post-area confinement experiment, the center-to-
center distance of the PS dots linearly decreased (▲3–▲7) as the barrier compressed the monolayer until 
the dots formed a square array (▲1–▲3) (Figure 4.5b). The peak became broader as the spreading area 
decreased (Figure 4.5c), and the correlation length, calculated based on the Scherrer equation,158, 159 linearly 
decreased with the spreading area, implying that the compressing barrier after solvent evaporation disturbed 
the order of the array (Figure 4.5d). 
 
Figure 4.5 (a) GISAXS two-dimensional images of all PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) films in Figure 2. (b) 
Measured center-to-center distances of structures in each film (▲1–7, post-area confinement and ★1–6, pre-
area confinement). (c) GISAXS 1D line cuts of ▲1–7 and 5–6 from (a). [peaks are emphasized by 
multiplying q2 and I(q) (Kratky plot)]. (d) Calculated correlation length from (c). 
In the pre-area confinement experiments, the sizes of the dots in the hexagonal arrays were much larger 
than those in the post-area confinement experiments, with longer center-to-center distances of 
approximately 130 nm (★5–★6) (Figure 4.5b). As the spreading area decreased, the morphology 
transitioned to a strand morphology, where the center-to-center distance of the strands suddenly decreased 
to 102.5 nm (★4); the morphology later transitioned to a planar morphology (Figure 4.5b). Thus, one can 
effectively tune the self-assembling morphology by controlling the spreading area. Furthermore, the 
ordering quality of post-area confinement is better than that of pre-area confinement, with enhanced 
correlation length for the same spreading area (Figure 4.5d). 
  
4.3.3 Morphology Formation Mechanism of BCP Interfacial Self-Assembly 
Moffitt and coworkers suggested a dewetting mechanism for the morphology formation process of 
interfacial assembly.142, 160 Furthermore, Bazuin and coworkers introduced the concept of relative lateral 
areas of the two blocks as the principle of interfacial assembly, originated from the competition between 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic blocks; a hydrophilic block tends to maximize its surface area, whereas a 
hydrophobic block tends to minimize it.155 In the present study, morphology transitions are explained using 
a modified dewetting mechanism, which combines the dewetting mechanism142, 160 with the concept of 
relative lateral areas155 of the two blocks. 
The dewetting mechanism proposed in the present study is shown schematically in Figure 4.6. When 
BCPs are spread on an air/water interface, the hydrophilic chains are absorbed onto the water surface to 
prevent contact between the hydrophobic chains and the water; the hydrophobic chains form a uniform 
planar morphology before solvent evaporation. Next, the hydrophobic domains start to partially dewet, 
forming a strand or dot morphology, as the area continuously increases during solvent spreading. The partial 
dewetting initially occurs by local density fluctuation of the nascent hydrophobic planar domains and then 
the hydrophilic chains are exposed to air at the dewetting point, which cause the additional dewetting until 
the hydrophilic chains are fully stretched. The dewetting of hydrophobic domains is attributed to the 
repulsive interactions of the PS with the hydrophilic surface (P2VP and water) while the chain stretching 
of the hydrophilic blocks brings additional dewetting forming different morphologies. The consumed 
elastic energy by the hydrophilic chain stretching is compensated by the interactions between hydrophilic 
monolayer and the water surface. 
 
Figure 4.6 Schematic illustration of dewetting process for various hydrophilic block ratio. Red arrow 
indicates the stretching of hydrophilic chains and yellow arrow indicates the dewetting of hydrophobic 
chains. 
The shorter the hydrophilic chains of the block, the less additioinal dewetting occurs during film 
spreading because of the finite size of the hydrophilic chains. If the hydrophilic chains are short enough, 
even fully stretched hydrophilic chains will not result in additional dewetting of the hydrophobic chains. 
Thus, PS-b-P2VP with a high hydrophilic fraction (greater than approximately 28%) form dot morphology, 
whereas PS-b-P2VP with a low hydrophilic fraction (less than approximately 15%) form a planar 
morphology because of the limited chain stretching of the short hydrophilic blocks (Figure 4.6). The degree 
of additional dewetting of hydrophobic domain is governed by the relative lateral areas between the 
hydrophobic domains and the hydrophilic domains.155 
  
4.3.4 Mechanism of Spreading Area-Dependent Morphology Transition 
It was hypothesized that pre-area confinement traps the spreading of the BCP solution mechanically, thus 
preventing further stretching of the hydrophilic chains and reducing the lateral area occupied by hydrophilic 
domain. Therefore, it suppresses the additional dewetting of the hydrophobic domains; the morphology 
cannot be developed but can be frozen at an early stage of dewetting process. 
The overall morphology transition mechanism is depicted in Figure 4.7. Controlling the spreading area 
by pre-area confinement can effectively suppress the chain stretching of hydrophilic blocks. In a confined 
area, even long hydrophilic chains cannot be stretched; instead, they remain coiled. These coiled 
hydrophilic chains cannot facilitate the additional dewetting of hydrophobic domains in a confined area 
(third – fifth rows in Figure 4.7), similar to what occurs with short hydrophilic chains (second or third row 
in Figure 4.6). Subsequent solvent evaporation freezes the morphologies. Therefore, all three morphologies 
(dot, strand and planar, ★1–★6; Figure 4.4c) were formed at a fixed hydrophilic chain length by controlling 
the stretching of the hydrophilic blocks. These results correspond to those of a recent study, where 
hydrophilic chains were coiled when PS-b-PMMA formed strands at the air/water interface with a boundary 
block fraction between that of strands and dots.148 
 
Figure 4.7 Schematic illustration of dewetting process for BCP with high hydrophilic block ratio in various 
spreading areas. Red arrows indicate the stretching of hydrophilic chains and yellow arrows indicate the 
dewetting of hydrophobic chains. 
When the spreading area was reduced little (second row in Figure 4.7), the BCPs formed dots larger than 
those from post-area confinement. This is because the presence of fewer large dots is more advantageous 
for chain stretching than the presence of many smaller dots. The proportion of the area occupied by the 
hydrophilic chains was greater in pre-area confinement (★5–6) than in post-area confinement (▲5–▲6). 
4.3.5 Free Energy Calculation for the Spreading Area-Dependent Morphology Transition 
There have been some theoretical approaches143, 161-164 discussing the thermodynamics of ultrathin BCP 
films at the interfaces based on the free-energy calculation of BCP structures. Hosoi and coworkers143 
simulated a PS-b-PEO LB system based on a mathematical model considering Marangoni forces, solvent 
evaporation, vitrification or entanglement of hydrophobic block, and diffusion of the polymers. They 
showed that the initial concentration of the BCP solution is important because a concentrated solution can 
restrict polymer spreading, thus kinetically trap the hydrophilic chain stretching. For example, PS-b-PEO 
at a fixed block fraction formed a dot morphology at a moderate BCP concentration but a strand 
morphology at much higher concentrations. Similarly, a few morphology changes at very high 
concentration solution spreading were reported.141, 142, 156 Here, the final morphologies were varied because 
rapid solvent evaporation kinetically prevented further chain stretching of hydrophilic blocks and further 
dewetting of the hydrophobic blocks; the morphology transition occurred when the number of BCP chains 
per unit area at the air/water interface increased, as observed in the present study. Nonetheless, chain 
stretching and uniform film formation were not easily controlled in this method. 
The free energy of an ultrathin block copolymer film was also calculated based on the study by Potemkin 
and coworkers,163 considering the interfacial and elastic free energy. The free energy of ▲3 (▲5) and ★3 
(★5) of Figure 4.4 was compared according to the disk or stripe models.163 The approximated free energy 
of ★3 (★5) was two (three) times smaller than that of ▲3 (▲5), which implies that the strand (large dots) 
morphology is more thermodynamically favored than compressed dots (small dots), supporting the order 
transitions (Figure 4.8). The detailed calculation is provided bellow. 
 
Figure 4.8 Total free energy (interfacial free energy + elastic free energy) of ▲3~7 and ★3~6 in Figure 4.4 
per unit area in the BCP film was calculated. It should be noted that the state of ▲3~6 is only available when 
the spreading area is compressed with LB trough. 
The free energy of ultrathin PS-b-P2VP films is calculated based on the equations suggested by Potemkin 
and coworkers163 with proper modifications. The total free energy of ultrathin block copolymer film 
considers interfacial free energy and elastic free energy.163, 165 Here the loss of configurational entropy (Fent) 
is neglected because of large uncertainties in predicting the necessary parameters for Fent (such as the exact 
thickness of a) and it was found that Fent is small enough compared to Fint. 
The free energy of the system can be written as 
                        (4.1) 
where Ftotal is total free energy of micelle, Fint is the interfacial energy, FelA and FelB are stretching energy 
of A and B blocks. 
 The first term, Fint, interfacial energy can be written as 
 (4.2) 
where x/y is surface tension and Sx/y is interfacial area between x and y. Sx/y was calculated with 
estimating the micelle structures as described in Figure 4.9. 
 
Figure 4.9 Schematic illustration of one periodic unit of surface micelle. 
 The second and third terms, FelA and FelB, are elastic free energy of adsorbed A block (hydrophilic) and 
aggregated B block (hydrophobic). FelA can be written as 
                         (4.3) 
where the local stretching of the block is expressed as E(r) = dr/dn. Here r is the distance from the center, 
R and R0 are radii of hydrophobic block and the micelle, respectively and n is number of monomer units 
and Q is the number of chains.  
In the case of the elastic free energy of B blocks, FelB, this term can be approximated166 as 
                          (4.4) 
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, NB is the number of repeat unit of B block, and a is the size of repeat 
unit. 
The number of chains in one circular micelle, Q, was calculated by the stoichiometric total area 
method.126, 155 Here, h and a are obtained from line-cut of AFM height images in Figure 4.4c and each film 
has similar value, thus the main parameters for the free energy calculation are R and R0. h, a, R, and R0 
were estimated based on the AFM and GISAXS images. The distance, r is converted to the normalized area 
based on the relation found in Figure 4.5b.  
4.3.6 Spreading Area-Dependent Phase Diagram of BCP Interfacial Self-Assembly 
In addition, it was found that the morphology transition was universal, regardless of the molecular weight 
of BCP. In Figure 4.10, the same experiments were performed with two other BCPs having different 
molecular weights but similar relative block fractions, PS-b-P2VP (30-12.5k, VP 29.6%) and (180-77k, VP 
29.8%). Regardless of size differences, all BCPs with similar block fractions exhibited the same 
morphology transitions; dot-to-strand/planar morphology transitions in pre-area confinement. The 
hexagonal-to-square array order transition of the dots was also observed in post-area confinement. 
Furthermore, when the spreading area was normalized with chain length, there was a universal threshold 
at each transition, such that all three BCPs showed dot-to-strand morphology transitions at 5 Å2 per repeat 
unit (3 Å2 for strand-to-planar transition). (Figure 4.10c). 
 
Figure 4.10 π–A isotherm curve of (a) PS-b-P2VP (30-12.5k) / (b) PS-b-P2VP (180-77k) and AFM/SEM 
height images of each point, ▲1~6/▲1~4, post-area confinement process and ★1~5/★1~3, pre-area 
confinement process in π–A isotherm curve. All images are 2×2 μm2, Scale bar is 400 nm. (c) Molecular 
weight dependency of morphology transition. 42.5k; PS-b-P2VP (30-12.5k, VP 29.6%), 62.5k; PS-b-P2VP 
(44-18.5k, VP 29.4%), 257k; PS-b-P2VP (180-77k, VP 29.8%). 
The molecular weight-independent morphology transition implies there is an intrinsic generality for 
morphology transitions based on their block fractions. Thus, the spreading area-dependent morphology 
transition of various PS-b-P2VPs was further examined with varying hydrophilic ratios: 55-8k, 88-18k, 30-
8.5k, 32.5-12k, 44-18.5k, 40-18k, 50.9-29.1k, and 66-44k. Based on the hydrophilic block fractions of the 
BCPs, a spreading area-dependent phase diagram of the three basic morphologies was created (dot, strand, 
and planar) with two variables: the relative block fraction and the spreading area (Figure 4.11). 
 
Figure 4.11 Apparent phase diagram of interfacial self-assembly with varying hydrophilic block ratio and 
spreading areas. Dot, strand and planar morphologies are indicated. PS-b-P2VP 55-8k, 88-18k, 30-8.5k, 
32.5-12k, 44-18.5k, 40-18k, 50.9-29.1k, and 66-44k were employed. The spreading area was normalized 
with the number of total repeat units of each BCP. 
Interestingly, this phase diagram resembles the half cut of the BCP phase diagram in bulk. Furthermore, 
it was found that the perforated planar morphology formed in the boundary between the strand and planar 
morphology in the phase diagram of the LB monolayer (Figure 4.12), similar to the gyroid morphology 
between lamellar and cylinder in the BCP bulk phase diagram. The perforated planar morphology formed 
in the intermediate stage of the transition from planar to strand morphology during the dewetting process 
(Figure 4.7). 
 
Figure 4.12 AFM height image of PS-b-P2VP (left: 88-18k and right: 30-8.5k) LB films. 2×2 μm2, Scale 
bar is 400 nm.  
4.4 Conclusion 
In conclusion, it was showed that the self-assembling morphology of a neat amphiphilic BCP at the 
air/water interface is not fixed by a fixed relative block ratio; instead, it can be effectively modified when 
the spreading area is controlled.  The morphology transition is explained in terms of the modified 
dewetting mechanism based on the concept of relative lateral areas of the two blocks.155 When chain 
stretching of hydrophilic chains is suppressed because of the limited area, further dewetting is prevented 
and the morphology is determined by the degree of the area confinement. Furthermore, occasional 
morphological changes previously reported133, 141-143, 148, 154, 156 can be incorporated with this spreading-area 
controlled dewetting phenomenon. To the best of our knowledge, new phase diagram of interfacial BCP 
assembly was suggested for the first time, in which the spreading area is an important variable. Therefore, 
one can obtain various morphologies even with a neat BCP at a fixed block fraction. This chapter provides 
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Self-Assembled Copolymer Adsorption Layer 
in Block Copolymer Thin Films with Sub-Monolayer Thicknesses 
 
5.1 Introduction 
5.1.1 Irreversibly Adsorbed Layer in Polymer Thin Films 
Control of the polymer adsorption at an interface is of particular significance in polymer science because 
it is believed to determine all physical properties of a material.167 Polymer chains are spontaneously 
adsorbed onto a substrate when an attractive interaction is present between the polymer chains and the 
substrate where the adsorption energy per chain is proportional to the number of polymer segments, which 
can be extremely strong168 (Figure 5.1). Owing to the intrinsic but strong interactions, polymer chains very 
close to the substrate are irreversibly adsorbed, often creating an ultrathin layer169-172 (Figure 5.1). Polymer 
chains in the adsorbed layer entail qualitatively and quantitatively different molecular motions with respect 
to those in the bulk, which in turn, influences the molecular motions of the adjacent polymer chains, 
resulting in a significant change in the physical properties including the glass transition temperature (Tg),90, 
173, 174 relaxation time,175 physical aging,176 wettability,177 crystallization,178 and viscosity179 of the film. 
 




5.1.2 Irreversibly Adsorbed Layer in BCP Thin Films 
An adsorbed layer also exists even when polymer chains have stronger inter- and intra- molecular 
interactions such as those in block copolymer (BCP) systems49-52 (Figure 5.2). The BCP can be self-
assembled in thin films11 exhibiting interesting periodic nanostructures, which have been widely exploited 
with the potential for use in bottom-up nanofabrication.13 In BCP thin films, the interfacial control is the 
most important because it can govern the entire film structure. 
 
Figure 5.2 Irreversibly adsorbed layer in BCP thin films. 
Therefore, numerous efforts have been made to control the BCP self-assembly, changing the surface 
chemistry of the substrate, e.g., grafting of brush polymers on a substrate25 or applying chemoepitaxy.31 
Chemoepitaxy29, 31, 180, 181 has been considered as one of the effective ways to direct the BCP self-assembly 
and has been widely studied. In chemoepitaxy, the underlying chemical patterns is created based on the 
polymer chemisorption and crosslinking thus a top-down method controls a pattern dimension, integrated 
with e-beam lithography and etching process, e.g., trim etching of e-beam patterns. Whereas the physically 
adsorbed ultrathin layer near the substrate also influences the self-assembling behavior of the BCPs,51, 52 
the presence of an adsorbed layer has not been fully elucidated and remains elusive. Therefore, no rigorous 
attempts have been made to control the adsorbed layer, which is believed to be naturally formed and 
uncontrollable. 
In this chapter, an effective method for creating and controlling an ultra-stable adsorbed layer in BCP 
thin films was introduced employing an air/water interfacial self-assembly (ISA) of BCPs125, 151, 182-184 
(Figure 5.3). BCPs from an ISA, which create periodic structures of varying sizes and shapes,185 are 
transferred from the interface to the substrate, and it was found that the self-assembled BCPs are irreversibly 
adsorbed onto the substrates, becoming a stable layer, which is defined as a self-assembled copolymer 
adsorption layer (SCAL). An SCAL prevents the formation of a natural adsorbed layer upon additional 
BCP coatings, and further guides the self-assembly of BCP nanostructures. In contrast to the chemoepitaxy, 
the dimension of the underlying SCAL structure is precisely controlled by a bottom-up method based on 
the ISA of BCPs with inherent controlling parameters, e.g., molecular weights or relative block fraction of 
BCPs. It was showed that a SCAL-induced self-assembly of BCP exhibits distinctive nanostructures, which 
have not been found in a conventional BCP self-assembly and are highly controllable with high precision 
in terms of the shape and size of the SCALs. 
 
Figure 5.3 The strategy to replace and control the irreversibly adsorbed layer in BCP thin films. 
 
  
5.2 Experimental Details 
Materials Polystyrene-b-poly(2-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) and polystyrene-b-poly(methyl 
methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) were purchased from Polymer Source, Inc. The molecular weights of PS-b-
P2VP are 30,000-b-8,500 g/mol (30-8.5k, polydispersity index (PDI) = 1.06), 30,000-b-12,500 g/mol (30-
12.5k), 44,000-b-18,500 g/mol (44-18.5k, PDI = 1.07), and 79,000-b-36,500 g/mol (79-36.5k, PDI = 1.05). 
The molecular weights of PS-b-PMMA are 64,000-b-35,000 g/mol (64-35k, PDI = 1.09), and 35,000-b-
37,000 g/mol (35-37k, PDI = 1.09). P2VP/PS homopolymers (37,500/35,000 g/mol) were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich (37.5k/35k). Chloroform (Sigma-Aldrich, HPLC grade, 99.9%), Toluene (Sigma-Aldrich, 
anhydrous, 99.8%), Ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99.8%), Isopropanol (Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.5%), 
Heptane (Sigma-Aldrich, HPLC grade, ≥99%), Hexane (Sigma-Aldrich, HPLC grade, ≥99.5%), 
Tetrahydrofuran (Sigma-Aldrich, HPLC grade, ≥99.9%) were used in this study. Deionized water (18.2 
MΩcm) was obtained by purification of distilled water with a Millipore Milli-Q Gradient system. 100  Si 
wafers (purchased from Waferbiz) were employed as substrates. 0.5 wt % ruthenium tetroxide (RuO4) 
aqueous solution were purchased from Fisher Scientific. 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) AFM (Veeco Dimension 3100) was used in a tapping mode with 
Bruker tips (RTESP), which have a drive frequency of 300 kHz, a spring constant of 40 N/m, a cantilever 
length of 125 μm, and a tip radius of 8 nm. 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Hitachi S-4800 field emission scanning electron microscope 
(high vacuum, 1 keV) were used. For the cross section images, the BCP thin films were exposed to the 
saturated vapor from 0.5 wt % ruthenium tetroxide (RuO4) aqueous solution for 30 min to stain the PS 
domains and thereby increase the interdomain contrast. 
Time of Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS) Depth profiles were obtained using 
ToF-SIMS (ION TOF, Germany), with a 25 keV Bi3+ analysis beam and a 0.25 keV Cs sputtering beam. 
The raster sizes for analysis and sputtering were 90 and 300 μm, respectively. The target currents of the 
analysis and sputtering beams were 0.4 pA and 11.0 nA, respectively. The ToF-SIMS instrument was 
operated in the noninterlaced mode, and negative secondary ions were detected to analyze the composition 
along the out-of-plane direction. The depth distributions of PS, PMMA, and P2VP are represented by C6H−, 
CH3O−, and C2N− ions, respectively. 
Grazing Incident Small Angle X-ray Scattering (GISAXS) GISAXS measurements were performed 
at the PLS-II 6D UNIST-PAL and 9A U-SAXS beamline of the Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL) in 
Korea. For the GISAXS measurements in 6D UNIST-PAL, the energy of the X-rays was 10.0 keV 
(wavelength, λ = 1.2398 Å), the incident angle was 0.13°, and the sample-to-detector distance was 3088.86 
mm. For the GISAXS measurements in 9A U-SAXS, the energy of the X-rays was 11.025 keV (wavelength, 
λ = 1.12454 Å), the incident angle was 0.12 °, and the sample-to-detector distance was 6367.87 mm. 
Scattering patterns were collected using a 2D CCD detector (MX225-HS, Rayonix L.L.C., USA). 
Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) instrument Langmuir trough having a maximum size 273 cm2 (a computer 
controlled KSV NIMA KN 2002 Langmuir Blodgett instrument with a platinum Wilhelmy plate) was 
employed. Temperature of water in a trough was kept constant at room temperature. Every symmetric 
barrier compression was proceeded with a barrier speed of 5 mm/min (3.75 cm2/min) and LB films were 
deposited on clean Si wafers at a speed of 5 mm/min. Every surface pressure – area (π–A) isotherm curve 
was confirmed by repeats more than three times. 
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) Thermo Scientific Model K-Alpha XPS instrument were 
used for XPS analysis. The chemical state of all the elements in P2VP film were determined by XPS 
analysis using an Al Kα X-ray source (1486.6 eV). All samples were analyzed with a 900 μm X-ray spot 
size. The typical pressure in the analysis chamber was 2 × 10-7 mbar. 3 - 10 scans were performed for each 
measurement at 0.1 eV/step. 
Interfacial Self-Assembly (ISA) of BCPs The interfacial assembly of PS-b-P2VP at the air/water was 
investigated with varying molecular weight and relative block fraction of PS-b-P2VP. BCPs and P2VPs 
were dissolved in chloroform at a concentration of 1 mg/ml. 30 μL of solutions were spread on a deionized 
water (Milli Q) surface as 6 drops in a medium Langmuir trough having a maximum size 273 cm2. After a 
complete spreading-solvent evaporation (more than 20 min), LB films were compressed laterally with a 
symmetric barrier (5 mm/min) and subsequently deposited on a clean Si wafer. 
Spreading area-dependent morphology transition for strand-forming SCALs For the strand-
forming SCALs in Figure 6b, c and d, 10 μL of a 1 mg/mL of chloroform solution for PS-b-P2VP (30-
12.5k, 44−18.5k, and 79-36.5k, respectively) were spread onto water surface in a 6 cm diameter Petri dish. 
After a complete spreading-solvent evaporation (more than 20 min), interfacial self-assembled BCPs were 
transferred onto a clean Si wafer. 
Thermal annealing (TA) Every TA in this study was conducted at 190 °C, for 24 hours, under vacuum. 
Sample preparation for SCAL-induced self-assembly PS-b-PMMA (64-35k and 35-37k) were spin-
coated from toluene solution of 0.5 – 1 wt% on the SCALs, thus forming a 23 – 25 nm thick film. The spin-
coated films were thermally annealed at 190 °C, for 24 hours, under vacuum. 
Sample preparation for irreversibly adsorbed layers from spin-coated P2VP film Guiselin’s 
approach were utilized to obtain the irreversibly adsorbed layer of P2VP (35k). 300 nm-thick P2VP (35k) 
films were spin-coated from chloroform solution of 3 wt%. 300 nm-thick P2VP films were immersed in a 
few hundreds of ml of fresh chloroform for 30 minutes three times, and the irreversible adsorbed layers 
were achieved. The processes are shown in Table 5.2a, b, c and d in section 5.3.2.  
5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Self-Assembled Copolymer Adsorption Layer (SCAL) in BCP Thin Films 
Figure 5.4 illustrates a strategy for creating SCALs from the ISA of BCPs and achieving an SCAL-
induced self-assembly of BCPs. In the first step of Figure 5.4, the amphiphilic BCP is readily self-
assembled at the air/water interface by spreading BCP solutions onto water surface. An ISA occurs quickly, 
and the morphology obtained is fixed as the spreading solvent quickly evaporates. 
 
Figure 5.4 Formation of self-assembled copolymer adsorption layer (SCAL) transferred from interfacial 
self-assembly (ISA) of BCPs and SCAL-induced BCP nanostructures in thin films 
Amphiphilic BCPs133, 136, 148, 149, 155 are known to form various morphologies of dot-, strand-, and planar-
shapes at the air/water interface. Whereas the types of morphologies are generally dependent on the relative 
block ratio,129, 155 varying the spreading area at a fixed block ratio of BCP provides more versatility, not 
only regarding the type of morphology185 but also the periodicity and type of array.151, 152 Among the many 
amphiphilic BCPs self-assembled at the air/water interfaces, polystyrene-b-poly(2-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-
P2VP) was chosen because its phase behavior is well-known and exhibits more various structures with a 
high-quality ordering at a fixed molecular weight.185 
As shown in Figure 5.4, the self-assembled PS-b-P2VP at the interface is then transferred onto the Si 
wafer using the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique. The transferred films maintain their original structure 
at the interface and are strongly adsorbed onto the substrate, forming as SCAL. 
When the additional BCP of polystyrene-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) is spin-coated, the 
SCAL of PS-b-P2VP can guide the self-assembly of PS-b-PMMA because an SCAL provides enthalpic 
and entropic restrictions in the self-assembly of PS-b-PMMA. Two types of PS-b-PMMA are employed 
and are known to form a cylinder and lamella in bulk (Table 5.1). The PS-b-PMMAs were spin-coated onto 
SCALs and self-assembled through thermal annealing, as shown in the last step of Figure 5.4. Their various 
SCAL-induced BCP nanostructures were characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic 
force microscopy (AFM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), time-of-flight secondary ion mass 
spectrometry (ToF-SIMS), and grazing-incidence small angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS). 
 
Table 5.1 Morphological information for all of block copolymers used in this study. The strand forming 
SCAL was obtained with area-confinement previously reported. 
  
5.3.2 The Stability of Irreversibly Adsorbed SCAL 
An important prerequisite for an SCAL-induced BCP self-assembly is to ensure a good stability of the 
SCAL. Because BCPs are self-assembled through thermal and solvent vapor annealing requiring a severe 
change in temperature and exposure to an organic solvent, the SCAL needs to remain stable and maintain 
its original nanostructure against the additional spin-coating of BCPs and further processing for the SCAL-
induced self-assembly. Thus, the chemical and thermal stability of SCAL was first confirmed consisting of 
PS-b-P2VP with a molecular weight of 44-b-18.5 kg/mol (44-18.5k). 
The PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) forms dots at the air/water interface, the structure of which after the transfer 
to the substrate is shown on the left side of Figure 5.5a. Then, to test the stability of SCAL adsorption, 
substrates with PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) SCALs were thermally annealed (TA) at 190 °C for 24 h and/or 
directly immersed in various solvents including deionized water, ethanol, heptane, tetrahydrofuran (THF), 
toluene, isopropanol (IPA), hexane, and chloroform for 1 h. As shown in Figure 5.5a, the SCAL of PS-b-
P2VP (44-18.5k) remains stable, preserving the original structure under all conditions; PS-b-P2VP (44-
18.5k) SCALs still showed a well-defined nanostructure after thermal annealing at 190 °C for 24 h under 
a vacuum, and even after both thermal annealing and toluene washing. 
 
Figure 5.5 The stability of SCAL. (a) SEM images of PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) SCALs before (pristine) and 
after immersing in various solvents and/or thermal annealing (TA). (b) Schematic illustration of film 
transfer from air/water interface to substrates. (c) N 1s XPS spectra of P2VP homopolymer (37.5k) 
adsorbed layers obtained from Guiselin’s approach (the first and second) and transferred from air/water 
interface (from the third to the sixth) and that of bulk P2VP (the seventh) and (d) calculated adsorption 
fraction of pyridine and the thickness of the layer. 
The superior stability of an SCAL was also confirmed after an additional spin-coating of PS-b-PMMA. 
PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) was spin-coated onto PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k), followed by toluene-washing. It was 
found that the inherent structure of PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) SCAL remained, preventing the creation of a 
naturally adsorbed layer from PS-b-PMMA (64-35k), as shown in Figure 5.6. The excellent stability of 
SCALs was also checked using other BCP types of PS-b-PMMA (Figure 5.7). 
 
Figure 5.6 SEM images of PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) adsorption layer after toluene-washing the spin-coated 
PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) film on (a and b) bare Si wafer and (c and d) PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) SCALs. 
 
Figure 5.7 SEM images of (a) PS-b-PMMA (50-100k) SCAL transferred at 2 mN/m on O2 plasma treated 
Si wafer and (b) after toluene-washing. 
Whereas the high stability of an SCAL can certainly be beneficial in guiding the self-assembly of PS-b-
PMMA, the origin of such an excellent stability of a SCAL remains questionable. As illustrated in Figure 
5.5b, PS-b-P2VP self-assembles at the air/water interface, and P2VP (PS) chains are stretched (aggregated) 
to maximize (minimize) the contact area on the water surface. This molecular architecture is transferred to 
the substrates without any structural changes. Prior to a thermal annealing step in SCAL-induced self-
assembly, the molecular monolayer of P2VP significantly contributes to the stability of SCAL than the PS 
aggregates does because the stretched P2VP chains have a maximized number of adsorption sites but PS 
aggregates are weakly adsorbed to the substrates (Figure 5.8) despite faster adsorption kinetics of PS.186 
During the thermal annealing step in SCAL-induced self-assembly, PS aggregates are irreversibly adsorbed 
on the substrate increasing the stability of the SCAL. 
 
Figure 5.8 SEM images of (left) LB film of PS (37 kg/mol) homopolymer at 5 mN/m, and (right) after 
toluene washing. 
It was hypothesized that the degree of P2VP chain stretching prepared from an LB can be systemically 
varied with the surface pressure, π, changing the adsorption affinity to the substrate. P2VP (37.5 kg/mol) 
was prepared in an air/water interface at a π of 2, 5, 10, and 15 mN/m and transferred to the Si wafer 
forming an adsorbed layer, which is labelled P2VP(LB). A surface pressure−area (π−A) isotherm curve of 
P2VP (37.5k) is shown in Figure 5.9. In comparison, a natural adsorbed layer in a spin-coated thin film was 
prepared following Guiselin’s approach,187 which is labelled as P2VP(spin). 
 
Figure 5.9 π−A isotherm curve of P2VP (35k). Transferred P2VP (35k) adsorption layers at red triangles 
were used for XPS analysis. 
To estimate the degree of H-bonding and predict the chain conformation of P2VP, the high-resolution 
XPS spectra of N 1s was obtained for various P2VP adsorbed layers. Figure 5.5c compares the N 1s spectra 
of P2VP (37.5k) adsorbed layer from an air/water interface when varying π and that from Guiselin’s 
approach. The details of the samples used for the XPS analysis are shown in Table 5.2. 
 
Table 5.2 Details of samples used for XPS analysis in figure 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12. 
When the P2VP chains are in the bulk (300-nm-thick spin-coated film), a main peak is found in the N 1s 
spectra at 399.1 ± 0.1 eV, which is attributed to a single nitrogen atom of a pyridine ring (the seventh plot 
shown in Figure 5.5c). However, all other P2VP(LB) layers show an additional peak at 401.5 ± 0.1 eV, 
which is assigned to the hydrogen bonded nitrogen atoms of the N···H−O feature, which implies that the 
transferred P2VP chains from the air/water interface can strongly adsorb onto a silicon wafer through H-
bonding, as indicated in Figure 5.5b. 
On the other hand, a shoulder peak of N 1s at 397.8 eV is more dominant in P2VP(spin)TA, as indicated 
with the green arrow in the first and second rows of Figure 5.5c, respectively. There are various possibilities 
for the origin of this peak, and the most probable case is that a hydroxyl group of the native oxide layer 
interacts with the pi bond in the aromatic pyridine ring, thus forming a well-known hydrogen bonding of 
pi···H−O. It should be noted that the origins of the H-bonding for adsorbed layers can be different 
depending on how the adsorbed layers are formed: whether they are transferred from air/water interface or 
obtained from a spin-coated film. A thorough and complete XPS analysis is provided in the next section. 
The H-bonding-based chain conformation has a significant stability; a peak was shown after a severe 
thermal annealing at 190 °C for 24 h in a vacuum, which is labeled P2VP(LB)TA (Figure 5.10). It was 
further estimated how many pyridine segments of P2VP chains are adsorbed onto the substrates in the 
adsorbed layer. The fraction of adsorbed polymer segments was calculated from the peak area ratio of the 
XPS N1s spectra, as plotted in Figure 5.5d. By increasing π for P2VP(LB), the adsorption fraction gradually 
decreases and the layer thickness increases. The P2VP chains are fully stretched at low  maximizing the 
contact to the substrate. As π increases, the chains start to be compressed; the two-dimensional 
conformation of P2VP is disrupted and the chains are practically folded normal to the interface, resulting 
in a reduced H-bonding capability with water molecules. 
The adsorption fraction of P2VP(LB) were varied with a value of π within the range of approximately 
8%-20%, implying that a significant amount of segments in P2VP chains are strongly adsorbed, whereas 
that of the conventional irreversibly adsorbed layer obtained from Guiselin’s approach, P2VP(spin)TA (inset 
of Figure 5.5d), was approximately 10%-15%. 
  
5.3.3 Molecular Origin of Irreversible Adsorption of SCAL 
Fourteen different samples of P2VP homopolymers (37.5 k) were used for the XPS analysis (Figure 5.10, 
5.11, and 5.12), and the details of samples used for XPS analysis are listed in Table 5.2. 
When the P2VP chains are in bulk, only one main peak is shown in the N 1s spectra at 399.1 ± 0.1 eV, 
attributed to the single nitrogen atom of pyridine ring (Figure 5.10m and n). Whereas, all the other P2VP 
adsorbed layers show two additional peaks at 401.5 and 397.8 ± 0.1 eV (Figure 5.10a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, 
k, and l).  
According to previous researches,188-191 N 1s peak at 401.5 eV is assigned to the hydrogen bonded 
nitrogen atom of N···H−O feature. This peak is prominent in P2VP(LB) at 2, 5, 10, and 15 mN/m, as shown 
in Figure 5.10e, f, g and h, respectively. The results correspond to our prediction that transferred P2VP 
chains from the air/water interface can adsorb onto a silicon wafer as forming a H-bonding between a 
nitrogen atom of a pyridine ring and a hydroxyl group of a native oxide layer (Figure 5.5b). Against 
additional thermal annealing (P2VP(LB)TA), the peaks at 401.5 eV from hydrogen bonded nitrogen atom 
remained unchanged as shown in Figure 5.10i, j, k and l. This implies that the H-bonding for adsorption 
was strong enough not to change the chain conformation during thermal annealing even considering such 
a harsh annealing condition at high temperature. 
On the other hand, a shoulder peak of N 1s at 397.8 eV appears in P2VP(spin) of Figure 5.10a and b, 
and becomes dominant in P2VP(spin)TA of Figure 5.10c and d. This peak informs that the nitrogen atoms 
of the pyridine rings not involved in the hydrogen bonding of N···H−O is clearly present; different type of 
interaction may govern the irreversible adsorption of P2VP chains in films prepared by the Guiselin’s 
approach. It was carefully investigated whether the chemical states of other atoms were changed or not in 
accordance with the increasing peaks of N 1s at 397.8 eV. Interestingly, it was found that the core level 
shifts of C 1s occur proportional to increasing peaks of N 1s at 397.8 eV: black arrows in Figure 5.11a, b, 
c, and d show increasing core level shifts with N 1s peaks at 397.8 eV in Figure 5.10a, b, c, and d, 
respectively. Note that those changes in C 1s or N 1s are correlated with the change in a chemical state of 
pi-bond in a pyridine ring. Taken together, it was postulated that the silanol or siloxane groups of the native 
oxide layer interact with the pi bond in the aromatic pyridine ring, thus forming H-bonding of pi···H-O or 
pi···O. Thus, the H-bonding of pi···H-O or pi···O is found to be main origin of irreversible adsorption of 
P2VP chains in P2VP(spin)TA while the H-bonding of N···H−O is the main contribution to the great 
stability of the SCAL. 
These results correspond to the previous studies; the polymer chains in irreversibly adsorbed layer 
undergo flattening process as their aromatic ring moieties tend to be parallel to a substrate by forming the 
H-bonding of pi···H-O between the aromatic ring and a surface hydroxyl group of the quartz surface.192, 193 
It is striking that the origins of the H-bonding for adsorbed layers are differed depending on how the 
adsorbed layers are formed: whether they are transferred from air/water interface or obtained from spin-
coated film. 
At the air/water interface, P2VP chains spread on the water surface two-dimensionally and form an H-
bonding between an electron lone pair on nitrogen in pyridine and a water molecule owing to their great 
mobility, which overcomes the steric hindrance from the ortho-position of the nitrogen. This chain 
conformation of P2VP including the H-bonding of N···H−O is preserved during the transferring process. 
Whereas, a spin-coating provides different chain conformations of P2VP chains in the adsorbed layer. 
When P2VPs are spin-coated on substrates, the P2VP chains are kinetically trapped with disordered chain 
conformations driven by the rapid solvent evaporation. Therefore, pyridine rings of the P2VP chains in the 
adsorbed layer are randomly oriented on the SiO-H substrate, thus having both of N···H−O and pi···H-O, 
as shown in Figure 5.10a and b. While further thermal annealing may relax the chain conformation, it was 
found that the pyridine ring prefers the pi···H-O rather than N···H−O due to the bigger steric hindrance in 
N···H−O. 
 
Figure 5.10 XPS spectra of N 1s for P2VP homopolymer (35k) adsorption layers transferred from the 
air/water interface or spin-coated. (a and b) P2VP adsorption layer obtained from washing the spin-coated 
P2VP thin film, but (b) had residual solvent remove process (70 ℃, 12 hours) after spin-coating. (c and d) 
P2VP adsorption layer obtained from washing the spin-coated P2VP thin film after thermal annealing 
(190 ℃, 24 hours), but (d) had residual solvent remove process (70 ℃, 12 hours) after spin-coating. P2VP 
adsorption layers transferred from the air/water interface at (e) 2 mN/m, (f) 5 mN/m, (g) 10 mN/m, and (h) 
15 mN/m. Thermally annealed (190 ℃, 24 hours) P2VP adsorption layers transferred from the air/water 
interface at (i) 2 mN/m, (j) 5 mN/m, (k) 10 mN/m, and (l) 15 mN/m. (m and n) spin-coated P2VP thin films 
with 300 nm thickness, but (n) had residual solvent remove process (70 ℃, 12 hours) after spin-coating. 
Black open scatters are raw data, red line is fitted curve, black line is base line, and blue lines are 
deconvoluted peaks. 
 
Figure 5.11 XPS spectra of C 1s for P2VP homopolymer (35k) adsorption layers transferred from the 
air/water interface or spin-coated. (a and b) P2VP adsorption layer obtained from washing the spin-coated 
P2VP thin film, but (b) had residual solvent remove process (70 ℃, 12 hours) after spin-coating. (c and d) 
P2VP adsorption layer obtained from washing the spin-coated P2VP thin film after thermal annealing 
(190 ℃, 24 hours), but (d) had residual solvent remove process (70 ℃, 12 hours) after spin-coating. P2VP 
adsorption layers transferred from the air/water interface at (e) 2 mN/m, (f) 5 mN/m, (g) 10 mN/m, and (h) 
15 mN/m. Thermally annealed (190 ℃, 24 hours) P2VP adsorption layers transferred from the air/water 
interface at (i) 2 mN/m, (j) 5 mN/m, (k) 10 mN/m, and (l) 15 mN/m. (m and n) spin-coated P2VP thin films 
with 300 nm thickness, but (n) had residual solvent remove process (70 ℃, 12 hours) after spin-coating. 
Black open scatters are raw data, red line is fitted curve, black line is base line, and blue lines are 
deconvoluted peaks. Black arrow indicates the core level shift of C 1s. 
 
Figure 5.12 XPS spectra of Si 2p for P2VP homopolymer (35k) adsorption layers transferred from the 
air/water interface or spin-coated. (a and b) P2VP adsorption layer obtained from washing the spin-coated 
P2VP thin film, but (b) had residual solvent remove process (70 ℃, 12 hours) after spin-coating. (c and d) 
P2VP adsorption layer obtained from washing the spin-coated P2VP thin film after thermal annealing 
(190 ℃, 24 hours), but (d) had residual solvent remove process (70 ℃, 12 hours) after spin-coating. P2VP 
adsorption layers transferred from the air/water interface at (e) 2 mN/m, (f) 5 mN/m, (g) 10 mN/m, and (h) 
15 mN/m. Thermally annealed (190 ℃, 24 hours) P2VP adsorption layers transferred from the air/water 
interface at (i) 2 mN/m, (j) 5 mN/m, (k) 10 mN/m, and (l) 15 mN/m. (m and n) spin-coated P2VP thin films 
with 300 nm thickness, but (n) had residual solvent remove process (70 ℃, 12 hours) after spin-coating. 
Black open scatters are raw data, red line is fitted curve, black line is base line, and blue, green, pink, brown, 
purple and orange lines are deconvoluted peaks. Insets are the enlarged peaks between 99.8 and 104.5 eV. 
  
5.3.4 SCAL-Induced Self-Assembly for Asymmetric BCPs 
The SCAL was prepared from the ISA of PS-b-P2VP (44−18.5k) at the air/water interface and transferred 
to the substrate using the LB technique. Note that all information of the polymers used for a SCAL and 
spin-coated BCP is given in Table 5.1. Given a π−A isotherm curve for the ISA with PS-b-P2VP (44−18.5k), 
a self-assembled PS-b-P2VP (44−18.5k) were transferred at six different values of π of 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 
30 mN/m (red triangles in Figure 5.13). 
 
Figure 5.13 π−area isotherm curve of PS-b-P2VP (44−18.5k). 
Figure 5.14a shows SEM images of the transferred PS-b-P2VP (44−18.5k) films. Whereas PS-b-P2VP 
(44−18.5k) has dot morphology at all values of π, the periodicity of hexagonally packed dots gradually 
decreases and an abrupt order transition of the dot patterns, from a hexagonal-to-square array, was found 
as previously reported. As π increases from 1 to 15 mN/m, the P2VP chains are compressed, which reduces 
the wetting area for P2VP on the substrate and decreases the center-to-center distance, L0, of PS aggregates 
in SCALs. At 20 mN/m, a local-order transition to the quasi-square array was found to developing a plateau 
in the π−A isotherm curve shown in Figure 5.5. 
 
Figure 5.14 SCALs and SCAL-induced self-assembly for asymmetric BCPs. (a) SEM images of PS-b-
P2VP (44-18.5k) SCALs from low (left) to high surface pressure (right). (b) SEM images and (c) AFM 
height images of SCAL-induced self-assembly of PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) on the PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) 
SCALs obtained at each pressure of the panel a. (d) GISAXS 2D images and (e) 1D profiles of PS-b-P2VP 
(44-18.5k) SCALs in panel a (upper row) and SCAL-induced self-assembly of PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) in 
panel b and c (lower row). All data in the same column of panel a, b, c, d, and e have same surface pressure 
of SCAL, from left to right, 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 mN/m, respectively. 
For the SCAL-induced BCP self-assembly, PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) was spin-coated onto an SCALs of 
PS-b-P2VP with a thickness of 25 nm, and thermally annealed at 190 °C for 24 h under a vacuum. Whereas 
the PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) without a SCAL shows a layered lamellar structure on a bare Si wafer (see 
Figure 5.15), it exhibits more versatile nanostructures on a SCAL. 
 
Figure 5.15 (a) SEM images of PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) of 25 nm thickness on bare Si wafer, thermally 
annealed at 190 ℃ for 24 hours. (b) ToF-SIMS depth profile of PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) of panel a. Purple 
color-shaded area represents Si wafer. (c) Schematic illustration of the formation of PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) 
of panel a and b. 
Figure 5.14 summarizes the SCAL-dependent film structure of PS-b-PMMA when increasing the initial 
π at the ISA. The structure of a SCAL is first given in the first row with an increasing π (Figure 5.14a) and 
the following film structure of PS-b-PMMA is given in the second and third rows (Figure 5.14b and c). 
At π = 1 mN/m, PS-b-PMMA forms dotted structures similar to the structure of a SCAL but with apparent 
holes, found in both the SEM and AFM images, as indicated by the white circles in the first column of 
Figure 5.14b and c, respectively. It was found that the center-to-center distance, L0, of the PS-b-PMMA 
structure and that of the SCAL were the same as 126 nm, as confirmed through GISAXS (the first columns 
of Figure 5.14d and e). 
As π increases to 5 mN/m, the L0 of a SCALs is reduced to 105 nm, as is that of the PS-b-PMMA 
structure. Note that additional dots are found in the original holes, as indicated by the arrows, implying that 
the inner structure of the dots has changed. At 10 mN/m (the third column of Figure 5.14), most of the 
features of a SCAL-induced self-assembly are the same as that at 5 mN/m, although L0 was reduced to 96 
nm. 
A more dramatic change of a SCAL-induced self-assembly was found at 15 mN/m (the fourth column 
of Figure 5.14). The L0 of PS-b-PMMA self-assembled structure was no longer matched with that of 
underlying SCAL. Both of SCAL and SCAL-induced self-assembly show hexagonal dot arrays; however, 
the feature size of the SCAL-induced BCP structure was remarkably reduced, as indicated by the white 
dots in the fourth column of Figure 5.14a, b and c. This is confirmed from GISAXS data in the fourth 
column of Figure 5.14d and e. Whereas a SCAL has an L0 of 83 nm, the L0 in a SCAL-induced self-
assembly is suddenly reduced to 53 nm, which is similar to the bulk periodicity of PS-b-PMMA cylinder.94 
Thus, it was hypothesized that the perpendicular PS-b-PMMA cylinders appear in this region, as supported 
by the film structure analysis described in the following section. 
At 20 mN/m, where the SCAL shows a partial square array of dot patterns, PS-b-PMMA still holds 
perpendicular cylinder structures along the aggregated PS clusters (fifth column of Figure 5.14a, b and c). 
Increasing π of 30 mN/m, where the SCAL shows a closely packed square array of dot patterns, some PS-
b-PMMA cylinders start to orient parallel to the substrate (the sixth column of Figure 5.14b and c). 
The observed SCAL-induced self-assembly shown in Figure 5.14 can be classified into four structure 
regimes: i) holes, ii) dot-filled holes, iii) perpendicular cylinders, and iv) these with some parallel cylinders, 
respectively. The expected film structures of each regime are illustrated in Figure 5.16a where morphology 
evolution of SCAL is depicted in the upper row in Figure 5.16a. 
 
Figure 5.16 Expected film structure of SCAL-induced self-assembly. (a) Schematic illustration of the 
formation of SCAL-induced self-assembly of asymmetric BCPs. Topology data from white dash-line in 
AFM height images of the (b) first column and (c) third column of Figure 5.3c. (d) SEM cross section 
image and (e) ToF-SIMS depth profile of PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) on the PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) SCAL of 5 
mN/m. (f) SEM cross section image and (g) ToF-SIMS depth profile of PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) on the PS-
b-P2VP (44-18.5k) SCAL of 15 mN/m. Purple color-shaded area having maximum Si intensity in panel e 
and g represents Si wafer. 
While enthalpic/entropic interactions between blocks and the SCAL are important in all regimes, an 
apparent height variation between PS aggregates and underlying P2VP in regime 1 and 2 provides an 
additional topographic restriction to the self-assembly of overlying BCP as well as the enthalpic interactions. 
As increasing π, the P2VP chains start to be compressed and folded normal to the interface. The resulting 
thicker P2VP domain reduces the height differences as confirmed in Figure 5.17. Then, the SCAL-induced 
BCP self-assembly at higher π (regime 3 and 4) is mainly influenced by the enthalpic contribution of 
interfacial energy contrast between PS/P2VP domains in SCAL. 
 
Figure 5.17 AFM height images of PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) SCALs in Figure 3a, and its topographic profiles 
at red lines in the images. 
In regime 1 of Figure 5.16a (π = 1 mN/m in Figure 5.14), the SCAL induces a hole structure of PS-b-
PMMA. Because PMMA prefers to sit on P2VP rather than on PS owing to the topological restriction in 
SCAL (Figure 5.17) and the smaller difference in the Flory−Huggins interaction parameter, χ between the 
blocks of PMMA/P2VP than PS/P2VP.194 Thus, PS-b-PMMA forms a single lamellar layer on the P2VP 
chains of a SCAL, although the PMMA is depleted on the PS aggregates of the SCAL, creating apparent 
hole structures. The hole structures are partially confirmed with SEM (first column of Figure 5.14b), and 
were more clearly confirmed through the AFM height profiles shown in Figure 5.16b. 
In regime 2 of Figure 5.16a (π = 5-10 mN/m in Figure 5.14), the lateral area of the P2VP chains in the 
SCAL continuously decreases as π increases. After forming a lamellar layer on P2VP, some of the PS-b-
PMMA is left because of the reduced P2VP area. The remaining PS-b-PMMA forms a micelle on the PS 
aggregates in a SCAL; the holes in regime 1 are filled with PS-b-PMMA micelles in regime 2 creating a 
bumpy dot, as confirmed in the AFM height profile (Figure 5.16c). The micelles were also found in the 
cross-sectional SEM images, where PS was brightened by staining with ruthenium tetroxide. The 
morphology transition from the regime 1 to regime 2 is not abrupt but gradual thus a few holes are found 
in regime 2. 
The depth profiling with ToF-SIMS also provides a clear sign of a PS-b-PMMA micelle. As the sputter 
time increases, the depth profiles of PS, PMMA, P2VP and Si were obtained from the surface of the film 
to the substrate, as shown in Figure 5.16e. The PMMA profile shows two peaks, as indicated by the arrows. 
The first peak near the surface was found to originate from the core of the micelle structures. The intensity 
increases when approaching the substrate owing to the PMMA of the single lamellar layer. The second peak 
is located immediately before the maxima of the P2VP peak, confirming that a single lamellar layer of PS-
b-PMMA was formed on the P2VP chains in the SCAL. 
In regime 3 of Figure 5.16a (π = 15 mN/m in Figure 5.14), the decreased height variations with thickly 
grown P2VP domain in SCAL attenuated the aforementioned topological restriction effect on SCAL-
induced self-assembly. (Figure 5.17) Consequently, the enthalpic contribution from interfacial energy 
contrast between PS/P2VP domains in SCAL becomes dominant in the SCAL-induced self-assembly. The 
lateral area of the PS aggregates of the SCAL become greater than that of the P2VP chains of the SCAL, 
which provides a neutral wetting condition for the PS-b-PMMA cylinders195 as confirmed in the contact 
angle measurement in the Figure 5.18. Thus, PS-b-PMMA cylinders tend to be oriented perpendicular to 
the substrate. 
 
Figure 5.18 Water contract angles on the PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) SCAL at (left) 10 mN/m, (center) 15 
mN/m, and (right) 20 mN/m. 
The film structure was confirmed using both SEM cross-section images (Figure 5.16f) and a ToF-SIMS 
analysis (Figure 5.16g). Whereas the alternating dark/bright domains assure the formation of perpendicular 
cylinders, the ToF-SIMS data also show the typical depth profiles of perpendicular PS-b-PMMA cylinders; 
in addition, the depth profiles of PS and PMMA are constant with an increase in the sputter time, as shown 
in Figure 5.16g. 
In regime 4 of Figure 5.16a (π = 20 - 30 mN/m in Figure 5.14), the surface of a SCAL is mostly covered 
by the PS aggregates at a high π, providing a PS-selective wetting condition as confirmed with the contact 
angle measurement (Figure 5.18), which allows PS-b-PMMA cylinders to begin to lie parallel to the 
substrate. 
  
5.3.5 SCAL-Induced Self-Assembly for Symmetric BCPs 
A SCAL-induced self-assembly is also confirmed for other BCPs, which have symmetric block fraction, 
thus forming lamellar structures in bulk (see Table 5.1). The SCALs transferred at π of 1, 2, 5, 7, 10 and 20 
mN/m (blue arrows in Figure 5.13) were employed as an underlying layer for a SCAL-induced self-
assembly of symmetric PS-b-PMMA (35-37k). PS-b-PMMA (35-37k) was spin-coated onto SCALs with 
23-nm thickness, but did not show any self-assembled structures on bare substrates thermally annealed at 
190 °C for 24 h under a vacuum. 
Symmetric BCPs exhibited a more versatile SCAL-induced self-assembly. The results are shown in 
Figure 5.19a-f. At a π of 1, 2, and 5, PS-b-PMMA (35-37k) forms dot patterns, as depicted in regime 2 in 
Figure 5.16a. Whereas an asymmetric PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) forms micelles on the PS aggregate of a 
SCAL only, the exact positions of the symmetric PS-b-PMMA (35-37k) micelles vary with the value of π. 
It should be noted that a SCAL shows a periodic dot pattern and that the center-to-center distances of the 
dots (PS aggregates), L0, SCAL, monotonically decrease with the value of π, as indicated in Figure 5.5h. 
 
Figure 5.19 SCAL-induced self-assembly for symmetric BCPs. SEM images of SCAL-induced self-
assembly of PS-b-PMMA (35-37k) on the PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) SCALs of (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 5, (d) 7, (e) 10, 
and (f) 20 mN/m. (g) Schematic description for the location of PS-b-PMMA (35-37k) micelles and PS 
aggregates of SCAL shown in panel a, b and c. (h) Plot of average center-to-center distance for PS-b-P2VP 
(44-18.5k) SCAL nanostructures, L0, SCAL, as a function of surface pressure. Filled squares are calculated 
values from GISAXS data and empty squares are extrapolated values, and d is approximate value of PS-b-
PMMA (35-37k) micelle size. 
At π = 1 mN/m (Figure 5.19a), an SCAL induces a dot pattern of PS-b-PMMA (35-37k) composed of a 
single lamellar layer on the P2VP chains and micelles on the PS aggregates, similar to the structure in 
regime 2 shown in Figure 5.16a, thus forming a hexagonal array of dot patterns. The three micelles form a 
triangle, as drawn in the inset of Figure 5.19a, and the side length of the triangle becomes L0, SCAL. 
As π increases, a density multiplication of the dot patterns occurs in relation with the size ratio between 
the micelle size, d, and L0, SCAL. Here, L0, SCAL continuously decreases with an increase in π; however, 
the value of d remains constant as the micelle size of the PS-b-PMMA (35-37k) does not vary. As L0, SCAL 
becomes comparable to the micelle size (L0, SCAL ~ 2d), additional PS-b-PMMA micelles are formed 
between the original PS-b-PMMA micelles. At π = 2 mN/m, the additional PS-b-PMMA micelles are 
formed between two original PS-b-PMMA micelles on the side of the triangle PS aggregates of the SCAL 
created (inset of Figure 5.19b). 
The second density multiplication of the dot patterns occurs as the L0, SCAL further decreases at π of 5 
mN/m. The additional PS-b-PMMA micelles are formed between three of the original PS-b-PMMA 
micelles at the positions of the PS aggregates of the SCAL (inset of Figure 5.19c). As the side length (L0, 
SCAL) of the triangle is reduced (L0, SCAL ~ √3d < 2d), the micelles are no longer located at the sides but 
rather at the center of the triangles. 
Figure 5.19g and h describes the ratio (L0, SCAL/d) dependent density multiplications for the dot patterns. 
The PS aggregates of a SCAL create an initial dot pattern, and the size of the unit cells decreases with an 
increase in π. A density multiplication occurs when L0, SCAL is commensurate with the micelle size of PS-
b-PMMA (35-37k), d. When L0, SCAL > 2d, such as shown in Figure 5.19a, dot patterns are found only 
on the PS aggregates of the SCAL. Then, the first density multiplication of dot patterns is found when L0, 
SCAL ~ 2d, such as in Figure 5.19b. The second density multiplication for the dot patterns is shown in 
Figure 5.19c when L0, SCAL ~ √3d. 
As π increases to 7 mN/m, a SCAL-induced self-assembly for symmetric PS-b-PMMA forms a dot-filled 
honeycomb pattern, as indicated in Figure 5.19d. At a much higher π of 10-20 mN/m, SCALs begin to 
provide a neutral wetting condition for the symmetric PS-b-PMMA, thus forming a perpendicular PS-b-
PMMA lamellar structure, as shown in Figure 5.19f, similar to the perpendicular PS-b-PMMA cylinders 
formed on the SCALs at high π in regime 3 of Figure 5.16a. 
  
5.3.6 Effect of SCAL Morphology on SCAL-Induced Self-Assembly 
A SCAL can generate various morphologies from the ISA of the BCPs, such as dot-, strand-, planar-, 
and perforated planar-morphologies depending on the block ratio of the BCPs and the degree of 
confinement.185 Here, it was found that both dots and strands also provide an interesting topological 
constraint for a SCAL-induced self-assembly. 
To observe the strand-forming SCAL-induced self-assembly, three strand-forming PS-b-P2VP for a 
SCAL were employed with the same block ratio but different molecular weights (30-12.5k, 44-18.5k and 
79-36.5k, see Table 5.1). These BCPs form a dot-morphology without an area constraint, but with nicely 
formed strand-morphology with a proper confinement, as introduced in our previous study.185 
Figure 5.20 shows that the width of the strands of a SCAL can systematically vary with an increase in 
molecular weight of the PS-b-P2VP, namely, narrow, middle, and wide strands, as shown in Figure 5.20b, 
c, and d, respectively. 
 
Figure 5.20 Effect of SCAL morphology on SCAL-induced self-assembly. (a) Schematic illustration of the 
formation of SCAL-induced self-assembly of asymmetric BCPs on the strand-forming SCALs. SEM 
images of spreading area-dependent morphological transitioned (b) PS-b-P2VP (30-12.5k), (c) PS-b-P2VP 
(44-18.5k), and (d) PS-b-P2VP (79-36.5k) SCALs. SEM images (e ~ g) and AFM phase images (h ~ j) of 
SCAL-induced self-assembly of PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) forming (e and h) dotted-line pattern, (f and i) dash-
line pattern, and (g and j) anisotropic cluster pattern on corresponding strand-forming SCALs of panel b, c, 
and d, respectively. 
On these strand-forming SCALs, PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) of 25-nm films was spin-coated and thermally 
annealed at 190 °C for 24 h under vacuum. Figure 5.20e - j show the self-assembled structure of PS-b-
PMMA on strand-forming SCALs. Whereas PS-b-PMMA forms a similar self-assembled structure found 
in a dot-forming SCAL-induced self-assembly, the self-assembled structures are now formed along the 
curves of the strand. 
The width of the strands alters the self-assembling morphology of the PS-b-PMMA (64-35k), as 
illustrated in Figure 5.20a; a SCAL-induced self-assembly of PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) showed a dotted-line 
pattern (Figure 5.20e and h) on the narrow strand of PS-b-P2VP (30-12.5k), a dash-line pattern (Figure 
5.20f and I) on the middle strand of PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k), and anisotropic clusters (Figure 5.20g and j) 
on the wide strand of PS-b-P2VP (79-36.5k). 
Their expected film structures are shown in Figure 5.20a. The PMMA block of the PS-b-PMMA sits on 
the P2VP chains of the SCAL, creating a single lamellar layer in the same manner as in the dot-forming 
SCAL. However, in this strand-forming SCAL, the preferential sitting of PS-b-PMMA creates a trench 
along the strands. The remaining PS-b-PMMAs are then self-assembled, forming various nanostructures 
inside the trenches. The micelles may not be formed when an insufficient amount of PS-b-PMMA is present, 
with only trenches being created (Figure 5.21). 
 
Figure 5.21 (a) Schematic illustration of the formation of SCAL-induced self-assembly of asymmetric 
BCPs on the strand-forming SCALs in the case of insufficient spin coating. (b) SEM image of spreading 
area-dependent morphological transitioned PS-b-P2VP (30-8.5k). (c) SEM image and (d) AFM height 
image of SCAL-induced self-assembly of insufficient (18 nm) PS-b-PMMA (64-35k) forming the trench 
pattern on corresponding strand-forming SCALs of panel b. (e) Topology data from white line in AFM 
height images of the panel d. 
Here, the width of the trench becomes an important parameter chaining the structures. When the width 
of the trench is comparable to the size of the micelles, an array of single micelles is formed, showing a 
dotted-line pattern, as indicated in Figure 5.20e and h. As the trench is widened (middle strand), the PS-b-
PMMA is self-assembled into cylinders inside the trench parallel to the substrate, thus showing a dash-line 
pattern, as indicated in Figure 5.20f and i. If the width of the trench is sufficiently wide allowing more than 
the parallel cylinder to be located, a SCAL-induced self-assembly forms multiple micelle-like structures 
along the strand of the SCAL, thus forming anisotropic clusters, as indicated in Figure 5.20g and j. These 
new complex nanopatterns are rarely found in conventional BCP self-assembly or require complicated 
designs, e.g., incommensurate chemoepitaxy.196 
The interesting width-dependent pattern transition in the strand-forming SCAL was essential to minimize 
the surface energy of the film. Because the preferential sitting of PS-b-PMMA films at the P2VP side of a 




In this chapter, a SCAL was introduced as an effective way to control the adsorbed layers in BCP thin 
films. Whereas physisorption is generally considered to be weaker than chemisorption, it was found that a 
physisorption-based SCAL possesses a significant adsorption capability and stability, which makes the 
SCAL a superior alternative for natural adsorbed layer. Furthermore, the suggested strategy of changing 
the chain conformation of the adsorbed layer allowed us to effectively change the thermodynamic 
equilibrium of the film structures. 
Upon applying the additional BCP coatings, the underlying layer of the SCAL guides the nanostructures 
in thin films because it provides topological restrictions and enthalpic/entropic preferences for a BCP self-
assembly. The SCAL provides a greater level of opportunity to control the adsorbed layer structures more 
delicately, which in turn reveals an unprecedented yet interesting BCP nanostructure: arrays of spacing-
controlled hole/dot patterns, dotted-line patterns, dash-line patterns, and anisotropic cluster patterns, among 
others, were found. 
A SCAL can provide a new platform to control the interfacial property of polymer thin films and thus 
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Chapter 6 
Self-Assembled Copolymer Adsorption Layer 
in Block Copolymer Thin Films Over Monolayer Thicknesses 
 
6.1 Introduction 
6.1.1 Controlling Domain Orientations in BCP Thin Films 
The self-assembly of a soft matter56 is of significant interest in material science and engineering owing 
to the ability to form periodic structures. Initiating from scientific curiosity, the discovery of the self-
assembly of block copolymers (BCPs)197 opened a next horizon a few decades ago owing to the production 
of more well-defined nanostructures. Thus, the self-assembly of BCPs, particularly in thin films,198 has 
been widely employed and extensively exploited for various applications in nanotechnology.13-15, 20-24, 91, 93, 
199 
The accessibility and controllability of interesting nanostructures using BCPs rely on subtle changes in 
the enthalpic and entropic interactions between blocks. Thus, the interactions between the BCP and the 
interface need to be more precisely controlled.27, 30 To be specific, a key to successful BCP nanopatterning 
lies in a delicate control of the substrate interactions,25 which effectively alter the domain orientation of 
BCP nanostructures in thin films (Figure 6.1a). 
 
Figure 6.1 (a) perpendicularly and parallelly oriented BCP lamellar. (b) interfacial interaction-dependent 
domain orientations in BCP thin films. [Reprinted with permission from Nano Lett. 2016, 16, 728–735. 
Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society] 
Among the many available domain orientations of BCP nanostructures with their own periodic spherical, 
cylindrical, or lamellar structure, the domain orientations perpendicular to the substrates are the most 
preferred and are considered meaningful in BCP nanopatterning. A preferential interaction between a 
substrate and a single constituent block of BCP leads to a parallel domain orientation in BCP thin films, 
which often cannot provide necessary nanopatterns (Figure 6.1b). Consequently, to realize perpendicularly 
orientated BCP domains, various experimental methods have been developed and suggested with the aid 
of computational simulations to achieve a chemically neutral substrate for both blocks of BCP.26, 52, 200-206 
  
6.1.2 Conventional Methods to Control Domain Orientations in BCP Thin Films 
A well-established, and currently the most commonly used, method to obtain a neutral substrate is to 
graft a random copolymer brush/mat to the substrate25, 26 (Figure 6.2). Although this method certainly 
imparts the capability to control the substrate interactions, it often demands a complicated synthesis of 
random copolymers with a precise ratio of monomer pairs and an additional grafting/crosslinking process 
to form a covalently bound brush/mat at high temperature under a vacuum or an inert condition. In addition, 
the type of target substrate is limited because chemisorption-based grafting is functional group specific with 
the substrates, and thus following the pattern transfer necessary for lithography is not always possible. 
 
Figure 6.2 Conventional methods to control domain orientations in BCP thin films. [Reprinted with 
permission from ACS Nano 2010, 4, 6527–6534. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society] 
In this chapter, a physisorption-based self-assembled copolymer adsorption layer (SCAL) coating was 
introduced as an effective, versatile, and universal surface energy modification method for BCP 
nanopatterning. The SCAL is easily generated from an air/water interfacial self-assembly (ISA) of BCPs,155, 
185 where the shape and size of the patterns can be precisely tuned to a nanometer-level precision with a 
simple controlling parameter, surface pressure. A SCAL controls the surface energy of the substrate and 
can be readily applied to any substrate of various materials, even those with a curvature. It was consequently 
showed that BCPs can self-assemble into perpendicularly oriented nanostructures on SCAL. In addition, 
SCAL-coated elastomer is employed as a topcoat which successfully neutralizes the free surface of BCP 
thin films even for BCP nanopatterning having a high Flory–Huggins interaction parameter, χ. The detailed 
mechanisms through which a SCAL controls the surface energy of the substrate and the overlying BCP 
domain orientation are explained. 
  
6.2 Experimental Details 
Materials Polystyrene-b-poly(2-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) and polystyrene-b-poly(methyl 
methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) were purchased from Polymer Source, Inc. The molecular weights of PS-b-
P2VP are 18,000-b-9,000 g/mol (18-9k, polydispersity index (PDI) = 1.08), 44,000-b-18,500 g/mol (44-
18.5k, PDI = 1.07), 79,000-b-36,500 g/mol (79-36.5k, PDI = 1.05), and 45,000-b-49,000 g/mol (45-49k, 
PDI = 1.07). The molecular weights of PS-b-PMMA are 25,000-b-26,000 g/mol (25-26k, PDI = 1.06), 
35,000-b-37,000 g/mol (35-37k, PDI = 1.09), 52,000-b-52,000 g/mol (52-52k, PDI = 1.09), and 64,000-b-
35,000 g/mol (64-35k, PDI = 1.09). PS (35,000 g/mol), P2VP (37,500 g/mol), and PMMA (15,000 g/mol) 
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (35k, 37.5k, and 15k respectively). Chloroform (Sigma-Aldrich, 
HPLC grade, 99.9%), Toluene (Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8%), Glycerol (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.5%), 
Ethylene Glycol (Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8%), and Nitromethane (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.0%) were 
used in this study. Deionized water (18.2 MΩcm) was obtained by purification of distilled water with a 
Millipore Milli-Q Gradient system. A Bruker AFM tip (RTESP), with a cantilever length of 125 μm and a 
tip radius of 8 nm was used for 3D nanopatterning. 100  Si wafers (purchased from Waferbiz) were 
employed as substrates. 
Substrate preparation Au and Pt films of 60 nm were deposited by the e-beam evaporator. Mo, W, Ni, 
and Ta films of 100 nm were deposited by DC sputter. 10-nm-thick Cr was used as an adhesion layer 
between Si wafer and metal films. Indium tin oxide (ITO), ZnO, TiO2, Al2O3 films of 100 nm were 
deposited by RF sputter. Si3N4 (40 nm), TaN (35 nm) and HfO2 (35 nm) films were deposited directly upon 
Si wafer by PECVD for Si3N4 and Thermal ALD for TaN and HfO2. Polyimide tape (purchased from 
ALPHAFLON)-sticked Si wafer was used for the Polyimide (PI) substrate. 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Hitachi S-4800 field emission scanning electron microscope 
(high vacuum, 1 keV) was used. 
Grazing Incident Small Angle X-ray Scattering (GISAXS) GISAXS measurements were performed 
at the PLS-II 9A U-SAXS beamline of the Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL) in Korea. For the 
GISAXS measurements, the energy of the X-rays was 11.025 keV (wavelength, λ = 1.12454 Å), the 
incident angle was varied from 0.06 to 0.17°, and the sample-to-detector distances were 6367.87 mm for 
SCAL patterns and 4444.63 mm for PS-b-PMMA films. Scattering patterns were collected using a 2D CCD 
detector (SX-165, Rayonix). 
Contact angle measurement The contact angle was measured by KRUSS DSA100 instrument. 
Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) instrument Langmuir trough having a maximum size 273 cm2 (a computer 
controlled KSV NIMA KN 2002 Langmuir Blodgett instrument with a platinum Wilhelmy plate) was 
employed. The temperature of water in a trough was kept constant at room temperature. Every symmetric 
barrier compression proceeded with a barrier speed of 5 mm/min (3.75 cm2/min) and LB films were 
deposited on clean Si wafers at a speed of 5 mm/min. Every surface pressure – area (π–A) isotherm curve 
was confirmed by repeating more than three times. 
Interfacial Self-Assembly (ISA) of BCPs The interfacial self-assembly of PS-b-P2VP at the air/water 
was investigated with varying molecular weights and relative block fraction of PS-b-P2VP. BCPs were 
dissolved in chloroform at a concentration of 1 mg/ml. 30 μL of solutions were spread on a deionized water 
(Milli Q) surface as 6 drops in a medium Langmuir trough having a maximum size of 273 cm2. After 
complete spreading-solvent evaporation (for more than 20 min), LB films were compressed laterally with 
symmetric barrier (5 mm/min) and subsequently deposited on a clean Si wafer. 
BCP film preparation PS-b-PMMA and PS-b-P2VP were spin-coated from a toluene solution of 0.5 – 
2 wt% on the SCAL or bare substrates, thus forming various thick films. PS-b-PMMA and PS-b-P2VP 
were spin-coated to have the thickness comparable with their domain spacing unless otherwise noted. 
Thermal annealing was conducted at 190 °C, for 24 hours, under vacuum. 
Film thickness measurement The thickness of films was measured using a spectroscopic ellipsometer 
(M-2000V, J.A. Woollam Co.). 
Hierarchical SCAL patterning The hierarchical SCAL patterning was obtained by selective removing 
of SCAL patterns using oxygen plasma treatment (60 W, 10 sccm, CUTE-1MPR, Femto Science Inc.) or 
UV exposure (hand lamp with λ of 254 nm, 40 mW/cm2) with a Cu TEM grid (G400-C3, Gilder Grids) as 
a shadow mask. 
SCAL topcoat PDMS pad was prepared using Sylgard 184 kit with a 10:1 ratio between PDMS base 
and curing agent. O2 plasma or UVO treatment on the PDMS pad enhanced the quality of SCAL coating. 
SCAL47nm was coated on the PDMS pad and Si wafer at 8 mN/m. PS-b-P2VP was spin-coated on the 
SCAL47nm, 8mN/m-coated Si wafer with a thickness of 40−50 nm and covered by SCAL47nm, 8mN/m-coated 
PDMS pad. Thermal annealing or shear-induced alignment was conducted at 140−160 °C for 30 minutes, 
and shear stress was 30 kPa. High-temperature annealing could partially leave a very thin PS skin layer on 
perpendicular lamellar, though high-temperature annealing is known to increase correlation length with 
low-defects.207 After finishing the thermal annealing or shearing process, the entire samples were immersed 
into ethanol to enhance the imaging contrast in SEM. 
  
6.3 Results and Discussion 
6.3.1 Effect of SCAL on Domain Orientations in BCP Thin Films 
The overall strategy of SCAL coating and subsequent BCP nanopatterning is illustrated in Figure 6.3a. 
In the first step, a few drops of an amphiphilic BCP solution onto the surface of water leads to an ISA of 
the BCPs during quick evaporation of the spreading solvent noting ISA of BCPs only takes a few seconds 
to be completed (Figure 6.4a). Among the many amphiphilic BCPs129, 133, 136, 148, 149, 155 known to self-
assemble at an air/water interface forming dot-, strand-, and planar-morphologies, dot-forming polystyrene-
b-poly(2-vinyl pyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) was employed owing to its well-known phase behavior.185 The 
SCAL pattern of PS-b-P2VP is composed of dot-patterned hydrophobic PS aggregates and a molecular 
monolayer of hydrophilic P2VP chains. 
 
Figure 6.3 Overall strategy for the universal surface modification using SCAL and sequential BCP 
nanopatterning. Schematic illustration of (a) SCAL coating and sequential BCP nanopatterning, and (b) 
SCAL topcoat approach for the free surface neutralization of BCP thin films. 
 
Figure 6.4 Advantages of SCAL coating: rapid and mild-conditioned process, a simple controlling 
parameter, and scalable and continuous process. 
It should be noted that the SCAL pattern generation through ISA is readily achieved without the 
requirement of a complicated apparatus, and the sequential pattern coating to the target substrate is also 
readily available by immersing and lifting the substrate by hand at the air/water interface. Furthermore, 
accurate control of SCAL patterns is readily available by a simple controlling parameter of surface pressure, 
as shown in Figure 6.4b. In this research, more systematic and reproducible studies were realized by 
employing a Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique for precise control of the SCAL patterns and their transfer 
to a substrate. LB technique can be developed as a continuous and scalable process, e.g. roll-to-roll,208 as 
illustrated in Figure 6.4c. 
As shown in the rest steps of Figure 6.3a, BCP nanopatterning is applied directly onto a SCAL-coated 
substrate without an additional process. It should be noted that the physisorption of SCAL is irreversible 
and sufficiently stable to maintain their SCAL patterns under severe experimental conditions such as spin-
coating and thermal annealing, as reported in our previous study,53 and as discussed in a later section. 
Here, the capability of SCAL coating was firstly investigated as an interfacial energy modifier for a well-
known system of lamellar- or cylinder-forming polystyrene-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA). 
PS-b-PMMA was spin-coated onto the SCAL-coated substrates and thermally annealed at 190 °C to 
generate perpendicularly oriented BCP nanostructures. Secondly, as shown in Figure 6.3b, it was 
demonstrated that SCAL coating can be additionally employed to neutralize the free surface of high-χ BCP 
films. 
An effect of the SCAL of PS-b-P2VP having a molecular weight of 18-b-9 kg/mol (18-9k) was firstly 
examined on the domain orientation of PS-b-PMMA lamellar. In the ISA, PS-b-P2VP (18-9k) creates 
uniform dot patterns, and the average diameter of PS aggregates is 47 nm, as shown in Figure 6.5, which 
is labeled as SCAL47nm. In Figure 6.6a, PS-b-PMMA (35-37k) is spin-coated and thermally annealed on a 
Si wafer where SCAL47nm pattern is partially coated with a thickness of 82 nm which is about 1.8 fold of 
their domain spacing, DL. PS-b-PMMA (35-37k) shows parallel domain orientation with terracing as holes 
on the bare Si wafer (without SCAL), whereas it shows perpendicular domain orientation with the well-
defined fingerprint nanopattern on the SCAL47nm-coated area. The very sharp boundary between parallel 
and perpendicular lamellar along the edge of the SCAL47nm coating emphasized the effectiveness of the 
SCAL coating on the BCP domain orientation. 
 
Figure 6.5 Dot size distribution of the SCAL patterns. The size distribution of dots in ISA of (a) PS-b-
P2VP (18-9k), (b) PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k), and (c) PS-b-P2VP (79-36.5k) at various π. The SEM images 
used in analysis are in 1764×1764 nm, 2904×2904 nm, and 2940×2940 nm, respectively. The image 
analysis were conducted using Image J software. 
 
Figure 6.6 Versatile SCAL pattern generation from ISA of BCPs and BCP nanopatterning on a SCAL-
coated substrate. (a) SEM images of SM(35-37k) with a thickness of 82 nm (1.8 DL) on Si wafer where the 
SCAL coating started. (b) A surface pressure-area (π-A) isotherm curve of SCAL47nm. (c) SEM images and 
(d) GISAXS 1D profiles of tunable SCAL47nm patterns as a function of π at ISA. SEM images of self-
assembled (e) SM(25-26k), (f) SM(35-37k), and (g) SM(52-52k) BCPs on various SCAL47nm-coated 
substrates in panel c. The insets in panel e are the low-magnification SEM images. 
Then, the SCAL47nm pattern evolutions was investigated with an increasing surface pressure (π) at the 
air/water interface. A surface pressure−area (π−A) isotherm curve of SCAL47nm is shown in Figure 6.6b; it 
shows a typical increase in π with a reduced water surface area. Next, SCAL47nm-coated Si-substrates were 
obtained at five different π, namely, 1, 5, 8, 10, and 12 mN/m. In Figure 6.6c, the SCAL47nm patterns become 
denser with increasing π as confirmed with the increasing position of the first order peaks from grazing-
incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) experiment (Figure 6.6d). The scattering peak, q**, with 
a ratio of 1:√3:2:  implies that the SCAL pattern is hexagonal in a large area. 
Next, these SCAL47nm-coated substrates was applied to the BCP nanopatterning of a lamellar-forming 
PS-b-PMMA in three different molecular weights (25-26k, 35-37k, and 52-52k), which are referred to as 
SM(25-26k), SM(35-37k), and SM(52-52k), respectively. SM(25-26k), SM(35-37k), and SM(52-52k) 
were spin-coated and thermally annealed on various SCAL47nm-coated substrates. The underlying patterns 
of SCAL47nm are shown in Figure 6.6c, and the self-assembled nanopatterns of SM(25-26k), SM(35-37k), 
and SM(52-52k) are shown in Figure 6.6e, f, and g, respectively. 
Noting that the SM series without SCAL47nm creates a monotonous lamellae structure parallel to the 
substrates, surface modification by SCAL47nm brings about an evident structural change to the perpendicular 
lamellar structures. The smallest SM(25-26k) formed the perpendicular lamellar on the SCAL47nm at 5, 8, 
10 and 12 mN/m (from the second to the fifth column in Figure 6.6e) noting the defective area is found at 
5 and 8 mN/m shown in the insets. The perpendicular lamellae of SM(35-37k) and SM(52-52k) were 
obtained on the SCAL47nm in a broader range of π from 1 to 12 mN/m (Figure 6.6f and g, respectively), as 
indicated with the blue-colored borders. The pattern uniformity over the entire area of the films was 
confirmed through GISAXS measurements. The detailed GISAXS analysis is given in Figure 6.7 found 
that the domain spacing and correlation lengths of perpendicular lamellar can be independent of changing 
the periodicity of the underlying SCAL pattern. 
 
Figure 6.7 Domain spacing, DL or L0, variation of SM(25-26k), SM(35-37k), and SM(52-52k) on (a) 
SCAL47nm, (b) SCAL58nm, and (c) SCAL70nm, obtained from first order peak position, q*, in GISAXS data. 
The error bar of q* in panel a is the FWHM of q*, which is inversely proportional to the correlation length 
of the perpendicular lamellar by Scherrer equation. 
Validation of the internal structure of the perpendicular lamellar structure should be made because the 
SEM image only provides surface information. To verify the internal structures in the z-direction of the 
films, a GISAXS analysis was conducted at varying incident angles. Whereas information on the surface 
structure is mainly obtained at lower than the critical angle, internal structures toward the substrates are 
obtained at higher angles. A detailed analysis of a representative internal structure of a perpendicular 
lamellar structure is shown in Figure 6.8. The film structures from the surface to the substrates were 
obtained by gradually increasing the incident angle of GISAXS from 0.06° to 0.17°, where the critical angle 
of the PS-b-PMMA films was ≈ 0.12° at 11 keV.209 
 
Figure 6.8 (a) Expected cross-sectional nanostructure of perpendicular PS-b-PMMA lamellar structure on 
the SCAL47nm-coated substrate. GISAXS 1D profiles of self-assembled (b) SM(25-26k), (c) SM(35-37k), 
and (d) SM(52-52k) on SCAL47nm-coated substrate with a varying incident angle of 0.06° to 0.17° 
(SCAL47nm was transferred at 10/12/12 mN/m for SM(25-26k)/SM(35-37k)/SM(52-52k), respectively). 
Figure 6.8a illustrates the expected cross-sectional structure of the perpendicularly oriented lamellae of 
SM(25-26k), SM(35-37k), and SM(52-52k) on the SCAL47nm at 10 or 12 mN/m with SEM images for the 
top and bottom structures. GISAXS 2D data for SM(25-26k), SM(35-37k), and SM(52-52k) at various 
incident angles of 0.06° to 0.17° are shown in Figure 6.9. The symmetric and periodic vertical streaks at q* 
with a ratio of 1:2:3:  are shown for all films and incident angles, which indicate that the perpendicular 
lamellar was thoroughly developed from the surface of the films to the substrates. 
 
Figure 6.9 Internal nanostructure of perpendicular BCP lamellar structure on SCAL. GISAXS 2D data of 
self-assembled (a) SM(25-26k), (b) SM(35-37k), and (c) SM(52-52k) on SCAL47nm-coated substrate with 
a varying incident angle of 0.06° to 0.17° from left to right. 
At higher incident angles in the GISAXS 2D data in Figure 6.9, additional scattering peaks at q** were 
found at a lower q, as indicated with red arrows, implying that a different underlying structure existed near 
the substrate. To clarify the origin of the additional peaks at higher incident angles, the GISAXS 1D data 
were extracted from the 2D data. The extracted GISAXS 1D data at various angles of the perpendicular 
lamellar structure of the SM(25-26k), SM(35-37k), and SM(52-52k) films are plotted with that of the 
SCAL47nm only film (black profiles) in Figure 6.8b, c, and d, respectively. While the additional peaks at a 
low q** become stronger as it moves from the surface of the film to the substrate (low to high angles), the 
peaks were exactly matched with the peaks from the underlying SCAL47nm patterns (black profiles) with a 
ratio of 1:√3. This evident coincidence confirms that the perpendicular lamellar structure was fully 
propagated from the surface to the substrates and that the underlying SCAL pattern was well-maintained 
even after the additional spin-coating of the BCPs and thermal annealing at high temperatures. 
  
6.3.2 Effect of SCAL Size on Domain Orientations in BCP Thin Films 
Whereas the SCAL can successfully create a neutral wetting condition to orient perpendicular lamellae, 
the relative size ratio between the SCAL patterns and the BCP domain spacing can be important. To explore 
this effect, the size of the underlying SCAL pattern and the domain spacing of the BCPs (SM series) was 
systematically varied. The size of the SCAL patterns was varied by employing two additional PS-b-P2VPs 
having higher molecular weights (44-18.5k and 79-36.5k) than 18-b-9 kg/mol (18-9k). Information on 
additional SCAL patterns from the ISA of PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) and PS-b-P2VP (79-36.5k), as well as 
the guided patterns of the SM series, is provided in Figure 6.10. 
 
Figure 6.10 Effect of SCAL pattern size on the overlying BCPs. (a) SEM images of (first row) SCAL58nm 
patterns at various π and (second row) the self-assembled SM(25-26k), (third row) SM(35-37k), and (fourth 
row) SM(52-52k) nanopatterns on the SCAL58nm-coated substrates of the first row. (b) π-A isotherm curve 
of SCAL58nm. (c) GISAXS 1D data of SCAL58nm patterns with varying π for the first row of the panel a. (d) 
GISAXS 1D data of SM(35-37k) on SCAL58nm, 10mN/m as varying the incident angle from 0.06° to 0.17°. (e) 
SEM images of (first row) SCAL70nm patterns at various π and (second row) SM(25-26k), (third row) 
SM(35-37k), and (fourth row) SM(52-52k) on the SCAL70nm-coated substrates of the first row. (f) π-A 
isotherm curve of SCAL70nm. (g) GISAXS 1D data of SCAL70nm patterns in the first row of panel e. (h) 
GISAXS 1D data of SM(52-52k) on SCAL70nm, 10mN/m as varying the incident angle from 0.06° to 0.17°. 
The ISA of PS-b-P2VP (44-18.5k) and PS-b-P2VP (79-36.5k) create larger SCAL patterns, consisting 
of uniform dots having larger diameters of 58 nm and 70 nm on average (Figure 6.5), which are referred to 
as SCAL58nm and SCAL70nm, respectively. The π−A isotherm curves of SCAL58nm and SCAL70nm are shown 
in Figure 6.10b and f, respectively. Similar to the case of SCAL47nm, the hexagonally ordered SCAL58nm 
and SCAL70nm patterns become denser with an increasing π, as confirmed through the SEM images (the 
first row of Figure 6.10a and e) and the GISAXS analysis (Figure 6.10c and g). 
The SM series were also spin-coated and self-assembled on SCAL58nm and SCAL70nm. Figure 6.10a and 
e show the self-assembled nanopatterns of the SM series on the underlying pattern of SCAL58nm and 
SCAL70nm, where the pattern spacing of SCAL is systematically varied with π. As the pattern size increases 
from SCAL47nm to SCAL58nm and SCAL70nm, the π window required to form a perpendicular lamellar 
structure was gradually narrowed for SM(25-26k), SM(35-37k), and SM(52-52k). For example, SM(25-
26k), which showed perpendicular orientations at the proper π on SCAL47nm (Figure 6.6e), no longer 
exhibited perpendicular orientations at all values of π on SCAL58nm or SCAL70nm (second row of Figure 
6.10a and e). For SM(35-37k), a perpendicular lamellar structure was only shown at π = 15 mN/m on 
SCAL70nm, whereas it was obtained at π = 1−12 mN/m on SCAL47nm. For the perpendicularly oriented 
lamellar structure of SM(35-37k) and SM(52-52k) at a proper π, the internal structures were fully 
propagated from the surface to the substrates, and the underlying SCAL58nm and SCAL70nm patterns were 
maintained, as confirmed in Figure 6.10d and h, respectively. 
  
6.3.3 Mechanism of Interfacial Energy Modification by SCAL 
Based on these interesting phenomena, several fundamental questions were raised: (i) How does the 
SCAL pattern control the interfacial interaction, (ii) how does the SCAL pattern size affect the domain 
orientation of the BCP nanostructures, and finally (iii) what are the required conditions of SCAL for a 
perpendicular lamellar?  
To answer these questions, the surface property of SCAL was systematically examined using a contact 
angle measurement. Figure 6.11a shows the variation in the water contact angle of the SCAL-coated 
substrates as a function of π. Whereas the water contact angle on a bare Si-substrate is approximately 40°, 
that of the hexagonally ordered SCAL patterns monolithically increased with a value of π within the range 
of 1−12 mN/m for SCAL47nm and 1−15 mN/m for SCAL58nm and SCAL70nm. The systematic variation in 
the contact angles on SCAL with π is understood by adopting the Cassie model.210 The model describes an 
effective contact angle/surface energy for a chemically heterogeneous composite surface. To adopt the 
Cassie model, the system should meet the following assumptions: (i) a chemical heterogeneity uniformly 
distributed on the composite surface, and (ii) a chemical heterogeneity of the composite surface sufficiently 
smaller than the size of a water droplet. Because the SCAL pattern fulfills these requirements, the Cassie 
equation is defined for SCAL-coated substrates as follows: 
  (6.1) 
, where fPS and fP2VP are the relative area ratios between the dotted PS aggregates and the molecular 
monolayer of P2VP chains consisting of SCAL; θPS and θP2VP are the Young contact angles on the 
chemically homogeneous substrate consisting of PS or P2VP, respectively; and θSCAL is the effective contact 
angle of the SCAL-coated substrates. 
 
Figure 6.11 The mechanisms of surface energy modification for SCAL-coated substrates and critical 
domain spacing ratio used to control the BCP domain orientation. (a) The variation in water contact angle 
on the SCAL-coated substrates as a function of π, and the inset show a plot of the interfacial energy 
difference between SCAL47nm/PS and SCAL47nm/PMMA interfaces. The plot of (b) SCAL dot size, a, and 
(c) center-to-center distance, dc-c, of SCAL dots and its first order peak position in the GISAXS as a function 
of π. (d) Contact angle variation of SCAL patterns as a function of the normalized variable a/dc-c predicted 
using a Cassie equation. (e) Empirical diagram of lamellar forming SM series for type of domain orientation 
when varying the domain spacing of the PS-b-PMMA lamellar structure and that of the SCAL patterns. (f) 
The plot of the thickness window for the perpendicular SM(52-52k) lamellar on (black) SCAL47nm, (red) 
SCAL58nm, and (blue) SCAL70nm as a function of π. 
In Equation 6.1, fPS (fP2VP), the most critical parameter determining the contact angle of SCAL, is 
systemically changed with π. Though the diameter/area of the PS dots in SCAL, a, was roughly constant 
with π (Figure 6.11b and Figure 6.5), the center-to-center distance between dots in the SCAL, dc-c, is 
continuously changed with varying π, as shown in Figure 6.11c. Thus, a simple variation in π affects the fPS 
(fP2VP), which in turn provides an excellent ability to control the surface energy of the substrate. 
In Figure 6.11d, the experimental contact angles of the SCAL patterns are plotted using the prediction 
from the Cassie equation as a function of the normalized variable, a/dc-c. Intriguingly, the variation of the 
experimental contact angles on the SCAL nicely falls into the theoretical prediction from the Cassie 
equation. The details are provided bellow. 
The assumptions to apply Cassie equation are followed: (i) the chemical heterogeneity is uniformly 
distributed on a composite surface, and (ii) the chemical heterogeneity of a composite surface is sufficiently 
smaller than the size of a water droplet. The SCAL patterns are the ideal case to apply Cassie equation. 
Cassie equation is defined as Equation 6.1. The hexagonal lattice model was used to describe SCAL 
patterns as shown in Figure 6.12. 
 
Figure 6.12 The hexagonal lattice model to describe SCAL patterns. 
Black dots indicate PS aggregates and white background indicates P2VP corona monolayer. Then, the 
relative area ratio of PS and P2VP parts are expressed as , where 
 , and  , respectively. All parameters are expressed with a 
normalized variable x, which is effective to compare the size of the SCAL patterns. a is the diameter of dots 
of SCAL patterns obtained from Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.11b. dc-c is the center to center distance of SCAL 
patterns and variation of dc-c is ploted in Figure 6.11c. θPS and θP2VP were obtained in Figure 6.13 and set 
as , and , respectively. θPS is fixed, but θP2VP is varied 
with π because the density of P2VP monolayer is changed with their thickness affected by π. 
 
Figure 6.13 Water contact angle on (a) spin-coated PS(35k) thin films and P2VP(37k) LB films as a 
function of (b) surface pressure and (c) normalized variable, a/dc-c. 
Finally the contact angle of SCAL, θSCAL can be obtained from Equation 6.1 as shown below. 
) )    (6.2) 
Equation 6.2 is plotted together with experimental data in Figure 6.11d. 
Previous strategies to control the BCP domain orientations include surface neutralization with 
homogeneous or heterogeneous materials,25, 26, 28-30, 52, 200, 201, 211-216 substrate roughening,102-104, 107 and 
providing external stress in vertical directions.38, 217-219 The good agreement with Cassie equation implies 
that the roughness (Figure 6.14) effect of the SCAL pattern is small. The experimental contact angle data 
of SCAL was further compared with the theoretical contact angle predicted by Cassie-Baxter equation,220 
often used to estimate the contact angle of roughened surfaces containing air pockets. However, there was 
a significant mismatching between experimental value and theoretical value, also supporting that the 
roughness effect is small. Thus, the fundamental concept of SCAL coating is in accordance with the surface 
neutralization with a heterogeneous composite. However, the SCAL coating can be beneficial in that the 
composition of the heterogeneous components is readily and precisely controlled. 
 
Figure 6.14 AFM height images of (a) SCAL47nm, (b) SCAL58nm, and (c) SCAL70nm at various π, and its 
topographic linecut profiles. 
According to the previous studies,25, 26, 52, 200-204 the water contact angle necessary for the perpendicular 
domain orientation of PS-b-PMMA is known to be around 70−80°, shaded in blue in Figure 6.11a. To 
further verify the condition for surface neutralization, the interfacial energy of PS and PMMA for the 
SCAL47nm-coated substrates was measured and plotted it in the inset of Figure 6.11. The details are given 
bellow. 
The surface tension of SCAL coated substrates was measured/estimated from the Owens-Wendt 
theory,221 which is based on two fundamental equations of Good’s equation and Young’s equation. 
Owens-Wendt equation is as follows: 
    (6.3) 
, where  is total surface energy of the liquid droplet,  is dispersive component of the surface 
energy of the liquid droplet,  is polar component of the surface energy of the liquid droplet,  is 
the total surface energy of the solid,  is polar component of the surface energy of the solid,  is 
dispersive component of the surface energy of the solid, and  is the contact angle between the liquid 
droplet and the solid. Equation 6.3 has the linear relation of y = mx + b, where y = , m = 
, x = , and b = . 
The surface energy of the SCAL coated substrates ( , , and ) was calculated from the linear 
















water 70.4 75.9 76.2 78.5 80.6 
glycerol 59.4 60.2 60.7 63.2 65.4 
ethylene 
glycol 
43.0 46.4 47.7 48.4 49.4 
nitromethane 13.0 14.0 14.7 17.2 17.5 
PS 6.66 1.12 0.97 1.07 1.02 
PMMA 4.12 4.38 5.37 5.38 5.41 
Table 6.1. Contact angle of various liquid droplets on various SCAL47nm-coated substrates. The contact 
angles of PMMA and PS droplets on SCAL coated substrates were measured by AFM imaging of 
dewetted 9-nm-thick PS (Mw = 35 kg/mol) and PMMA (Mw = 15 kg/mol) thin films on SCAL-coated 
subtrates after thermal annealing (190 °C, 24 hours). 
From the surface energy and the measured contact angle given in Table 6.1 and 6.2, the interfacial 
energy between polymers (PS or PMMA) and SCAL coated substrates is calculated from Young’s 
equation: 
     (6.4) 
, where  is the contact angle between the liquid droplet and the solid,  is total surface energy of 
the liquid droplet,  is total surface energy of the solid, and  is the interfacial energy between the 
liquid droplet and the solid. 
The resulting interfacial energy differences between SCAL47nm/PS and SCAL47nm/PMMA interfaces 
are plotted in the inset of Figure 6.11a. 






Water 72.8 26.4 46.4 
Glycerol 63.4 37.0 26.4 
Ethylene glycol 47.7 26.4 21.3 
Nitromethane 36.5 22.0 14.5 
PS 29.90 - - 
PMMA 30.02 - - 
SCAL47nm, 1mN/m 36.21 24.68 11.53 
SCAL47nm, 5mN/m 39.62 34.78 4.84 
SCAL47nm, 8mN/m 39.22 34.45 4.77 
SCAL47nm, 10mN/m 40.89 37.72 3.17 
SCAL47nm, 12mN/m 41.94 39.82 2.12 
Table 6.2 The surface energy of various materials and SCAL coated substrate. 
In the inset of Figure 6.11a, all the SCAL47nm showed very small interfacial energy differences for PS 
and PMMA, ∆γ, within ± 0.25 mJ/m2, considered as a neutral surface.25 Thus, it was confirmed that the 
SCAL having the water contact angle around 70−80° indeed neutralized the interface for the overlying PS-
b-PMMA.  
6.3.4 Limits of SCAL Size Providing a Compositional Randomness 
It was found that not all points in the blue shaded area of Figure 6.11a form perpendicular orientations, 
implying that a match in the contact angle is a necessary but insufficient condition. For example, although 
all SCAL47nm-, SCAL58nm-, and SCAL70nm-coated substrates at 10 mN/m have contact angles within the 
range of 70−80°, SM(25-26k) forms a perpendicular lamellar structure only on the SCAL47nm-coated 
substrates. 
It was hypothesized that the failure is caused by the pattern size of the SCAL, which is not sufficiently 
small compared to the domain spacing of the self-assembling BCPs. For the same reason, random 
copolymers can be more effective than block copolymers at the same composition in creating neutral 
substrates. Therefore, it was investigated how the size variations of the SCAL patterns (DSCAL) and the 
domain spacing of the BCP lamellar structure (DL) influence the domain orientation of a PS-b-PMMA 
lamellar structure, as plotted in Figure 6.11e. It was confirmed that there is a clear domain spacing ratio 
required to obtain a perpendicular PS-b-PMMA lamellar structure; specifically, the critical borderline is 
obtained as follows: 
DSCAL ≈ 2DL     (6.5) 
According to Equation 6.5, the condition required for the SCAL pattern size to allow the BCP to 
recognize it as neutral is quite generous, namely, a PS-b-PMMA lamellar structure can form perpendicular 
lamellae simply if DSCAL is smaller than twice of DL. 
This finding provides an insight into the maximum heterogeneity of the composite surface recognized 
as a neutral one, and is consistent with the recent study by Ryu and coworkers.52 They utilized a randomly 
segregated pattern of an irreversibly adsorbed PS-b-PMMA layer as a neutral substrate for a BCP 
nanopatterning and showed that to guarantee the compositional randomness toward the overlying PS-b-
PMMA, the correlation length of the randomly segregated pattern should be smaller than the domain 
spacing of the overlying PS-b-PMMA. 
Next, it was investigated how far the effect of the SCAL layer can propagate in terms of film thickness. 
Figure 6.11f shows the thickness windows for the perpendicular SM(52-52k) lamellar on various SCAL 
layers. It was first noted that the thickness window allowing the perpendicular orientation at a given π 
becomes broader as the SCAL pattern size is reduced. 
The thickness window can be widened up to 2-3 DL for all of SM(25-26k), SM(35-37k), and SM(52-
52k) (Figure 6.15); it was confirmed that SM(25-26k), SM(35-37k) and SM(52-52k) showed perfect 
perpendicular lamellar at the thickness of 81 (2.8 DL), 82 (1.8 DL), and 98 (1.8 DL) nm, respectively and 
these perpendicular lamellar were fully propagated from surface to substrate as shown in Figure 6.15. 
 
Figure 6.15 SEM images in (a) high-, (b) low-magnification and (c) GISAXS 1D data with a varying 
incident angle from 0.10° to 0.15° of SM(25-26k) with a thickness of 81 nm (2.8 L0) on SCAL47nm, 10mN/m. 
SEM images of (d) SM(25-26k) with a thickness of 52 nm (1.8 L0), (e) SM(35-37k) with a thickness of 82 
nm (1.8 L0), and (f) SM(52-52k) with a thickness of 98nm (1.81 L0) on SCAL47nm, 10mN/m. GISAXS 1D data 
of the corresponding samples in (g) panel e and (h) panel f with a varying incident angle from 0.10° to 
0.15°. 
However, the perpendicular orientation with the SCAL pattern is not obtained when the thickness is 
commensurate with the domain spacing, DL, presumably related to the free energy variation with thickness. 
While the free energy of perpendicular lamellar is constant with thickness, that of parallel lamellar 
fluctuates with varying thickness creating the minima at the commensurate thicknesses.101, 215, 222, 223 It has 
been known that the lamellar-forming PS-b-PMMA shows an asymmetric wetting behavior on a bare Si 
wafer forming a smooth film surface of parallel lamellar with minimum free energy at the thicknesses of 
(n+0.5)DL, where n is an integer.87 
On the other hand, in the system of current study, the underlying SCAL layer works as the wetting layer 
on the substrate, thus the overlying PS-b-PMMA lamellar tends to form a non-terraced parallel lamellar at 
the thicknesses of n DL with a few-nm-thick SCAL layer. Therefore, the free energy of parallel lamellar 
fluctuates with varying thickness creating the minima at the commensurate thicknesses, a little thicker than 
1.0, 2.0, 3.0 DL, …, at intervals of DL.101 In our system, the free energy of parallel lamellar at the 
commensurate thicknesses is expected to be lower than that of the perpendicular lamellar, resulting in a 
discontinuity in the thickness window for perpendicular domain orientation.107, 222, 223 
  
6.3.5 Universal Applicability of SCAL for BCP Nanopatterning 
The SCAL coatings are universally applicable to many types of substrates with varying shapes and 
materials for BCP nanopatterning. A perpendicular PS-b-PMMA lamellar was successfully created on 15 
different materials coated with SCAL, namely, Si, Al2O3, HfO2, indium tin oxide (ITO), Mo, Ni, Si3N4, 
TiO2, W, ZnO2, Au, polyimide (PI), Pt, Ta, and TaN, as shown in Figure 6.16a. Whereas the original surface 
energy/contact angles of the 15 different substrate materials varied widely, the SCAL coating effectively 
achieved a neutral surface by providing a uniform 80° of the surface energy/contact angle as shown in 
Figure 6.16b. 
 
Figure 6.16 Universal applicability of SCAL coatings for BCP nanopatterning. (a) SEM image of 
perpendicularly oriented SM(52-52k) lamellar structure on 15 different materials coated with SCAL47nm, 
10mN/m, namely, Si, Al2O3, HfO2, indium tin oxide (ITO), Mo, Ni, Si3N4, TiO2, W, ZnO2, Au, polyimide (PI), 
Pt, Ta, and TaN. (b) Variation in water contact angle on bare and SCAL47nm, 10mN/m-coated substrates used in 
panel a. (c) SM(52-52k) nanopatterning on a curved surface of a glass pipette with the aid of SCAL47nm, 
10mN/m coating. (d) SEM image of a SCAL47nm, 10mN/m-coated AFM tip and cantilever. (e) Photograph and 
SEM image of PDMS pad with SCAL47nm, 8mN/m coating. Insets in the photograph show the water contact 
angles before and after the SCAL coating. (f) SEM image, (g) GISAXS 2D and (h) 1D data of SM(64-35k) 
perpendicular cylinders on a SCAL47nm, 10mN/m-coated substrate. 
The SCAL methodology can be further applied to chemoepitaxy181 upon the selective coating of SCAL 
layers on a chemically patterned substrate. Because the periodic units of SCAL tend to be adsorbed on more 
hydrophilic sites during a coating at the air/water interface, the selective coatings of SCAL is available,224 
providing an opportunity for chemoepitaxy. 
In addition, the SCAL coating takes advantage of water transfer printing,225, 226 which has been actively 
utilized in the industry and academic research. Thus, a SCAL coating can be readily applied to three-
dimensional (3D) or flexible substrates by simply passing them through the air/water interface. As a 
demonstration, the BCP nanopatterns of a perpendicular lamellar structure was successfully oriented on a 
curved surface of a glass pipette using SCAL coatings followed by BCP nanopatterning, as shown in Figure 
6.16c. The applicability of the SCAL coating was further confirmed for more elaborate 3D structures, 
including an angulated surface of the edge of the atomic force microscope (AFM) cantilever and a sub-
micron-sized 3D feature of the AFM tip, as shown in Figure 6.16d. SCAL coating is also applicable to 
flexible substrates. Figure 6.16e shows that the SCAL coating on a flexible Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 
pad successfully modified the surface property, confirmed by the SEM image and contact angle 
measurement. The easiness allowed a SCAL-coated PDMS pad to be utilized as a SCAL topcoat in a later 
section. 
More versatile BCP patterning on a multi-dimensional substrate is available because a SCAL coating 
can be integrated with conventional micropatterning, not only for a perpendicular lamellar but also 
perpendicular cylinders as shown in Figure 6.16f, g, and h. 
Furthermore, owing to the ultrathin thickness of a SCAL coating, hierarchical patterning is more readily 
available by selectively removing the SCAL with a shadow mask using UVO or an oxygen plasma 
treatment (Figure 6.17a and b). Thus, the PS-b-PMMA lamellar structure was oriented perpendicularly on 
only the SCAL patterns protected by a shadow mask, whereas it was oriented parallel to the substrate on 
the UVO or oxygen plasma-treated area, as shown in Figure 6.17c. 
 
Figure 6.17 Hierarchical SCAL patterning and BCP nanopatterning. (a) Schematic process for the 
hierarchical SCAL patterning and BCP nanopatterning. SEM images of (b) hierarchical SCAL47nm, 10mN/m 
patterns with selective etching and (c) the following hierarchically patterned SM(25-26k) lamellar structure. 
  
6.3.6 The Strategy for Free Surface Neutralization with SCAL 
The universal applicability of SCAL coatings may require additional controllability for the free surface. 
Unlike PS-b-PMMA systems where the free surface becomes neutral simultaneously with thermal 
annealing,84 achieving a neutral interfacial condition at the free surface is often more complicated especially 
for many high-χ BCP films.28 While many high-χ BCPs can be beneficial on decreasing feature size for 
nanopattering, a large surface energy difference between blocks at the free surface requires an additional 
process to obtain perpendicular domain orientation such as a topcoat method. 
The free surface neutralization with a versatile topcoat method has been developed such as applying 
polarity switchable materials,28, 227 using initiated chemical vapor deposition (iCVD),29, 228, 229 using plasma 
treatment,30, 230 and adding additives in BCP thin films.222, 231-233 While these topcoats are certainly effective 
for neutralization, the topcoats must be removed through post-treatment, in which the topcoats cannot be 
reused. 
In this part, it was demonstrated that the SCAL can be utilized for the free surface neutralization of BCP 
thin films and introduced as an etching-free, shear-inducible, and reusable SCAL topcoat for high-χ BCP 
nanopatterning. Figure 6.3b and Figure 6.18a illustrates a topcoat approach with SCAL for free surface 
neutralization. Noting the SCAL can be universally coated to any substrates including flexible substrates, 
e.g. PDMS pad, the free surface of high-χ BCP thin films can be neutralized by placing the SCAL-coated 
PDMS pad on the films while the substrate is also neutralized with the SCAL coating. 
 
Figure 6.18 Etching-free, shear-inducible, and reusable SCAL topcoat for high-χ BCP nanopatterning. (a) 
Schematic illustration of etching-free and shear-inducible SCAL topcoat. (b) SEM images of SV(45-49k) 
lamellar on SCAL coated substrate without SCAL topcoat, with SCAL topcoat, and with shear-induced 
SCAL topcoat. (c) Schematic illustration of reusable SCAL topcoat. (d) SEM images of SV(45-49k) 
lamellar on SCAL coated substrate shear-aligned with reused SCAL topcoat. The black arrows in panel b 
and d indicate shear direction. 
The effect of SCAL topcoat on free surface neutralization was investigated in the PS-b-P2VP thin films 
as a representative high-χ BCP. SCAL47nm, 8mN/m was choosen, which shows a similar water contact angle 
with PS-r-P2VP random copolymer brushes,234 to give neutral interfaces for the PS-b-P2VP. 
In the first image of Figure 6.18b, PS-b-P2VP (45-49k), referred to SV(45-49k), on a SCAL-coated 
substrate shows the parallel domain orientation with terraced holes. On the other hands, when the SCAL 
topcoat was applied to SV(45-49k) on the SCAL-coated substrate, the SV(45-49k) thin film sandwiched 
with SCAL layers is at a neutral condition for both interfaces, thus successfully achieving a perpendicular 
domain orientation, as shown in the second image of Figure 6.18b. It was also investigated cases that the 
SCAL layer exists at only one interface between the free surface and the substrate; however, none of them 
showed a perpendicular domain orientation (Figure 6.19). 
 
Figure 6.19 SEM image of PS-b-P2VP lamellar (a) on a Si wafer and under the PDMS pad, (b) on a Si 
wafer and under the O2 plasma treated PDMS pad, (c) on SCAL coated substrate and under PDMS pad, 
and (d) on SCAL coated substrate and under O2 plasma treated PDMS pad. 
It should be noted that the SCAL topcoat can be easily removed by simply detaching it from the BCP 
thin films without any additional etching process, which is certainly beneficial as many previous topcoat 
approaches needed an additional etching process to remove topcoat layers.28, 30, 216, 227, 229-231 
Next, it was further showed that the SCAL topcoat additionally induces the pattern alignment as it is 
based on the elastomer substrate, PDMS pad, which can provide a shear-induced alignment in the BCP thin 
films.36, 94, 235 When the shear stress with SCAL topcoat was applied to the SV(45-49k) thin films on a 
SCAL-coated substrate, the SV(45-49k) shows the perpendicular lamellar highly aligned to the shear 
direction, as shown in the third image of Figure 6.18b. It should be noted that the degree of alignment was 
much higher than the previously reported shear-aligned perpendicular PS-b-PMMA lamellar.235 
In addition, one takes advantage of that the removable SCAL topcoat can be reused multiple times, as 
illustrated in Figure 6.18c. The reused SCAL topcoat successfully provided a neutral free surface and also 
effectively gave a shear-induced alignment in the SV(45-49k) thin films on the SCAL-coated substrate, as 
shown in Figure 6.18d. The detailed experimental conditions for SCAL topcoat are provided in the 
experimental detials.  
6.4 Conclusion 
In conclusion, a SCAL coating was introduced as a facile, low-cost, and universal method to modify the 
surface properties of the substrates, and it was further showed that the method can be effectively integrated 
with BCP nanopatterning. The SCAL patterns are readily generated from the ISA of BCPs whose pattern 
density can be finely controlled using a π with a resolution of a few nanometers. 
The SCAL coating systematically alters the surface energy of the substrates depending on the π-
dependent tunable SCAL patterns, and its underlying mechanism is well-described through the Cassie 
equation. It was thoroughly demonstrated how the SCAL coating controls the domain orientation of 
overlying BCPs in the model system of PS-b-PMMA and found a substantial correlation between the 
domain spacing of the overlying PS-b-PMMA lamellar and that of the SCAL pattern to form a 
perpendicular domain orientation. 
The universal applicability of SCAL coatings to a broad spectrum of materials including metals, metal 
oxides, ceramics, polymeric, and curved, flexible, and three-dimensional substrates has allowed BCP 
nanopatterning to be extended and applied to more diverse areas of application. 
The SCAL topcoat was further introduced as an etching-free, shear-inducible, and reusable topcoat for 
free surface neutralization of high-χ BCP thin films. Lastly, a SCAL coating will be employed as an 
effective platform to control both interfaces of BCP thin films at free surface and substrates and bring about 
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Chapter 7 
Summary and Conclusion 
 
In this thesis, interfacial effects on BCP self-assembly under one-dimensional confinement has beeen 
discussed classified into two parts of intrinsic and extrinsic interfacial effects. Firstly, as extrinsic interfacial 
effects, three factors have been investigated such as applied shear stress given at the free surface of BCP 
thin films, an anisotropic roughness at BCP-substrate interface, and BCPs at the air/water interface, which 
are highlighted in Chapter 2, 3, and 4 of Part A, respectively. Secondly, as intrinsic interfacial effects, the 
concept of the irreversibly adsorbed layer and the way to control it have been studied, which are highlighted 
in Chapter 5 and 6 of Part B. 
In Chapter 2, temperature-dependent shear alignment of cylinder-forming BCPs has been investigated, 
including the observation of transverse alignment with shear-direction. Under shear, the free energy is 
minimized when the cylinder axes align parallel to the shear direction, but this orientation requires sufficient 
mobility of the cylinder-forming blocks. If the mobility is insufficient, log-rolling alignment is favored 
instead. Notably, this unusual log-rolling alignment was observed for the BCP chemistry (PS-b-PMMA) 
which is the most widely used in directed self-assembly for nanofabrication. This implies that 
understanding the fundamental physics of these copolymers (e.g., mobility of the constituent blocks) can 
be critical in determining their quality of alignment. 
In Chapter 3, the effect of the anisotropic roughness of substrate in BCP thin films has been investigated. 
The exsistance of anisotropic roughness at the BCP-substrate interface were resulted in controlling in-plane 
domain orientation of the self-assembled BCP nanopatterns. Thus, through utilizing this, nanoscratch-DSA 
was demonstrated as a simple and scalable DSA strategy allowing the highly aligned BCP nanopatterns 
over a large macroscopic area. A gentle scratching the target substrate with a commercial diamond lapping 
film can form the uniaxially aligned scratches of nanometer size, so-called nanoscratch. The nanoscratch 
effectively guides the self-assembly of overlying BCPs and provides the highly aligned nanopatterns along 
with the nanoscratching direction, verified with an azimuthal analysis of GISAXS. Moreover, the 
nanoscratch-DSA is not a material specific method and thus can be applied to various target materials 
allowing more versatile nanofabrication for various functional nanomaterials. In addition, the nanoscratch 
can be freely drawn in any scratching directions, which enables a very simple direction-controllable and 
area-selective nanofabrication method. 
In Chapter 4, the totally different external interfacial condition has been considered, which is the 
air/water interface to produce ultra-thin films. It was showed that the self-assembling morphology of a neat 
amphiphilic BCP at the air/water interface is not fixed by a fixed relative block ratio; instead, it can be 
effectively modified when the spreading area is controlled. The morphology transition is explained in terms 
of the modified dewetting mechanism based on the concept of relative lateral areas of the two blocks. When 
chain stretching of hydrophilic chains is suppressed because of the limited area, further dewetting is 
prevented and the morphology is determined by the degree of the area confinement. Moreover, occasionally 
reported morphological changes can be integrated with this spreading-area controlled dewetting 
phenomenon. To the best of our knowledge, new phase diagram of interfacial BCP assembly was suggested 
for the first time, in which the spreading area is an important variable. Therefore, one can obtain various 
morphologies even with a neat BCP at a fixed block fraction. 
In Chapter 5, self-assembled copolymer adsorption layer (SCAL) was introduced as an effective way to 
control the adsorbed layers in BCP thin films. Whereas physisorption is generally considered to be weaker 
than chemisorption, it was found that a physisorption-based SCAL possesses a significant adsorption 
capability and stability, which makes the SCAL a superior alternative for the natural adsorbed layer. 
Furthermore, the suggested strategy of changing the chain conformation of the adsorbed layer allowed us 
to effectively change the thermodynamic equilibrium of the film structures. Upon applying the additional 
BCP coatings, the underlying layer of the SCAL guides the nanostructures in thin films because it provides 
topological restrictions and enthalpic/entropic preferences for a BCP self-assembly. The SCAL provides a 
greater level of opportunity to control the adsorbed layer structures more delicately, which in turn reveals 
an unprecedented yet interesting BCP nanostructure: arrays of spacing-controlled hole/dot patterns, dotted-
line patterns, dash-line patterns, and anisotropic cluster patterns, among others, were found. 
In Chapter 6, the effects of SCALs were shown in various ways and altered depending on the thickness 
of BCP thin films. As increasing of the thickness of BCP thin films, SCAL can be utilzed as a facile, low-
cost, and universal method to modify the interfacial properties of the BCP-substrate interface. The SCALs 
are readily generated from the ISA of BCPs whose pattern density can be finely controlled with a resolution 
of a few nanometers. The SCAL systematically alters the surface energy of the substrates depending on 
their tunable patterns, and its underlying mechanism is well-described through the Cassie equation. It was 
thoroughly demonstrated how the SCAL controls the domain orientation of overlying BCPs in the model 
system of PS-b-PMMA and found a substantial correlation between the domain spacing of the overlying 
PS-b-PMMA lamellar structure and that of the SCAL pattern to form a perpendicular domain orientation. 
The universal applicability of SCAL to a broad spectrum of materials including metals, metal oxides, 
ceramics, polymerics, and curved, flexible, and three-dimensional substrates has allowed BCP 
nanopatterning to be extended and applied to more diverse areas of application. The SCAL topcoat was 
further introduced as an etching-free, shear-inducible, and reusable topcoat for free surface neutralization 
of high-χ BCP thin films. 
In summary, when BCPs are under one-dimensional confinements, such as in thin films or at the air/water 
interface, they self-assemble to form various nanopatterns employing in various applications. If BCPs are 
confined in two-dimension, the surface to volume ratio dramatically increases, and the interface takes a 
critical role in their self-assembly. Eventually, a key to design self-assembled nanostructure lies in a 
interfacial control of the confined block copolymers. Therefore, the fundamental understanding on 
interfacial effects on BCP self-assembly becomes important. Lastly, I believe this thesis provides a general 
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